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Improve'a Excavator. 

While there is probably an ample supply of skilled labor 
to perform the nicel·meclianical and industrial work of the 
country, there is it la� � agriculture and the ruder opera
tioJls of railway and Canal construction, which keeps wages 
at a high figure, and ':c��;Js contractors to adopt any and 
all practical means to lesse�their burdens in this respect. 

Excavating for rail.w'!t'}'s and canals has hitherto been gen
erally performed by hand.Iabor. Although there have been 
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It is claimed to be a.cheaper machine than any other of 
the same power. Small sizes can be handled on common 
roads without removing the machinery. They have been 
built of weights varying from eight to twenty-four tuns. 

We are informed that a coal company has used one with 
much satisfaction for handling coal, and that another is 
working very satisfactorily dredging on a southern river. 
Several are now working in railway excavations. 

Expansive friction clutches are used, which obviate shocks 

{ $3 per Annum 
[IN ADVANCE.j 

it attacks the orange, yellow, and green, in succession; the 
blue alone finally remains, but everything might be extin
gnished by a sufficient depth of thtjliquid. 

And now we are prepared for a concentrated but tolerably 
complete statement of the action of sea water upon liO"ht to' 
which it owes its blackness. Here is our spectrum. '" ThiR 
embraces three classes of rays-the thermal, the visual, and 
the chemical. These divisions overlap. each other; the 
thermal rays are in part· visual, the visual rays in part chem-

SAGE & ALGER'S· PATENT EXCAVATOR AND DREDGING MACHINE. 

machines invented for this purpose, they have not been gen
erally introduced. 

Our engraving illustrates a new machine of this kind for 
which superior advantages, over all that have preceded it, are 
claimed_ 

In place of the ordinarr crane, a boom is employed, having 
its lower end attached by a joint to the foot of a short mast, 
to which the turntable is fastened. 

The upper end of the boom is supported by a chain con
troled by the dipper tender. The end of the dipper handle 
is firmly attached by a joint to the boon::. By raising or 
lowering the upper end of the boom, the position of the dip
per is changed. If it be wished to work carefully to a certain 
grade in light cutting, by lowering the boom as'the engineer 
winds up the dipper chain, the dipper passes over a long 
distance, and leaves the surface uniform, working, it is 
claimed, rapidly, and moving no more material than is re
quired. As considerable distance from the body of the ma
chine can be reached, frequent moving is avoided. 

In excavating hard material, other machines have difficulty 
in holding the mouth of the dipper with sufficient power 
against the hard surface to make it take hold. In this ma
chine, the forward truck wheels are jacked up slightly from 
the truck, which holds the body of the machine from retreat
ing, and the dipper holds itself against hard banks, and can 
be governed to cut just the depth that the power will carry 
it through. 

If the dipper strikes a rock or hidden obstruction that re
sists removal, the boom is raised and the dipper chain 
slacked to free it. 

The inventors have also an attachment, used in place of the 
dipper and handle shown, by which hard pan is readily 
broken up, and prepared for the action of the dipper when 
the latter is replaced. 

When this machine is placed upon a boat, it is claimed to 
be a first class dredge, and, if required, will, with a short 
boom, dredgp under canal bridges. 

When placed upon a pier with a long boom and mast, it 
will work in deep water to a long distance, depositing the 
excwated material upon the pier. 

to the machinery. The engine is provided with a governor, 
and other appliances for the economical application of the 
power. 

This machine was patented November 29, 1870, by Clinton 
H. Sage and Samuel B. Alger. For further information, ad
dress the manufacturers, John King & Co., Oswego, N. Y. 

-.�.-
COLORS OF THE SEA. 

Two distinct series of observations have been brought be
fora you, the one consisting of direct observations of the color 
of the sea, conducted during the voyage from Gibraltar to 
Portsmouth; the other conducted in our laboratory below 
stairs. And here it is to be noted that, in the home examina
tion, I never know what water I had in my hands. The 
labels, which had written upon them the names of the locali
ties, had been tied up as you see them here, all information 
regarding the source of the water being thus precluded. The 
bottles were simply numbered, and not till all the waters had 
been examined did I open the labels, and ascertain the local
ity and sea colors corresponding to the various specimens. I 
must, therefore, have been perfectly unbiassed in my home 
observations, and they establish beyond a doubt the associa
tion of the green color of sea water with fine suspended mat
ter, and the association of the ultramarine color, and more 
especially of the black indigo hue of sea water, with the com
parative absence of such suspended matter. 

Color, you know, resides in white light, appearing gen
erally when any constituent of the white light is withdrawn. 
Here is a liquid which colors a beam sent through it purple. 
It cuts out the yellow and green, and allows red and blue to 
pass through. The blending of these two colors produces 
the purple. Does tae liquid allow absolutely free passage to 
the red and blue? No. It enfeebles the whole spectrum, 
but attacks with special energy the yellow and green colors. 
By increasing the thickness of the stratum traversed by the 
beam, we cut off the whole of the spectrum. Through the 
deeper layer, which I now place in the path of the beam, no 
color can pass. Here, again, is a blue liquid. Why is it 
blue? Its action on the spectrum answers the question. It 
first extinguishes the red; then as the thickness augments, 

ical, and vice versa. The vast body of thermal rays is here 
beyond the red and invisible .  They are attacked with ex
ceeding energy by water. They are absorbed close to the 
surface of the sea, and are the great agents in evaporation. 
At the same time the whole spectrum suffers enfeeblement; 
water attacks all its rays, but with different degrees of energy. 
Of the visual rays the red are attacked first, and first ex
tinguished. While the red is extinguished, the remaining 
colors are enfeebled. As the solar beam plunges deeper into 
the sea, orange follows red, yellow follows orange, green fol
lows yellow, and the various shades of blue, where the water 
is deep enough, follow green. Absolute extinction of the 
solar beam would be the consequence if the water w�re deep 
and uniform, and contained no suspended matter: Such 
water would be as black as ink. A reflected glimmer of ordi
nary light would reach us from its surface, as it would from 
the surface of actual ink; but no light, hence no color, would 
reach us from the body of the water. In very clear and very 
deep sea water this condition is approximately fulfilled, and 
hence the extraordinary darkness of such water. The indigo 
to which I have already referred, is, I believe, to be ascribed 
in part to the suspended matter, which is never absent, even 
in the purest natural water, and in part to the slight reflection 
of the light from the limiting surfaces of. strata of different 
densities. A modicum of light is thus thrown back to the 
eye, before the depth necessary to absolute extinction has 
been attained. An effect precisely similar occurs under the 
moraines of the Swiss glaciers. The ice here is exception" 
ally compact, and owing to the absence of the internal scat
tering common in bubbled ice, the light plunges into the 
mass, is extinguished, and the perfectly clear ice presents an 
appearance of pitchy blackness. 

The green color of the sea, when it contains matter in a 
state of mechanical suspension, has now to be accounted for, 
and here, again, let us fall back upon the sure basis of ex
periment. This white plate was once a complete dinner plate, 
very thick and strong. It is, you see, surrounded securely 
by cork, and to it a lead weight is fastened. Forty or fifty 
yards of strong hempen. line were attached to the plate. 
With it in his hand, my assistant, Thorogood, occupied a boat 
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fastened as usual to the davits of the Urgent, while I occu
pied a second boat nearer to the stem of the ship. He cast 
the plate as a mariner heaves the lead, and by the time it had 
reached me, it had sunk a considerable depth in the water. 
In all .:ases the hue of this plate was green, and when the 
sea was of the darkest indigo, the green was the most vivid 
and pronounced. I could notice the gradual deepening of the 
color as the plate sank, but at its greatest depth in indigo 
water, the.color was still a blue green. 

Other observati6ns confirmed this one. The Urgent is a 
screw steamer, and right over the blades of the screw there 
was an orifice called the screw well, through which you could 
look from the poop down upon the screw. The surface glim
mer which so pesters the eye was here in a great measure re
moved. Midway down, a plank crossed the screw well from 
side to side, and on this I used to place myself to observe the 
action of the screw underneath. The eye was rendered sen
sitive by the moderation of the light, and still further to 
remove all disturbing causes, Lieutenant Walton had the 
great kindness to have a sail and tarpaulin thrown over the 
mouth of the well. Underneath this I perched myself and 
watched the screw. In an indigo sea the play of colors was 
indescribably beautiful, and the contrast between the water 
which had the screw blades for a background, and that which 
had the bottom of the ocean as a background, was extraordi
nary. The one was of the most brilliant green, the other of 
the most lustrous ultramarine. The S11rface of the water 
above the screw blade was always ruffled. Liquid lenses 
were thus formed, by which the colored light was withdrawn 
from some places and concentrated upon others. The screw 
blades in this case replaced the plate in the former case, and 
there were other instances of a similar kind. The hue froin 
an indigo sea was always green at a certain depth below the 
surface. 'Fhe white bellies of the porpoises showed the same 
hue, varying in intensity as the creatures swung to and fro 
between the surface and the deeper water. In a rough sea 
the light which hatt penetrated the summit of a wave some
times reached the eye. A beautiful green cap was thus 
placed upon the wave when the ship wa$ in indigo water. 

But how is this color to be connected physically and philo
sophically with the suspended particles f Take the dinner 
plate which showed so brilliant a green when thrown into 
indigo water. Suppose it to diminish in size until it reached 
an almost microscopic magnitude. It would still behave sub
stantially as the larger plate, sending to the eye its modicum 
of green light. If the plate, instead of being a large coherent 
mass, were ground to powder sufficiently fine, and in this con
dition diffused through the clear sea water, it would send 
green to the eye. In fact, the action of the suspended parti
cles, which the home examination revealed in green sea water, 
is in all essential particulars like the plate, or like the screw 
blades, or like the foam, or like the bellies of the porpoises. 
When too gross, or in too great quantity, the suspended 
particles thicken the sea itself visibly. But when sufficiently 
small, but not too small, and when sufficiently diffused, they 
do not sensibly interfere with the limpid greenness of the 
sea it· elf. They then require the stronger and more delicate 
test of the concentrated luminous beam to reveal their pres
ence.- Tyndall. 

- .•. -, 
TILGHMAN'S PROCESS OF CUTTING RARD SUBSTANCES. 

BY COLEMAN SELLERS. 

How to cut or carve, mechanically, hard substances, such 
as stone, glass, or hard metals, in an expeditious, accurate, 
and economical manner, has always engaged the attention of 
engineers. At the present time, the rapidly increasing cost 
of manual labor makes improvements in this direction more 
needful. The discovery and utilization of opaque crystal
ized carbon, cheaper than transparent diamonds, but perhaps 
equally durable, has gone far in this direction. Now, Mr. 
B. C. Tilghman, of Philadelphia, comes forward, and shows 
that a jet of quartz sand thrown against a block of solid 
corundum will bore a hole through it 1t inches in diamete'r, 
11' deep, in 25 minutes, and this with a velocity obtainable 
by the use of steam as the propelling power, at a pressure of 
300 pounds per square inch-a remarkable result, when we 
consider that corundum is next to and but little inferior to 
the diamond in hardness. 

At the stated meeting of the Franklin Institute, held Feb
ruary 15, 1871, the resident secretary, Dr. W. H. Wahl, in
troduced this invention, illustrating his de�cription of it by 
practically cutting or depolishing the surface of a plate of 
glass by a sand blast of very moderate intensity. Various 
examples of hard substances cut, depolished, and carved into 
shape, were displayed. In the discussion which followed the 
presentation of this very remarkable discovery, Mr. Robert 
Briggs, in his interesting remarks on the subject, took occa
sion to say that it had been long remarked that window 
glass, exposed to the wind-driven sand, near the seashore, 
soon loses its polish, and cited some other well known exam
ples of the erosion of surface when exposed to a continued 
stream of moving particles. When we think of the many 
such examples, and considf'r that engineers have had contin
ually to make provision against this well known cutting 
effect, it seems surprising that it should not have been turned 
to some good account before this. 

Mr. Tilghman's attention seems first to have been directed 
towards cutting stone, or hard metal, by a jet of sand im
pelled by steam escaping under high pressure. His early 
experiments were, I believe, with very high pressure, but as 
he progressed in the knowledge of re�ults obtainable with 
various Velocities, a great use for this process seemed to de
velope itself in sand driven- by moderate air blasts, and ap
plied to grinding or depolishing glass for omaIrulntal pur
poses. 

ititutifit �tUtri,au. 
For grinding glass he uses a common rotary fan 30 inches 

in Ij.iameter, making about 1,500 revolutions per minute, 
which gives a blast of air of the pressure of about 4 inches 
of water, through a vertical tube 2 feet high by 60 inches 
long, and 1inch wide. 

Into the top of this tube the sand is fed, and falling into 
the air current, and acquiring velocity from it, is dashed 
down against the sheets of glass, which are slowly moved 
across, about an inch below the end of the tnbe. About 10 or 
15 seconds exposure to the sand blast is sufficient to com· 
pletely grind or depolish the surface of ordinary glass; so 
that sheets of it, carried on endless beIts, may be passed un
der this one inch wide sand shower at the rate of 5 inches for
ward movement per minute. In the machine in use for this 
purpose, the spent sand is reconveyed to the upper hopper by 
elevators, and the dust made by the sand blast (which might 
otherwise be a source of annoyance to the workmen) is drawn 
back into the fan, and thence passes with the wind into the 
blast, and again mingles with the shower of sand upon the 
glass. 

By covering parts of the glass surface by a stencil or pat
tern of any tough or elastic material, such as paper, lace, 
caoutchouc, or oil paint, designs of any kind may be en
graved. 

There is a kind of colored glass made by having a thin 
stratum of colored glass melted or" flashed" on one side of 
an or(iinary sheet of clear glass. If a stencil of sufficient 
toughiies� be placed on the colored side, and exposed to the 
sand blast, the pattern can be cut through the colored stra
tum in from about 4 to 20 minutes, according to its thick 
ness. 

The theoretical velocity of a current of air, of the pressure 
of 4 inches of water, he calculates, is (neglecting friction) 
about 135 feet per second ; the actual velocity of the sand is 
doubtless much less. 

If a current of air of less velocity is used,.say about 1 inch 
of water, very delicate materials, such as th" green leaves of 
the fern, will resist a stream of fine sand long enough to 
allow their outlines to be engraved on glass. By grliduat
ing the time of exposure with sufficient nicety, so as to allow 
the thin pat·ts of the leaves to be partly cut through by the 
sand, while the thicker central ribs and their branches still 
resist, the effect of a shaded engraving may be produced. 

The grinding of such a hard substance as glass by an 
agent which is resisted by snch· a fragile material as a green 
leaf, seems at first rather singular. The probable explana
tion is, that each grain of sand which strikes with its sharp 
angle on the glass, pulverizes an infinitesimal portion which 
is blown away as dust, while the grains which strike the 
leaf rebound from its soft elastic surface. 

The film of bichromatized gelatin, used as a photographic 
negative, may be sUfficiently thick to allow a picture to be 
engraved on glass by fihe sand, driven by a gentle blast of air. 

For cutting stone, the inventor uses steam as the impelling 
jet; the higher the pressure, the greater is the velocity im
parted to the sand, and the more rapid its cutting effect. 

In using steam of about 100 pounds pressure, the sand is 
introduced by a central iron tube, about h ineh bore, while· 
the steam is made to issue from an annular passage sur
rounding the sand tube. 

A certain amount of suction of air is thus produced, which 
draws the sand through the sand tube into the stllam jet, and 
both are then driven together thrcugh a tube about 6 inches 
long, in which the steam imparts its velocity to the sand, and 
finally strike on the stone, which is held about an inch dis
tant from the end of the tube. 

At the spot struck a red light is visible, M if the stone 
were red hot, though really it is below 212' Fah. The light 
is probably caused by the breaking up of the crystals of the 
sand and stone. 

The cutting effect is greatest when free escape is allowed 
for the spent sand and steam. In making a hole of diameter 
but slightly greater than that of the steam jet, the rebound
ing steam and sand slightly inferfere with and lessen the 
efficiency of the jet. 

-

Under favorable conditions, using steam which he esti
mated as equal to about 1t horse power, at a pressure of 
about 125 pounds, the cutting effect per minute was about 1t 
cubic inches of granite, or 3 cubic inches of marble, or 10 
cubic inches of soft brown sandstone. 

By meaTIS of flexible or jointed connecting tubes, the blast 
pipe is made movable in any direction ; grooves and mold
ings of almost any shape can thus be made, or, by means of 
stencil plates, letters or ornaments can be cut either in relief 
or intaglio, with great rapidity in the hardest stone. 

At a high velocity, quartz sand will cut substances much 
harder than itself, as before stated. With a steam jet of 300 
pounds pressure, a hole 11' inches in diameter was cut through 
a piece of corundum, 1t inches thick, in 25 minutes. 

A hole 1 inch long and i inch wide was cut through a hard 
steel file, t inch thick, in 10 minutes, with a jet of 100 pounds 
steam. 

A stream of small lead shot, driven by 50 pounds steam, 
wore a small hole in a piece of hard quartz ; the shot were 
found to be only very slightly flattened by the blow, show
ing their velocity to have been moderate. 

Among the curious examples of glass, cut by this sand 
blast, was shown a piece of ordinary window glass, which, 
having been partially protected by a covering of wire gauze, 
had been cut entirely through, thus producing a glass sieve, 
with openings of about n of an inch, the intervening glass 
meshes being only -Is of an inch wide. This seems �o have 
been produced more as a curiosity than for any practical 
purpose. Should such a sheet of perforated glass be re
quired, it is questionable if it could be produced for a solid 
sheet by any other method. 

A microscopic examination of the sheet glass, depolished 
by this process, shows a succession of pits formed by the 
blows of the impinging grains of sand, and looks more uni
form than do surfaces gronnd by: any rubbing process. 

This steam sand jet hail already been introduced to clean 
cast iron hollow ware, previous to tinning the interior. 
Heretofore, the interior surface has been turned, it having 
been found necessary to remove a thin shaving in a lathe to 
obtain a clean surface. The surface is cleaned more rapidly 
by the sand blast. and even more perfectly, because it pene
trates into any holes or depressions which the turning tool 
could not reach. It is also probable that the sand striking 
the particles of plumbago, which separate the particles of 
metallic iron in ordinary gray cast iron, wlll remove them, 
and tItus expose a continuous metallic surface to take the tin. 

In this relation I might note, that about twenty-five years 
ago, some experiments were made in Cincinnati, at the es
tablishment of Mr. Miles Greenwood, by my brother, Mr. 
George Escol Sellers, with a view to making tinned hollow 
waro of ordinary gray iron. He made a machine for scouring 
the inside of the pots and kettles with sand and water; after· 
wards the still wet, scoured surfaces passed into the chloride 
of zinc solution, and thence into the molten metal, and were 
uniformly turned. For some reason, the process was not 
continued, and now it is only recorded as an abandoned in. 
vention, never before made public. The wet sand grinding 
could not, in this case, have been so efficient as Mr. Tilgh. 
man's sand blast. 

To speculate on the various uses to which this procese may 
be applied, would not serve any good end, and would take 
up too much space. With this discovery we can hardly help 
recurring to the works of the ancients, and wondering if 
some such proce�s could have aided the workers in the stone 
age, or could have been used in carving the Egyptian hiero
glyphics. It has been noted by those familiar with the cut· 
ting or dressing of stone, that some materials, such as gran
ite, are very much injured or " stunned" by the blows of the 
cutting tool, and after being hand dressed, a thickness or 
perhaps from i- inch to t inch has to be ground away, to 
produce a solid uniform surface. By this sand cutting pro· 
cess the surface is not injured, is not " stunned," and is ready 
for polishing at once. 

One curious fact connected with its use is, that when a sur
face, to be cut in intaglio or otherwise, is partially protected 
by templates of metal, these templates curl up under the 
blows of the sand, so that paper patterns are really more 
durable than patterns cut from brass. Sheet steel, cut into 
shape and then hardened, will also curl up under the blows 
of the fine particles of sand, unless protected by sheets of 
yielding material. Fine lace will protect glass during the 
depolishing process, and leave its designs in polished lines 
on a ground surface.-Jlntrnal of Franklin Institute. 

. . .,.-
The Great Sun Spot oC June, 1843. 

Prof. Daniel Kirkwood. in American Journal of Science, 
writes that one of the large8t and most remarkable spots ever 
seen on the sun's disk, appeared in June, 1843, and continued 
visible to the naked eye for seven or eight days. The diameter 
of this spot was, according to Schwabe, 74,000 miles ; so that its 
area was many times greater than that of the earth's surface. 
Now it has been observed, during a number of sun spot cy
cles, that the larger spots are generally found at or near the 
epoch of the greatest numbers. The year 1843 was, however, 
a minimum epoch of the eleven year cycle. It would seem, 
therefore, that the formation of this extraordinary spot was 
an anomaly, and that its origin ought not to be looked for in 
the general cause of the spots of Schwabe's cycle. 

As having a possiLle bearing on the question under con· 
sideration, let us refer to a phenomenon observed at the same 
moment, on the first of September, 18553. by Mr. Carrington, 
of Redhill, and Mr. Hodgson, at Highgate. "Mr. Carrington 
had directed his telescope to the sufl, and was engaged in ob· 
serving his spots, when suddenly two intensely luminous 
bodies burst into view on its surface. They moved side by 
side through a space of about thirty-five thousand miles, 
first increasing in brightness, then fading away. In five 
minutes they had vanished ..... It is a remarkable circum
stance, that the observations at Kew show that on the very 
day, and at the very hour and minute of this unexpected and 
curious phenomenon, a moderate but marked magnetic dis
turbance took place ; and a storm, or great disturbance of the 
magnetic element, occurred four hours after midnight, ex
tending to the Southern hemisphere." 

The opinion has been expressed by more than one astrono
mer, that this phenomenon was produced by the fall of me
teoric matter upon the sun's surface. Now this fact may be 
worthy of note, that the comet of 1843, which had the least 
perihelion distance of any on record, gradually grazed the 
solar atmosphere about three months before the appearance 
of the great sun spot of the same year. The comet's least 
distance from the sun was about 65,000 miles. Had it ap
proached but little nearer. the resistance of the atmosphere 
would probably have brought its entire mass to the solar 
surface. Even at its actual distance, it must have produced 
considerable atmospheric disturbance. But the recent dis
covery that a number of comets are associated with meteoric 
matter, traveling in nearly the same orbits, suggests the in
quiry whether an enormous meteorite, following in th0 com
et's train, and having a somewhat less perihelion distance, 
may not have been precipitated upon the sun, thus produc
ing the great disturbance observed so shortly after the 
comet's perihelion passage. 

_._.-
THE locomotive which George Stephenson constructed. in 

1814 would travel only four miles an hour. In 1825, six 
mi les an hour was the standard speed. 
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SOMETHING ABOUT SEEDS, 

BY W. W. BAlLET. 

$' cirntific 
pIe of life is evanescent, and it is with extreme difficulty 
that many can be transported from one climate or country to 
another. Even those that preserve their appearance un-

The seed of Asclepias, �ilkweed, is thin, flat, and of a changed and remain suitable for food, are often found to 
brownish tint. The embryo is devoid of that store o

f 

albu- have lost their power of germination. The conditions neces
men which many plants provide for the early sustenance of sary for the retention of vitality are not as yet certainly 
their young. It, with its fellows, is imbricated upon a pap- known, but it is thought that a particular amount of dryness 
ery placenta, its plumy tufts reposing in gill-like processes of together with the exclusion of light and air, are essentials to 
the same until the perfection of the fruit, when they become success. 
disengaged by the lightest touch. and waft the attached seed The total amount of seed produced by some plants is very 
to its destined resting place. Nothing can be more soft and remarkable. Linnreus says that a single stem of tobacco 
satiny than is the so-called coma of Asclepias. Under the yields forty thousand seeds, and we all know how well pro
microscope the hairs are found to be exceedingly smooth and vided with them are our commonest plants. 
regular in outliue, and undistinguished by the spiral twist- With the bejtutiful colors often assumed by seeds, all are 
ing which characterizes many similar fibers. The evident of course acquainted who in childhood have arrayed the gaily 
design of the plumes, as in other cases where seeds are pro- tinted beans in military order. Nearly all the primary col
vided with such appendages, is to assist in the wide spread ors are brought into play to ornament the different seeds, 
distribution of the species. Many seeds probably fall quite while some, more regal in their fancies, are bedecked with 
near the parent plant, but chance breezes often carry others bronze and gold. 
to a very great distance. There are many seeds that are not edible, and others that 

As every one ,knows, the dandelion (Taraxacum), the are extremely noxious. The most deadly substance known, 
groundsel (Senecio), the thistle (Cirsium and Onopordon), and perhaps is prepared from the seed of Strychnos nux-vomica.
many other genera of Compositre, the wil,ows (Salicacere), A.merican Naturalist. 
some of the buttercups (Ranunculacere), the evening primrose - •• ' -
family (Onagracere), together with members of many other C o-opera tive Cheese MaILIng in the United States, 

orders, are similarly endowed with silky tufts to assist the At a recent meeting of the Swindon (England) Chamber of 
seed in its migrations. The execution may differ in diverse Agriculture, Mr. W. F. Parsons said that " dairy farming in 
species, but the plan remains the same. This is the common. Hmerica represents a capital of more than six hundred mil
est, yet other methods are adopted to obtain the same end, as -lions of dO'llars. The year 1841 was the first in which cheese 
we notice in the kef like samara of the maple and the wing- was imported in any quantity from the United States. It is 
seeds of the trumpet creeper (Tecoma radicans), of the pines now nearly 500,000 cwts. It was then looked on with con
and the elms. All these are charming objects when viewed tempt by English makers, who confidently predicted that 
by the unassisted eye, or more closely examined by means of it would never successfully compete with the best quality 
the microscope. here. 

Some plants, like the balsam (Impatiens) and the geranium ., The idea of associated dairying seems to have originated in 
by a sudden contraction of portions of the capsule, expel the Switzerland. Swiss peasants, each owning one or two cows, 
contents with a jerk, which Dften throws them to a consider- unite them in a herd, employ a herdsman, who takes them to 
able distance. Others are provided with little hooks, claws, the mountain passes of the Alps, watches them, and with the 
fine hairs or ...some other mechanical means of attaehing help of assistants makes cheese from their milk, which, at the 
themselves to moving objects and availing themselves of close of the season, is divided among the owners of the cows, 
their involuntary aid. There is no American botanist, proba- according to the number furnished by each. Only on such a 
bly, but has expostulated mildly 

'

with the chain like pods of system could cheese be made from one or two cows. 
Desmodium, which will persist to adhering to one's clothing, " Associated dairying, as it exists in America, is a widely 
and the removal of which is no small task. The barbed different affair. What distinguishes the system there, is the 
achenium of Bidens frondosa is another pest to man, as are constant effort to reduce the pursuit to a science. The pop
the burrs of Lappa 

'

major or burdock, to sheep and cattle, ular method of organizing factories, and one that seems to 
but we must bear in mind that in the case of these plants, we give the greatest satisfaction, is to make them joint-stock 
are merely mediums of conveyance, and have temporarily re- affairs. The ground is selected, an estimate made of build
signed our proud position at the head of nature. ings, machinery, and fixtures, then the whole cost is divided 

Animals and birds often distriliute seeds which have pass- up into shares of $50 or $100 each (£10 to £20). The neigh
ed through the system undigested; currents of water in the boring farmers, or those favorable to the movement, take 
ocean bear them from one island or continent to another, stock in proportion to the number of cows from which they 
while commerce. often unintentionally, scatters them over are to deliver milk, Officers are <W.osen, and the company 
distlmt I_de. In this latter way, many of the most perni-. managed on the joint-stook principle. Usually, some one of 
cious weeds have spread from Europe into Australia, America the party is selected as salesman, who makes sale of cheese 
and India, where they make themselves perfectly at home at best prices, makes up dividends, and pays over shares to 
and evince frequently even more vitality than the native 'patrons ' whenever a sale is effected, deducting, of course, 
plants. To take one or two instances of the peculiar method the price of manufacturing, which is fixed at a point to cover 
of spreading, the Rudbeckia hirta is said to have come into any expenses, including 10 per cent on cost of buildings and 
New England with hay seed from the West, and is evidently fixtures. A good cheese manufacturer is employed either.at 
increasing; while in New Brunswick I have heard it claimed a salary or at a certain price per pound of the cheese made. 
that the white weed (Leucanthemum vulgare) has spread with The milk is weighed at the factory as it is delivered, as ex
other Yankee notions from the neighboring states. It has perience has shown that every 10 pounds of milk will, on an 
certainly proved a successful invader and has taken posses- average throughout the season, make one pound of cured 
sion of half the cultivated country. cheese. The Jllanager is employed with the understanding 

I cannot refrain from inserting here a note from Sir J. E. that he is to make a good article, and his product is examined 
Tennent's "Ceylon," in relation to the curious seeds of Spini- from time to time by committees of the company and ex
+'ex squaro8Us, the" water pink" as it is sometimes called by perts, and by farmers when they deliver milk, if they choose, 
Europeans. and hence any mismanagement is soon diclcovered. There 

" The seeds of this plant are contained in a circular head, is another method by which one man, or a company, erects 
composed of a series of spine like divisions, which radiate buildings, and is at the expense of running the factory, 
from the stalk in all directions, making the diameter of the charging by the pound for manufacturing. The advantages 
Whole about eight or nine inches. When the seeds are ma- of the plan under discussion to-day are-first, economy of 
ture, and ready for dispersion, these heads become detached pr<?duction; and, secondly, superiority of produce. According 
from the plant, and are carried by the wind with great veloc- to Dr. Voelcker, by utilising whose scientific teachings the 
ity along the sands, over the surface of which they are im- Americans have attained their success, 'an ordinarily careful 
pelled by their elastic spines. One of these balls may be fol- and active manager ought to be able to make good cheese 
lowed by the eye for miles as it hurries along the level shore under all circumstances, no matter from what kind of pasture 
dropping its seeds as it rolls, which speedily germinate and the milk came, in what weather the cheese was made, or in 
strike root where they fall. The globular heads are so buoy- what part of England the factory was situated.': ' 
ant as to float lightly on the water, and the uppermost spines A long discussion ensued on Mr. Parsons' paper, the gen
acting as sails, they are thus carried across narrow estuaries eral tone of which appeared favorable to the opinions therein 
to continue the process of embanking on newly formed sand- -enunciated, and eventually a vote of thanks was accorded to 
bars. Such an organization irresistibly suggests the won- that gentleman for bringing the subject forward. 
8.erful means ordained by Providence to spread this valuable _ ._. _ 
plant along the barren beach to which no seed devouring Fog Signals. 

bird ever resorts; and even the unobservant natives, struck At a recen't meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
by its singular utility in resisting the encroachments of the in London, a paper was read" On Phonic Coast Fog Signals," 
Ilea, have recorded their admiration by conferring on it the by Mr. A. Beazeley, M. Inst. C. E. Of this paper, the follow
name of Maha-Rawana-raewula, 'the great beard of Rawana ing is an abstract, taken from Engineering,' 
or Rama.' " The coasts of these islands being liable to fogs and mists, 

As to the duration of seeds, there are many conflicting ac- it was surprising that the subject of fog signals, for the guid
counts. All are familiar with the old story of the grain ance and warning of the mariner under such circumstances, 
found with Egyptian mummies, which vegetated after its should have received so little attention; and beyond an occa
disinterment and gave rise to a peculiar kind of wheat. This sional notice or a brief suggestion among scientific journals, 
was a pleasant tale with which to point a moral, but it is now there were no traces of systematic research and experiment. 
discredited by those most familiar with the facts. Still, it It was by some supposed, that great power and long range of 
holds its place in many popular books, and shows the ease sound were not essential to fog signals, inasmuch as it was said 
with which incorrect statements may gain credence, and that fogs .usually occurred in comparath'ely calm weather. 
with what difficulty they are refmed when once proclaimed. This, however, was not the case, so far, at least, as regarded 
That some seeds do live for a long time cannot be doubted, the coasts of Great Britain; for in the years 1868-69, fogs 
but no such extreme limit is authenticated as that cited for prevailed on the Yorkshire coast fifty-one times, at the 
the mummy wheat. There are too many opportunities for entrance of the Bristol Channel one hundred and twenty-five 
error and even fraud, where a story is received at second times, and near Holyhead one hundred and seventeen times, 
hand from the Arabs. The largest of the accepted state- with a total duration of 2Mf, 713f, and 698t hours re�pec
ments look a mite apocryphal. With most seeds the princi- tively, when the strongest winds were from the seaward, 

and varied in force from a mean of 4'55 and a maximum of 8 
on the eastern coast, to a mean of 4'47 and a maximum of 9 
on the western coast. But even where fogs were not usually 
attended by high winds, the necessity of power and range in 
fog signals was in no way diminished; for a heavy snow 
storm, a thick driving sleet and rain, which often accom
panied a gale of wind, were quite as blinding and bewildering 
as the densest fog. 

In 1863, a Committee of the British Association memo
rialized the President of the Board of Trade, with a view to 
induce him to institute a connected serks of experiments as 
to the effect of fog upon various sounds. It was then shown 
that the laws which governed the action of fogs in deadening 
sound were at present so imperfectly understood, that such a 
thorough and scientific inquiry was much to be desired, and 
was, in fact, eS:5ential to any real addition to the knowledge 
of the subject; without which, all investigations of isolated 
cases were little better than a vague groping in the dark. It 
was also pointed out that experiments during clear weather 
could not be accepted as affording satisfactory evidence of 
the value of any signal during fog. 

It was stated that the instruments in use for fog signals 
were gongs, bells, guns, whistles, and trumpets-the two 
latter sounded either by steam or by condensed air-and a 
detailed description was given of these several appliances
whether in use or proposed-and of the experiments that had 
been tried to ascertain their efficacy. 

In conclusion it was remarked that upon a review of the 
various fog signals which had been mentioned, it was found 
that the whistle and the trumpet stood out prominently as 
regarded power and manageableness. Guns, besides their 
heavy working expenses, had the diAadvantage of requiring 
a longer interval betwe.m the signals, and of entailing con
tinuous work upon the attendant. It appeared, therefore, 
that it was to the improvement and the augmentation of 
power of the two former, that a more efficient instrument 
must at present be chiefly looked for. Whatever might hll 
the fog signal adopted in practice, power of sound and cer
tainty of action were indispensable conditions. Better, it had 
beton said, no signal at all, than one that could not be relied 
upon; and, undoubtedly, if the mariner were led to expect a 
signal at a certain place, and at a sufficient range to insure 
time to act upon its warning, it ought to be so heard with 
unfailing certainty. Among existing signals there were some 
which, in ordinary fog and moderate weather, would fulfil 
these requirements: but it was doubtful holV far they would 
act to windward against a heavy gale. The howling of the 
wind, the groaning and creaking of the hull and spars, the 
shock and roar and thunder of the sea, the drenching, blind
ing spray, the fierce blast, the thick mist-those were the 
antagonists against which the fog signal would have to try 
its powers; and powerful indeed must be its voice, if it 
afforded in time a friendly warning. 

One difficulty in the way o'f employing, at rock lighthouses, 
any fog signal but a bell, or such other instrument as could 
be sounded by the a; plication of simple clockwork, was the 
unsuitableness of such buildings for the reception and work
ing of a steam or caloric engine, and the severe labor which 
w<mld be entailed upon the keepers by the use of powerful 
machinery worked by hand. But the author still entertained 
the opinion, which he formed "ixteen years ago, that the vast' 
dynamical power afforded by the rise and fall of the tide 
would yet be utilized and applied to the compression of air 
for the purposes of fog signals at such stations. 

..... -
The Shape oC Sa", Teeth. 

'1'he adaptation of tools, in form and construction, to the na. 
ture of the work required of them, says Leffel's Mec1tanical 
News, is an important item in every branch of mechanical in
dustry, and in none more vitally than in the sawing of lum
ber. The distinction to be made according to the direction 
in which the saw is to run, whether across the grain or with 
the grain, is sufficiently plain, and is familiar to every work
man in a saw mill. As the fiber of the wood to be severed 
in cross ('utting presents a firm, almost unyielding 
resistance to the saw, the taeth are of an acute or 
lancet-like shape, cutting the wood rapidly asunder, as 
if with a succession of knivt:s, and producing a fine granular 
sawdust; while the teeth of the rip saw, cutting with or 
rather separating the grain, are made comparatively large 
and coarse, encountering less resistance from the wood, which 
they tear into small chips or shavings. The experience 
of workmen in soft and especially in gummy or resinous 
woods, such as pitch pine, larch, etc., gives still more st

r

ik
ing proof of the necessity of adapting the saw to the nature 
of the material in which it is to operate. To prevent the 
choking of the saw, and a resulting demand for additional 
power to maintain the motion, the points of the teeth require 
to be made acute and to have considerable pitch, in order to 
overcome the obstruction of damp sawdust, accumulating in 
their path; and in gummy wood , an application of grease is 
often necessary, as a remedy for the heating and friction 
caused by the tendency of the resin to adhere to the saw. 

It may be stated, in general terms, that for soft or yieldillg 
woods, of t.he class of which :the w

i

llow and pine are com
mon examples, the pi tch should be greater, and the teeth 
large and acutely pointed. For mahogany, rosewood, and 
other woods of tough and dense fiber, teeth of less size and of 
perpendicular pitch are appropriate. The principle which 
should govern the shape of saw teeth is indeed an extremely 
simple one, and would seem to require no fonnal statement, 
more especially as it is certain to make itself manifest, if dis
regarded, upon a brief experiment. In practice, however. it 
often f!\ils to receive due attelotion, and no small amount of 
inconvenience and actual loss is occasioned by neglect of this 
material point. 
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COCHINEAL INSECTS AND THEIR ALLIES. 

BY PROFESSOR E. C. H. DAY. 

Plant lice and bark lice are among tho naturalists' most 
puzzling conundrums. Insignificant as they are, aphides 
have been a perturbing element in biology, and have helped 
to cause a revolution in scientific thought ; and they illustrate, 
i n  a wonderful manner, the variety of Nature's ways and her 
unfailing resources.. We know that plants, their life being 
devoted, in even the highest instances, to nothing more than 
growth and reproduction, possess these powers in many, and 
sometimes all, parts of their structure. It is not necessary 
that they should produce flowers and fruit, and that there 
should be a development of male and female elements, whose 
subsequent union should give rise to seed containing the 
germ of a new individual. The plant may renew its own 
existence by every bud. and may continue to propagate itself, 
at least for a time, without any manifestation of sexual cha
racter. But in the animal kingdom, in the members of which 
the mere vegetative conditions of life become altogether sub
servient to sensation and intelligence, repro-
duction by means of buds s.ppears as an 
exceptional phenomenon, except among the 
lowest forms, in which a plant-like absence 
of sensation is frequently accompanied by 
a plant.like want of the power of free loco
motion. It was therefore deemed an aston
ishing discovery when it was found that, 
in a colony of plant lice, the multiplication 
of the species was carried on, from genera
tion to generation, for many successive gen
erations without the appearance of any 
males. The reproducing forms were at 
first regarded as true females, but subse
quently it was suggested, that the young 
of the original femalfl� are pf the nature of 
buds, and that this system of reproduction, 
therefore, consists rather in the develop
ment of a series of such buds, than in tke 
production of entirely new individuals. Ac
cording to this light, the series of such oft
spring, be they even reckoned by millions, 
are rather successional and oft-multiplied 
parts of one, than so many generations of 
dififlrent, individuals; and a new generation 
only appears when males, at the end of the 
season, again .come into existence and give 
rise to a family according to the ordinary 
law of animal reproduction. 

It seems almost useless to speculate on 
any special purpose in this extraordinary 
method of multiplying animal life. Why 
should a cuttlefish bud out an arm which 
eventually becomes its male representa
tive? Why should a lizard occasionally 
bud forth an extra tail, or it human being 
an extra thumb? Still more useless is it 
to seek in these anomalous acts of Nature 
for purposes special to man

'

; in fact, the 
entire order of the hemiptera, or bugs, is 
a commentary upon the futility of the ques-
tions so frequently asked, and already al-

$dtutifit 
given them, it is evident that from the cedars of Lebanon to 
the hyssop upon the wall, every leaf and spear of vegetation 
springing from the bosom of mother earth, would be thronged 
and blighted by the countlefs myriads which would be pro
duced in the space of a few months." He adds: " We ac
cordingly find that the aphides have enemies more numerous, 
active, and inveterate, than any other group in this depart
ment of the works of nature. Whole families of other in
sects, some of them numerous in species, appear to have been 
called into existence chiefly for the purpose of feeding upon 
and deAtroying these vermin. And an acquaintance with the 
several kinds of insects, which, in our country, occur in com
pany with these pests of vegetation, is quite important, that 
we may know which to destroy or pass by in irrdifferimce, and 
which to cherish and protect, and call to our aid, in instances 
where Nature herself does not furnish them in sufficient 
numbers." 

On the other hand, these same aphides present us with the 
extraordinary spectacle of insects of another kind care�ully 
protecting them, caring for them with the most assiduous in-

FEMALE COCHINEAL INSECTS. 
stinct, and receiving in return a coveted secretion, the honey 
dew, which the aphides discharge. It was no fabulous tale 
that originated the name for these diminutive beings of t, the 
ants' milch cows." As your milkmaid draws milk from the 
sweet-breathed kine, so does an ant, gently titillating with 
its antennre an aphis, induce the latter to discharge its se
cretion; and as your herdsman keeps off the bear and the 
wolf, and conducts your cows from pasture to pasture, so do 
the ants drive away the enemies of the helpless aphis, and 
even carry it tenderly from an exhausted to a fresh and juicy 
leaf. 

But the wonders of the life history of the aphis have 
nearly made us forget the subject of our present engraving, 
which represents a group of the female cochineal insects 
upon a leaf of the nopal, upon whi<;h they are" cultivated" 
and protected by human beings, with a care almost rivaling 
that just recorded of the ants. We must, however, reserve 
our description of the cochineal insect for our next contribu· 
tion. 

.. .. .  
The Supposed F ungoid Origin 0 1"  Cholera, 

In the year 1866, HallieI' discovered, in cholera discharges, 
yellowish colored cysts, of spherical or oval form, inclosing 
yellowish shining spores, varying in size; also, groups of 
swollen spores, surrounded by minute molecular matter (so 
called micrococcu8), proceeding apparently from the rupture 
or breaking up of spores. 

count of the many sources of fallacy in such experiments 
He gives the results of a number of observations made 
with infusions and decoctions of animal matter, including 
cultivations with cholera discharge, and shows that in spite 
of every care in the manipulations, very different forms of 
life will make their appearance in substances derived from 
the same source, and under apparently iden.tical conditions. 
His general conclusions on this first stage �f the inquiry are : 

1. That no cysts exists in choleraic discharges which are 
not found under other conditions. 2. That cysts, or ., sporan
gia" of fungi are very rarely found, under any circumstances, 
in al vine discharges. 3. That no special fungus has been de
veloped in cholera discharges, the fungus described by Hal
lieI' being certainly not confined to such. 4. That there are 
no animalcular developments, either as to nature or propor
tionate amount peculiar to cholera, and that the same organ
isms may be developed in nitrogenous material, even outside 
the body. Lastly, that the debri8 of inte�tinal epithelium is 
not of this origin, but appears to result from effused blood 
plasma. 

Unless these con01usions are materially mod. 
ilied on subsequent inquiry, they must be con. 
sidered as disposing of Hallier's theory of 
cholera. Should, however, Dr. Lewis's fur
ther investigation prove that Hallier's fungus 
is present in choleraic discharges, and in dis' 
eased rice, as a constant, we should require 
scientific proof that cholera was caused by 
the action of this fungus, and by nothing 
else. 

Pettenkoffer's theory of cholera connects the 
prevalence of the disease with certain condi. 
tions of damp subsoil, and subsoil water, and 
with the presence of a "germ," favorable me
teorological conditions, and personal predis' 
position: Little has been done, as yet, in this 
portion of the cholera inquiry. What has 
been done is very interesting, although it does 
not support the theory. The subsoil water 
experiments do not 

appear to sustah Pettenkoffer's views, but 
the examination of soils has yielded several 
important scientific facts of general interest 
The amount of air, in specimens of soil taken 
at different stations, varies from 33 to 66 per 
cent by measure. The amount of organic mat
ter in soils, when compared with the amount, 
weight for weight, in the water at the same 
stations, is from ten to twenty times greater ; 
one instance is given in which it was forty 
times greater. But the most interesting sci· 
entific facts are those connected. with the de· 
velopm

E

mt of lower forms of life in infusions 
of.lioils in water. Besides a few Iilg(Y, the pre· �iling forms '�e Monas lens, Paramecium, 
Monera assuming the most fantastic outlines, 
Vibriones, Amroba, Englenro, etc. 
We look forward with great interest to fur. 

ther instalments of this important inquiry, 
which we trust may add largely to our know
ledge, and by this means enable human life 
to be saved.-Nature. 

---. -
A New Wonder, 

Yesterday morning April 9th, Mr. J. B. Knight, agent of 
the Watertown Steam Engine Company, sunk a drove well 
in rear of his office, with a view to getting a supply of water ; 
and when at the depth of forty-six feet, a sudden and very 
powerful draft of gas was observed to flow from the mouth 
of the pipe. He immediately c1o�ed the pipe, thinking to 
utilize this gas for illuminating purposes, but found the 
pressure too great ; when the idea struck him to direct it in· 
to the boiler of one of his engines and experiment with it in 
making steam. But no sooner had the connection been made 
than the engine began to run entirely by the pressure of the 
gas acting upon the piston, at a pressure of twelve pounds to 
the square inch ; and so it continued all day yesterday, giv. 
ing no sign of exhaustion. 

Here is a discovery. A motive power which costs absolute" 
ly nothing, sufficient to be made available in running many 
kinds of light machinery, perfectly controllable and seeming
ly inexhaustible. What shall 

w

e find next under our city ? 
-New Orleans Republican, April 9th. 

Says the New Orleans Times of the same date· : 

luded to in a former paper. Of what use are many of the 
productions

'

of Nature to man ? Is it for the purposes of 
man at all, that they have been called into being? We 
should not be surprised to hear some one deeply interested 
in establishing man's " divine rights" to all the ends of Na 
ture, reply that plant lice were created as a check upon the 
pride of science, as a part of the punishment of Adam's orig
inal sin, and that certain bark lice were similarly designed 
to gratify at once female vanity and men who have an eye 
to color. Unfortunately for such an argument, the natural
ist must believe that bark lice wasted carmine before there 
was a human being to extract the dye, that aphides checked 
the growth of plants before gardeners ever thought of forcing 
them, and perpetuated their race in the most irregular 
manuer before a Greek had even invented the words com
bined in " Parthenogenesis." At first sight, we may e

v

en be 
inclined to think that, as far as any, even indirect, bearing on 
the human welfare is concerned, the whole group of bugs 
might have been advantageously omitted from the scheme 
of the universe. We could well afford to sacrifice cochineal 
to have our favorite plants and trees free from aphides; and to 
have been untortured by bedbugs, we should have content
edly remained in eternal ignorance of their enemy, the Red
uvius, a kindred bug, that has the bad taste to feed upon 
them. But such a view is narrow. Had the bugs been 
omitted in the insect department of the Universal Scheme, 
that scheme would not have been complete and perfect; why, 
or wherefore, we tannot .exactly see. 'fhe whole reason is as 
far beyond our ken as the entire design is beyond our com
prehension, but we may be convinced that it must be so, or 
all the lessons of the Universe have no meaning. 

As man himself is part of the great scheme, he shares in 
the general results of its perfection; and he may always con
sole himself, that if a particular natural object seems of no 
use to his very important self, yet that it undoubtedly has its 
significance in the designs of his Creator. One effect of this 
peculiar budding process among the aphides is, that they 
multiply with a rapidity almost inconceivable. Fitch says : 
., It is reported of the insects of this family, Fhat there are 
from sixteen to twenty generations in the course of the sea
son-from twenty to forty young being produced from each 
parent. Thus, from one egg, as stated by Mr. Curtis, in seven 
generations, seven hundred and twenty millions of lice will 
be bred." " Such is their fecundity, that if no check were 

These minute molecules were seen to adhere to various ob
jects in the fluid, on which they appeared to feed; they ex
hibi ' ed signs of germination, grouping, filamentary arrange
ments, and, finally, branching filaments with macroconidia 
and Cyst8, the relations of which to each other were consid
ered as established by cultivation experiments. The result
ing fungus, a POlOCY8tUS, was considered by HallieI' to resem
ble the rye fungus in Europe, and probably to be present in 
diseased rice in India; and he held that this fungus, intro
duced into the intestinal canal and there passing through 
the various stages of its existence, caused the phenomena of 
cholera, by its action on the intestinal epithelium. 

A great curiosity is to be seen at J. B. Knight's machinery 
establishment on Carondelet street, near Poydras. No less 
than a stationary steam engine, running without steam. Mr. 
Knight, having had occasion last week to bore for water at 
the depth of forty-seven feet, encountered a flow of natural 
gas, with such a pressure that on attaching it to the engine 
with a flexible pipe, it drove it with ease. When we wit· 
nessed it in operation, the gage marked a pressure of twelve 
pounds to the square inch, and the gas from the discharge 
pipe was burning brilliantly. An engine, apparently furnish
ing 

i

ts own power, and a brilliant light to see it by, comes 
nearer to the realization of a perpetual motion machine than 
any yet reached. 

- .- -
RAILROADS IN IOwA.-The unprecedented rapidity with 

which our railroad system is being extended is well shown 
in some statistics which we have received from Iowa. In the 
last eight years, no less than two thousand miles h�ve beeu 
constructed in that State, of which more than one thousand 
have been made in the years 1869 and 1870. The railroads 
of Iowa are 2 ,683 miles long, and the gross earnings for the 
the past nine years about $50,000,000. 

Here Dr. Lewis's work begins, and every step in it is illus
trated by microscopic slides. He shows that minutely divid
ed matter is not more prevalent in choleraic than in other dis
charges, indeed, less so; · but that attempts to produce "mi
IYrOCOCCUS " by cultivation had entirely failed, possibly on ac-
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MOLDING AND MIXING MACHINES, USED BY THE UNION held in place by a strong spiral spring. The slotted dia- I to be sup�lied wi�h an india-r�bber diaphragm in its lower 

STONE COMPANY---THE SOREL PROCESS OF MAN· phragm .,sustains the mass of materials, so that they may most s.ectlOn.
, whlCh would nse and fall agreeably to the 

UFACTURING ARTIFICIAL STONE. t t d not pack heavily by their own weight; and it assists in cut- neceSSl y as 1 occurre . 

The main features of the Sorel process of manufacturing 
artificial stone were laid before our readers in an article pub
lished on page 263, Vol. XXIII. The patent for the process 
is owned by the Union Stone Co., of Boston, and the stones 
made by it are, as noticed in our previous article, of great 
variety. We are told that the demand for them is constantly 
increasing. 

The base of the " Union Stone," as it is now called in this 
country, is the cement invented by M. Sorel, of France, de
pending upon the property possessed by magnesia, of form
ing with the chloride of the same base, an insoluble com
pound. 

These �ubstances, when mixed together in proper propor
tions, the chloridf'l , being in solution, soon become solid, or 
set so as to retain the form of the mold or vessel in which 
they are mixed; and, the process of solidification continu
ing, they become eventually as hard a� the hardest marble. 

The resulting substance is the whitest and hardest of I!:ll 
cements. By combination with mineral colors, it may be 
made to assume any desired tint, may be molded like plaster, 
and be em

p

loyed in the manufacture or imitation of innum
erable objects of art or ornament. 

In practice, the cement is never used in a pure form, but 
in combination with other materials ; which, being incorpor
ated with it while in the moist condition, are in the subse
quent setting chemically bound together into a solid mass. 

For this purpose, the magnesia, in fine powder, is mixed 
with mineral substances, such as sand gravel, dust or chips 
from marble or other stones, or with emery, quartz, or other 
grits of various kinds, in varying proportions, according to 
the result desired. This mixture is then moistened with a 
solution of the chloride of magnesium, or with the bittern 
from salt works. 

In some cases it is made sufficiently wet to form a mort

a

r, 
and in others only to produce a condition of dampness like 
that of molding sand.. The nlixture may be effected in 
troughs, by hand labor, the materials being worked over with 
shovels or hoes; or, more expeditiously, in mixing machines 
designed expressly for the purpose, and worked by horse or 
steam power. 

Those in use by the Union Stone Co. were invented by Mr. 
J. S. Elliott, and are capable of mixing thoroughly about two 
tuns per hour. The mixer consists principally of a vertical 
cylinder of iron, divided horizontally by a slotted diaphragm, 
in the axis of which an iron shaft revolves, carrying horizon
tal arms. The arms are movable, up and down, on the shaft 
to allow relief when coarse pieces get in, but are ordinarily 

ting in pieces and grinding any lumps, and gives double --------.. ,--... , --------

effect to the machine. 
The materials, roughly compounded, are thrown into the 

upper part of the cylinder ; and, in their descent, become 
thoroughly mixed and ground together by the revolving arms ; 
and, after passing through the slotted diaphragm, emerge at 
the bottom. The material, as it comes from the mixing ma
chine, may either be placed in molds of iron or wood of the 
proper shape, or spread out in slabs or sheets, when it soon 
sets and forms a hard stone. 

When desig;ed to be formed in molds, it should be brought 
to the consistency only of molder's sand, and then consolidated 
into the mold by means of tampers; percussive force being 
better than steady pressure. The mold may then be imme
diately withdrawn, when the mass will retain its form, and 
may be left to harden. 

The machines in use by the Company, for taking off large 
quantities of blocks of a given shape, are known as " Elliott's 
Patent Artificial Stone Machines," described below; and are 
quite extensively in use for making bu.i.lding blocks of hy
draulic cement, lime, and sand. Afew modifications to meet 
the requirements of the Union Stone Co. have been made. 

The materials of which this cementing sub£tance is com
posed, are abundantly distributed over the surface of the 
globe. Magnesia sufficiently pure for the purpose is obtained 
by simply calcining mineral magnesite, large deposits of 
which are known to exist in Prussia, Greece, Canada, Cali
fornia, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Deposits will doubt
less be found in other places when the demand is made for 
the material. 

The chloride of magnesium is readily obtained by concen
trating sea water, the bittern of salt works beinl.'; sufficiently 
pure for the purpose. Sea water concentrated to 300 B. pre
cipitates nearly the whole of its chloride of sodium. In the 
" Sorel " process, it is concentrated to 330 B., when all the 
chloride of sodium is practically crystallized and precipitated, 

the mother liquor retaining, besides the chloride of 
magnesium, , some chloride of potassium, and some sul
phate of magnesia, which seem to add strength to the 
cement, as the water in this state makes a strqnger stone 
than the pure chloride of magnesium. 

We herewith give an illustration of the molding ma 
chine. The hopper, partially shown in the rear of the ma
chine, having been filled with. the prepared materials, the 
machine is 6et in motion, and a feeder, capable of contain
ing enough of the materials to form the proposed arti
cle, is carried first under the hopper to receive its charge, 
and then under a ram. The bottom of the feeder is then 
withdrawn, and the ram stril>..es a blow down upon the 
materials, . f()rcing them into :a mold, and partially cOn
densing them. The blow is reF'i.l*:�and �he ram is raised 
for a third blow; and, at the sam� time, the feeder is car
ried back under the hopper for another charge. A third 
blow is thlln struck by the iam, which then rises, and is 
held still and firm while the core is wit

h

drawn dQwnward, 
and the mold is pressed upward against the face of the 
ram, pushing out the molded article upon a table advanced 
to receive it, which table then carries the article to the 
front of the machine. The whole process is automatic, 
and repeated indefinitely, the motions being derived from 
a series of cams, shown at the left in the engraving. 

The machine will, it is claimed, make 3,000 building 
blocks per day with single ram, or nearly double that 
amount with double ram. Each of the blocks is three times 
the size of a brick, and hence a day's work of a single ram 
machine is equivalent to 9,000 bricks. 

The molds are interchangeable for any shaped block 
within the capacity of the machine. 

Various sizes are made, some being small enough to 
work by hand. A machine of the latter kind will, we are 
informed, turn out 1,200 blocks per day with the labor of 
a single boy, who also does the mixing and feeding. 

The patent for the machine is now owned by the Union 
Stone Co., 32 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass., who will fill 
orders for them. Address as above for further information. 

- - -
C opper Balloons. 

In a recent newspaper article, John Wise, of Pennsylvania, 
the aeronaut, recalls his suggestions for the use of balloons 
for the capture of the fortress at Vera Cruz, during the war 
with Mexico, in 1846. He proposed to elevate balloons above 
and near the fortress, to a hight of from one to five miles, 
with cable attached, and then to hurl down explosive shells 
in such numbers as to 1'ender the fortification untenable. 

Our military men of that day could not conceive of the 
practicability of the project. Congress refused an appropri
ation, and the balloons never rose to view. Mr. Wise thinks 
it needed a man like Gambetta, the French Minister of War, 
to boss the job, and render it effective. 

. 

In the same article Mr. Wise describes a copper balloon of 
his own invention :  

One o f  two hundred feet i n  diameter could b e  constructed 
of copper weighing one pound to the square foot, which, de
ducted from its ascensive power when inflated with hydrogen, 
would leave sixty-eight tuns of lifting power. Such a ma
chine, constructed inside a framework from which to solder 
it together, could be easily inflated, by the expansion of a 
cloth balloon inside of it filled with atmospheric air, and 
then the hydrogen gas introduced between the inside copper 
surface and the bag of atmosphere, so that, as it filled with 
gas, the atmosphere and its envelope would be expelled from 
its lower orifice. To meet the necessity of the expansion 
and contraction of gas in the copper war ship, it would have 

MORTAR LIGHT.  

The" Light Ball " shown in the engraving, fig. 1 ,  consists 
of two tin hemispheres, the lower one of which is filled with 
an inflammatory composition, and the upper one with a folded 
calico parachute, which is attached to t

h

e lower one by a 
small chain and cords, the whole being enclosed in a galvan
ised iron shell made in two parts ; the edge of the lower half 
overlaps the upper half for a short distance, and the two are 
soldered together, a small space being left in the upper half, 
to contain the bursting charge and the socket into which the 
fuse fits. The action is as follows :-On the mortar being 
fired, the flash from the charge ignites the fuse (previously 
bored to its required length), which burns until the fire flash
es through the prepared hole into the powder channel and 
ignites the bursting cLarge in the ball. The soldered junc-

FIG. 1 .  

tion then gives way, and the outside hemispheres are blown 
i n  different directions. The top one, being attached to the 
inside hemisphere, containing the calico parachute, by a small 
chain, jerks it off. The parachute is very slightly attached 
to the top of its hemisphere, and on the bursting of the ball 

FIG. 2 ,  

this slight attachment also gives way ; but at the samj time 
this connection assists in the expansion of the parachute by 
drawing out its top. The composition in the lower inside 
hemisphere is ignited by a quick match, laid in grooves from 
the bursting charge to the priming at its bottom. The para· 
chute being now released expands like a large umbrella, as 
seen in fig. 2, the burning composition assisting to keep it up 
on the same principle as a fire balloon. This composition 
gives an extraordinarily brilliant light, illuminating the 
ground from 300 to 400 yards round the point over which it 
is suspended. The shell ought to burst just after it has at
tained the highest point of its flight. '1'he light is useful to 
discover the enemy's working parties in time of war, or to 
ascertain what he is about at night. With a few of these 
light bans fired together, objects can be discovered at a con
siderable distance on a dark night nearly as well as by day
light. Before using them, note of course must be taken of 
the wind, as, should it not be blowing towards the enemy, he 
will in all probability reap the advantage you have endeav
ored to obtain for yourselves. The great advantage this par
achute light has over all other light balls is that, on account 
of its elevated pOllition, it is impossible for an enemy to ex
tinguish it until it descends.-Mechanic8' Magazine. 

- - -
IRON AS A DEODORIZER.-The porous, spongy cast, iron, 

which sometime3 is observed in imperfectly smelted pigs, i s  
stated by Dr. Voelcker t o  b e  a most valuable deodorizer, and 
to surpass charcoal , in this character. Sewage can be most 
efficiently purified by its use. Such iron can be made by pul
verizing ore and charcoal together, and smelting in a close 
fu.rnace. 
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1he EditOl's are not responsible for the opinions e"pre8sed by their Cor 

re81JO�nt8. 

F light oC Birds. 

MESSRS, EDITORS :-A constant reader of your journal is 
uuwilling that the article of March 25, on "The Flight of 
Birds," should pass unanswered. You say you are not re
sponsible for views entertained by your correspondents; it is 
well for your reputation, that it is so, in this instance. The 
writer takes, as an example of swift flight, a five pound wild 
duck, which he elevates to a point whence" the flight proper 
commences." He then says : "In this situation, it is evident 
that the animal must coustantly gravitate diagonally tow
ards a point on the earth at a considerable distance ahead ;" 
this is not true. The duck, and every other five pound object 
on or near the earth , gravitates vertically towards the center 
of the earth ; gravitation does not stop to see which way the 
duck is " heading," but draws downwards no more in the 
direction of its head than of its tail. He says : " The swift 
motion of the animal reduces the weight for the time being;" 
this is not true. A five pound duck gravitates five pounds on 
the same plaue, whether in motion or at rest. A kite weigh
ing five pounds may be sustained against the wind, but when 
so held, it weighs five pounds ; that is, the pressure down
wards upon the air is as great as if it were in the balance. 
Again :  "The stroke of the wing in flight proper is vertical, 
and must be made at right angles with the line of progres
sion." True, " and hence the bird cannot propel hImself by 
such a movement of the organs of aerial motion. Birds and 
bats do not propel themselves in flight ;" false, for when a 
bird is making a vertical motion with its wings, the quills 
and feathers of the wings are in a diagonal position extend
ing backward and upward from the bone frame work of the 
wings, giving, by the vertical motion of the wings, propulsion 
forward and upwtn'd. Again, he says : "Birds of passage 
proceed with a uniform motion of one hundred miles an 
hour ;" they often attain this motion, but not al ways. Again, 
" Their progression upon the wing is incidental ; the weight 
of their body is the chief meaus of their flight; their velocity 
cannot be increased or diminished while they continue on the 
same plane of elevation ;" all of which is false. 

I wi�h to ask the writer : if the motion cannot be decreased 
upon the plane, by what means is it decreased upon a down 
grade ? Wild geese often alight in Lakes Michigan and Su 
perior, but never with a motion of one hundred miles an hour, 
or one hundred and fifty feet per s<'cond. He says that < .  in 
rectilineal motion, the weight is in all cases more or less 
merged in the velocity." '{'his is new philosophy; we had 
supposed that a locomotive and train, upon a plane, was as 
weighty, upon the track, when in motion as when at rest; 
that a ball dropped from the mouth of a cannon placed horizon
ly, say twenty feet above a plane, would reach the earth in 
the same time -as if shot from the cannon's mouth. 

Furthermore, the writer remarks : "In conclusion, it only 
remains to g'ive a brief explanation of the peculiar process 
of motion of certain large winged species of the feathered 
tribes, as exhihited in the lofty and graceful soaring, of the 
sociable vulture and other terrestial and aquatic birds, on 
motionless wings." He then says : " If one of thesJ birds should 
leave the top of a pole one hundred feet high, on extended 
motionless wings, it would gyrate to the earth in a still at
mosphere ;" so it would, and the same if the wind were blow
ing. No bird ever ascended by gyrations from the earth, or 
from the top of a pole on motionless wings. 

It is true the frames of the wings are extended, and are 
motionless iu reference to the bird; but there is a tremulous 
motion of the feathers and quills of the wings, imparted by 
the muscles, through the tendons and skin in which the 
feathers and quills are set, similar to the sculling motion of 
the tails of fishes. 

The writer of this article has stood upon an eminence,when 
there was not a breath of air in motion to move an aspen leaf, 
when an eagle in his upward gyrations soared so near that 
we could distinctly see the tremulous motions referred to, 
accompanied by a shrill humming sound, which sound is 
not heard when the eagle moves its wings verticall� in as
cending or when descending rapidly. A current of air does 
not facilitat , the ascent of a soaring bird after it has left 
water or land. After leaving the earth, the conditions of as
cent are the same, if the air has a motioIl of five miles an 
hour, as when the gyrations of the bird in a still atmosphere 
have a progressive motion of five miles an hour, To propel 
a balloon, against the wind biowing at the rate of five miles 
an hour, so that the balloon will remain over the sarnA spot 
on the earth, is equivalent to propelling the balloon in a still 
atmosphere five miles an hour. But to return to the bird on 
the diagram, as it leaves the earth, why does it make a dia
gonal ascent at all, unless it has the power of propulsion as 
well as of elevation ? Gravitation certainly does not propel 
the bird in its ascent. Why does not gravitation horizontal
ly propel a fish suspended in water by its bladder ? Our 
western eagles, gulls, and fishhawks will not be governed by 
the laws of the new philosophy, until the writer of "The 
Flight of Birds" can, by taking hold of the straps of his 
boots, lift himself up into the ethereal ngions. 

Traverse City, Mich. A. S. WADSWORTH. 
- .. ' .  

Flight oC Birds. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 have been a constant reader of your 
paptir for the past four years, and during that time have ga
thered much valuable information from its pages. I have 
read therern llNMlY artic es containing facts which were en
tirely new to me, l:ih't never before have I met with anything 
so astonishing, and so entirely at variance with my precon
cei ved ideas concerning the physical la ws, as the a�sertions 

$titutifit 
contained in an article entitled " the Flight of Birds," which 
appeared in the number issued March 25th. 

I have often watched birds in their flight, and wondered 
how they did it. I knew that I was ignorant on that point, 
but, since reading the article referred to, the conviction of 
ignorance on many ot.her points has been forced upon me. 

The inference drawn from the assertions of all the writers 
on physics, whose works I have read, is, that" to hold five 
pounds weight suspended in the air, a power of five pounds 
is absolutely necessary ;" but Mr. Davidson's duck, exerting a 
power of one pound, holds a weight of five pounds suspended 
in the air, and moreover propels it, or makes it get along 
somehow through the air, at the rate of 100 miles per hour. 
Marvelous duck ! The invention of a perpetual motor would 
be a trifle to a fowl of thy abilities. 

Hold ! I forget : " The duck's weight is, for the time being, 
reduced four fifths," because of the fact thaG he advances 
through the air at the rate of 100 miles per hour. How 
thankful that bird should be that he does not move at the 
rate of 150 miles per hour, for in that case he would weigh 
one fifth less than nothing, and consequently would tumble 
up through eternal space, ad infinitum. 

There is another

' 

astonishing feature of this fowl's per
formance. He does not propel himself, but, by vertical 
stro�,es of the wing, hol4s himself at the desired elevation, 
and it!_ tumbled through the air, on a horizemtal line, by the 
force of , gravity. _·When I went to school, they taught me 
that if a body were acted upon by two forces, from opposite 
directions, it wonld move in the direction of the greater 
force; yet this marvelous bird flies straight np, and is at
tracted straight down, and goes ahead at the rate aforemen
tioned. What careth a duck for the laws of the resolution of 
forces ? 

Scarcely less wonderful is the performance of the majestic 
eagle. Well may he be called the bird of liberty. When he 
wants to soar heavenward, he flaps his wings a few times 
(merely to get clear of local obstructions) and then spreads 
them, and "goes it" like an ant climbing a corkscrew. He 
meets tW(l forces, the " wind" and " gravity ;" the one acts 
horizontally, the other perpendicularly downwards; yet that 
ingenions bird makes that horizontal force" boost" him up 
against the other to an: indefinite hight. without the least 
exertion, beyond a mere turn of the head. How in the world 
does he do it ? If some man of science and common sense 
would watch him and study his. motions, he WOUld, without 
doubt, give a reasonable analysis of them, which, if pub
lished, would be read with interest by many, besides the sub-
ncriber, H. H. 

La Salle, Ill. 
- - -

Chemistry ot Honey. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-On page 99, present vol. SCIE",TIFIC 
AMERICAN, J. H. M. makes inquiries about the chemical 
properties of honey. , The chemical formula. for honey is, 
carbon, 12, hydrogen, 14, oxygen, 14 : for beeswax, C, 24, H, 
34, 0, 2. 

Glucose, or grape sugar, is obtained from honey by treating 
it with alcohol. This sugar is employed in Europe for ordi
nary sweetening purposes, for confectionery, etc. But the 
abundance of cane sugar in this country makes its manufac
ture unprofitable. It has been proposed, and at present 
prices of strained honey (market quotation in New York ten 
cents per pound), I should think it might be profitable, to 
manufacture honey into confectionery in this country. I be 
lieve it is used largely for this purpose in Germany. 

As I am ignorant of the processes of manufacturing confec
tionery, except molasses candy, some of your readers may eu
lighten me upon this branch of industry_ 

Chemists have given us the foregoing formula for honey, 
but, when first gathered, honey partakes more or less of the 
essential properties of the plant from which it is gathered. 
This essence soon evaporates, if the honey be obtained from 
certain plants ; while from others-buckwheat, for instance
the odor and taste is retained for a great length of time. 

A. :tvt B., on page 108, truly says that the crystallization of 
honey is an evidence of its purity; but he must know that 
many persons are more fastidious than wise about the food 
they eat. Honey in the comb is generally preferred, because 
of its beautiful appearance, and the impossibility of its being 
adulterated. Still, wax is very indigestible, and pure ex
tracted honey is not only cheaper, but far more healthful 
and convenient to handle. 

There is a process for converting honey into wax, but, 
owing to the largf' amount of honey required to produce a 
small quantity of wax, the manufacture is unprofitable. 
There is much interest in the production and uses of honey, 
and it will soon find its proper pl(lce and price, for use upon 
the table and in the arts. APIARIAN. 

Whitehall ,  N. Y. 

over. Even on this steep grade, the machine did not fall 
after passing over the brick, but forced itself farther up tho 
incline to correspond with the angle at which the pllshing 
legs were adjusted, I bellve this machine has a grand 
future before it. Joml G. WILBON, 

Louisville, Ky. 

What Inventol'fII Havl' Done, 

I know that there are many persons in whose minds an in ' 
vention is but the subject of a sneer. Such men are unbe
lkvers in the wisdom of encouraging the useful arts by the 
granting of patents at all, and therefore probably regard ex. 
traordinary taxation as not only expedient, but also as emi
nently just. 

I believe such opinions are founded in error. They usually 
rest, not so much upon the merits and principles involved, as 
upon those abuses which are sometimes unavoidable. Fraud 
and imposition certainly sometimes find admittance through 
this channel; but when any profession or walk in life can be 
pointed out, against which a like objection does not exist : 
when law, medicine, science, literature, divinity, and even 
statesmanship, shall be known to afford no opportunities for 
the practices of the impostor and the charlatan, it will be 
time to consider whether it is not unsafe to form an opinion 
upon any subject from its unavoidable abuses, and to suggest 
the reflection that the more valuable coins present greater 
motives to the counterfeiter than do the more worthless, and 
are therefore the more probable subjects of fraud. 

I believe I shall not be charged�with extravagance, by any 
sound and reflecting mind, when I assert, as I now do, in this 
presence, that the class of men who were intended to be en
couraged by our patent system, are the most meritorious and 
useful that are ever to be found in any age or country. They 
have been the creators of all the wealth of which the law 
gives them the limited enjoyment. They have filled the 
world with the comforts and conveniences of life, which but 
for them would never have had an existence. They have 
made aggressive incursions into the realms of ignorance, to 
discover and utilize the richest treasures, which were hith 
erto valueless or neglected. Thef have, with wizard touch, 
revealed the great secrets of Nature, whereby tlIe human 
race has, from time to time, been elevated to a higher plane 
of existence, The telegraph, the railroad, the steam engine, 
the printing press, the plow, the alphabet, and even spoken 
language itself, are only leading specimens of the myriads of 
inventions that have contributed to the extension of human 
power and human happiness, and have been the chief instru
ments by which civilized man has been raised above the sav
age, and even the favage above the brute. 

Without inventions of the more modern type, the realms 
of science would still have remained in a great degree unex
plored, and even the voice of religion itself would have been 
comparatively weak ,and inexpressive. Through such inven
tions the wonders of the universe have been revealed to mor
tal ken with the most extraordinary fullness and perfection. 
We have been enabled on the one hand to soar intellectually 
through the regions of illimitable space, and on the other 
hand, to almost count the ultimate atoms of matter, and to 
watch the habits of as lllll-ny separate existences in a cubic 
iuch of stagnant water as there are human beings on the en
tire surface of the great globe we inhabit, How astonishing. 
ly are we thus enabled to enlarge the scope of onr under
standing of the Great Omnipresence, in all its comprehensive. 
ness, and in all its minuteness of detail ! 

Are not men of this class, by whom such results have been 
produced, entitled to at least an equality of the public con
sideration ? Special favor � not sought, but simple justice 
may certainly be reasonably expected.-htdge �Wa8on. 

.... . -
The Twenty .. Fourth oC May. 

Twenty-seven years ago, May 24th, Miss Ellsworth sent 
that message over the first wires erected on the American 
continent, which, in its laconic grandeur, gave token of what 
it signified to the world, and properly and devoutly recogniz
ed the source of the latest and best gift of science to mankind_ 
It was the first message which woke the slumbering spuit of 
the silent wire to a knowledge of its powers and to its new 
and grander uses_ We have occasion to know that although 
iu the moment of its passage, the inventor of the machinery 
by which the electric current first made an intelligent record 
to the human eye, with a joy which he would have been less 
than man not to feel, greeted gladly the first words of the 
child his brain had born, yet that then as now he claims to 
have been only the instrument of the Almighty in the deliv
ery of the great gift of the century to his race. So the mes
sage may be read to-day in the light of these wondrous in
tervening years, with a devonter recognition of where grati
tude is due; and while the mechanism may bear the name 

- .e. _ of Morse, the mind of thoughtful men, looking beyond the 
Traction En�lnes. inventor's mediate work, exclaims with deepening recogni-

MESSRS. EDITORS :-Having recently witnessed the per- tion : " What hath God wrought !" 
formance of the G. H. Craft, a road steamer invented in New Those who have seen the plaster cast of the statue of Prof. 
Albany, Ind., I think the position taken by you, in your article Morse,'now in the National Art Foundry in process of casting, 
on rubber tires, is not entirely correct. You say : Loss of know that it represents the Professor presenting this identi
power in going over rough roads would not result, could the cal message and uttering, as his own, the exclamation it bears 
power, developed in falling, be wholly applied to useful It is urged that the date of the receipt of that message is the 
work in the direction of the advance of the machine. The proper date of the inauguration of the statue. We acknowl
fact is, however, that, in any method of propulsion at present edge it fully. Additional men, therefore, have been put to 
known to engineering science, it cannot be so applied. 'fhe work on the molds, so as to have the stat'le ready before 
construction of the road steamer alluded to is such that when that time. The intelligent head of the foundry will do all 
a stone or brick is mounted, it does not fall after passing over he can to secure its completion. On the 1st of May it will be 
the obstruction, but lunges forward and gives back, so to definitely announced whether the ceremonies of inauguration 
speak, the force expended on its ascent. With this machine can then be performed. We hope to announce at that date 
there is no concussion on rough roads, and, while mounting , that all i8 ready, and that on May 24th the statue of Prof. 
an ascent of one in four, a brick was placed for it to run I Morse will be unvei1ed.--Journal of the Telegraph. 
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Iron In Architecture. 
The following able remarks upon the use of iron in archi. 

tecture are extracted from the American Builder : 
The questions involved in the use �f iron relate to its 

value as a lasting and strong material, and the conditions 
under which it may be employed without violating the 
known and universally recognized laws of appropriateness in 
construction. As regards the superiority of iron over any 
other material for performing a certain part in architecture, 
there can exist no doubt. Only the necessities of construc· 
tion have made its use so I.l'eneral, especially in America. 
Cast iron is so notably adapted to resist crushing weight, that 
slim columns perform the work where, of another material, 
a heavy wall would be required. 

Rolled iron possesses the same qualities when used for 
beams. Hence the demands of trade, where space is required 
for display, necessitate the use of the material which will 
support a given weight, and occupy the least room. Especi. 
ally is this the case with store fronts, where only slim col. 
umns furnish a support, and obstrnct bnt little the view ob
tainable, through broad glass windows, of the goods beyond. 
This obj ect could not be secured were any m"terial em
ployed for the columns which did not unite strength with 
lightness. It is evident, then, that iron must always occupy 
a place in architecture which cannot be held by any other 
material. 

The faults committed by those who use iron in construc
tion generally arise from the fact that they do not fully con
sider its capabilities and requirementR when artistically 
treated. Iron is strong, and conveys to the mind an idea of 
strength, but massiveness of appearance should ,not be the 
desired end when it is used in building. Here is a common 
error. From the nature of the metal it must, to insure dura
bility, be pl Otected from contact with the atmosphere ; paint
ing becomes necessary. 

The character of this p,.inting is an important thing to be 
considerel't The ignorant designer causes the iron to be 
painted white, in imitation of marble ; or brown, to make it 
resemble sandstone ; or gray, to secure the appearance of 
granite. No greater blunder ceuld be committed. With al
most equal propriety might a chimney be painted in imita
tion of wood. 

Iron c:mnot be made to resemble stone for any grellt 
length of time, looking at its surface alone, and even could 
this be done, a glance at the slender columns supporting im
mense weight would cause their proportions to appeal' un
safe and ridiculous. 

But iron can be made to appear light and graceful, and, 
suited as it is for such an effect, it should be the aim of an 
architect to produce with it the style of building to which it 
is so well adapted. Consistency in architectur� is desirable ; 
more, it is absolutely necessary, and when iron is treated, 
not as stone or wood, but as metal, there will be no viola
tion of any recognized law. 

Iron may be painted, and it may be made beautiful in it
self. It may properly exhibit bright colors, and be picked 
out with gold and silver until its surface sparkles. It is  for 
such showy, graceful effects that the metal should be used ; 
it i,� a material perfectly adapted for store fronts or buildings 
of any class where the essentials are lightness, strength, and 
showiness, rather than grave and ponderous effects. 

_ .•. -
Facts about the Sun. 

The following results have been deduced from a great 
number of observations made upon the border of the sun's 
disk, in the region of the spots, by Prof. Respighi : 

In the neighborhood of the spots, the chromosphere (strato 
rosato) is rather low, quite regular, and intensely bright. 

Upon the exact locality of a spot, or rather over its nu
cleus.  the chromosphere is generally very low, and sometimes 
totally wanting. 

At the nucleus, either there are no eruptions, or they are 
confined to j ets of great subtilty and little duration. 

The nuclei of the spots are either totally obscure or possess 
very feeble luminosity. 

Along the borders of the spots, jets are thrown up of ex
traordinary intensity and violence, and of very definite con
figuration. 

The jets adjoining the spots consist not solely of hydrogen, 
but also of other substances, as is shown by their respective 
brig-ht lines in the spectrum. 

Now and then the eruptions in the vicinity of the spots as
sume gigantic proportions, and are probably the cause of the 
rapid changes of form and position w:w.ch are observed in 
the spots themselves. 

There are often seen, in the neighborhood of the spots, 
j ets curved backward upon the solar disk, in forms which are 
sensibly parabolic. 

The immense jets and erupted masses near the spots ex
pand and vanish away more rapidly than in any other region. 

On the area of the spots, neither the photosphere nor the 
edge of the sun's disk shows any perceptible irregularity ; 
that is, neither any perceptible prominence nor depression. 

From these resnlts, obtained by spectroscopic observations 
of the border of the sun and of the protuberances, Prof. 
Re�pighi is led to conclude that the photosphere is an incan
descent liquid mass or stratum, of suitable specific gravity, 
by the weight of which various gases, and especially hydro
gen, are confined and compressed in the interior of the sun, 
at an elevated temperature, under an enormous tension, and 
with a density differing but little from that of the superin
cumbent liquid stratum. 

These gaseous masses in the intElt'ior of the sun, not yet 
having been brought to a condition of stable equilibrium, 
might in some portions be less condensed, and hence ftom 
hydrostatic pressure would rise toward the sl1rtttce with great 
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velocity, until, overcoming by their enormous expansive 
force the resistance of the liquid stratum, they would burst 
through it with a velocity greater or less, according to the 
depth from which they emerged, and the degree of tension 
in which they originally were, and would thus develop those 
j ets or eruptions which constitute the protuberances. 

The masses thus erupted, then, would not be determined 
in their movement solely by their initial velocity and the ac
tion of gravitation, but wonld generally be subj ected to the 
operation of other forces, which would concur in their eleva
tion, their diffusion, and their ramification into those extra
ordinary forms which the protuberances present. According 
to this hypothesis, the hydrogen issuing from the body of the 
sun would serve as aliment to the chromosphere, repairing 
thus the rapid losses of the latter by its not improbable com
bination with the substances of the photosphere ; and it does 
not appear to Prof. Respighi absurd to suppose that this im
mense stratum of incandescent hydrogen , that is, the chro
mosphere, may be the principal source of the heat radiated 
from the sun. 

In regard to the spotI', spectroscopic observations appear to 
show that they are neither cavities nor clouds, but are mere
ly superficial modifications ;  that is, partial obscurations of 
the photosphere, produced, probably, by scoria or scum float
ing upon it. On the contrary, regard being had to the well 
defined forms of the jets neighboring the spots, to their ex
�raordinary subtilty, and to their enormous energy, the sup
position ,Sloes not appear to the author irrational, that the nu
clei of the spots consist of portions, slightly proj ecting from 
the photosphere, of solid masses or islands floating upon the 
liquid stratum which envelops the body of the sun. The im
mense chains of j ets and protuberances, which rise ordinarily 
in the region of the spots, might be the cause of those great 
transformations which are observed in the latter, and deter
mine, by their resistance in the superficial strata, currents in 
& 4irection opposite to that of the solar rotation, from which 
would result the proper motion of the spots themselves. 

The translator of the paper in the American Journal oj 
Science, from which we have gathered these statements, says 
the above conclusion is entirely at variance with those of 
other observers, unless the author designedly omits the con

' sideration of the penumbra, or makes no distinction between 
it and the umbra. The observations of Prof. Wilson, in the 
last century, and of many others since, have shown that the 
nucleus or umbra is very often, if not generally, lower than 
the penumbra and the surrounding luminous masses. Some 
years since, Mr. De la Rue made a photograph of a solar spot, 
and another of the same spot after an interval of a day or two, 
'When these were placed in a stereoscope, the spot appeared 
funnel-shaped, the central portion being clearly lowest. Also 
Zollner and Lockyer have found, in the displacement of the 
lines in the spectroscope, that there is sometimes decided evi
dence of a downward motion in the dark portion of a spot. 

- - -
TunnelM---RaUway ' and Canal---In England. 

Tlte London and Northwestern Railway, from Liverpool 
aM Manchester to Huddersfield and the North, passes 
;llrough a range of hills separating Marsden, on the Y ork
shire side, and Diggle on the Lancashire side, the range bear
ing the name of Stand Edge, and it has now three tunnels 
running through it-one a canal tunnel, and the other two 
for the purposes of the railway. 

The first named was commenced in 1794, and completed in 
1811 ; length, 5,451 yards, or 3 miles and 171 yards : cost, 
£123,803 ; and the loss of life during its progress was seri
ous. 

The first of the two railway tnnnels 'was made by Mr. T. 
Nicholson, contractor for the Woodhead tunnel, which is 
shorter than the Stand Edge one by about 40 yards, Stand 
Edge being 3 miles and 60 yards long. It was commenced in 
1845, and completed in N ovembeI, 1848 ; the cost was £171,-
003, 128. 3fd. , of the approaches, £30,605, making a total of 
£201,608, and the largest number .of men employed on the 
undertaking was 1,953. Nine fatal accidents occurred in its 
construction. 

Messrs. Thomas Nelson & Sons, of Carlisle, were the con
tractors for the new tunnel ; the work was commenced in 
the middle of April, 1868, and was completed in the middle 
of October, 1870, or six months earlier than the time speci
fied. Its exact length is 5,435 yards, 1 yard less than its 
twin tunnel : but the actual length constrncted by tho 
Messrs, Nelson is 5,297J yards, the difference a.rising from a 
short piece at each end having been made when the first 
railway tunnel was executed. The whole length is lined 
with red bricks, faced with blue Staffordshire bricks.. The 
hight of the tunnel inside the brickwork is 20 feet, and the 
width, 15 feet. The total quantity of brickwork built is 
52,156 cubic yards. the total number of bricks used being 
16,831,149, the weight of which amounts to 68,000 tuns ; 6,271 
tuns of coal, 472 tuns of coke, and 2,421 tuns of lime, 140 tuns 
Glf cement were consumed ; and of powder, 1,744 casks, equal 
to 174,400 pounds ; fusee, 35,853 coils, each 25 feet, equal to 
170 miles ; candles, 8,745 dozen pounds, equal to 104,940 
pounds ; oil, 6,416 gallons ; and vast quantities of timber 
were used. The rubbish was conveyed away �y lIleans of 
tramways, which ran through passages undtilr ''the railway, 
and was tipped into the boats on the canal before mentioned. 
It was conveyed through " break-ups" or cross headings, of 
which Messrs. Nelson constructed 21 ; but only 16 were used 
at one time. 

For the conveyance of the material used in the construc
tion of the tunnels, 25 boats and 4 steamboats were constant
ly plying, and an immense expense had to be incurred in 
erecting huts, providing business offices, and putting down 
costly plant for economising labor. Only one life has peen 
lost during the constructiO'll, but there have, of course, been 

plenty of accidents of a less serious nature. The work has 
been pronounced satisfactory in all respects, and the line is 
reported as being one of the smoothest portions of railway 
traveling in Great Britain. The line was opened about the 
middle of February for regular traffic. 

_ .... .., 
C o ating Iron and Steel with Molten Iron, 

Rufus B.  Fowler and Daniel F. Brandon, of Chicago, Ill., 
have recently patented the following process : 

The iron to be applied is melted in a crucible 01' other suit
able receptacle, and thoroughly mixed with borax or other 
material used for making a flux. 

The plate or other article of wrought iron or steel should 
be covered, upon the surface to be coated, with a very thin 
layer of finely pulverized borax which has previously been 
burned, and then placed in a close furnace or oven, and heated 
to a white or welding heat. It is then placed upon a large 
anvil or block of iron, ti:te upper surface of which is perfect
ly level. The article to be covered with the molten iron 
should then be surrounded by an iron frame or form, in such 
a lllanner that the molten iron may be prevented from flow
ing off the surface to be coated. 

The molten iron which has been mixed with borax, as 
hereinbefore described, is then poured upon the surface of 
the heated plate or other article of wrought iron or steel. 
When a sufficient quantity of molten iron has been poured 
on as described, a plate of steel or hard smooth iron of suffi
cient size to nearly cover' the whole of the molte� iron, is 
brought down upon its upper surface, and a pressure imme
diately applied sufficient to reduce the molten iron to the 
desired thickness, and also to expel all the air or gases that 
may be contained in the molten iron, and which would other. 
wise render the coating porous and o� no practical value. 

The amount of prtlssure required will depend upon the de
gree of heat to which the molten iron is brought, and the 
quickness with which the operation is performed. The press
ure should be applied, however, while the iron coating is in 
a molten state, and it may be applied by means of a lever, a 
hydraulic press, or any of the known mechanisms or devices 
by which a powerful pressure may be instantly applied; or, 
in lieu of the smooth plate or di61 mentioned above, 11 roller 
with a smooth surface may be made to pass over the upper 
surface of the molten iron, with a pressure sufficient to pro
duce the desired results. 

The mechanism used for pressing should be near the oven 
or furnace in which the plate or other article of wrought iron 
or steel is heated, in order that the heat of the plate or other 
article may not fall muck, if any, below the welding point 
when the molten iron is applied ; and the surface. of the plate 
or other article of wrought iron or steel to be coated, should 
be free from dirt, scale, or such other substance as would 
ordinarily prevent two pieces of wrought iron from forming 
a perfect weld or union. 

The above described process of applying the molten iron 
to the surfaces of plates or other articles of wrought iron or 
steel, expels the air or gas from between the molten iron and 
the surfitce of the wrought iron or steel, causing a more 
perfect union between the two, and renders the coatinO' of 
molten iron much more compact and gives it a smoother 
surface. 

We do not claim any mechanism or device used for apply 
ing the pressure ; nor do we claim the employment of molten 
iron for the purpose of coating articles of wrought iron or 
steel. 

We claim as our invention : The process of coating the sur
faces of plates or other articles of wrought iron by the use 
or application of pressure, substantially as described. 

_ .•. -
Success In LICe. 

The great secret of success in life consists in bending all 
your efforts to whatever you happen to engage in. Don't let 
your fickleness lead you to slight your present occupation, 
and to think lightly of it, hoping something better will turn 
up by and by. The way to get along in the world is to make 
every step one that is ahead, and each to follow its prede
cessor. For full fifty per cent of the effort of the world is 
absolutely wasted in indirect, diffuse, indefinite labors. 
Young men start out in life without purpose or point, casting 
a thought neither on their fitness nor unfitness for a particu
lar calling ; now doing this thing, then that ; and after that 
nothing ; one day going on, another on the right (which is 
wrong) or left, the next backward, and then not going on at 
all, which is perhaps as bad as the whole combined . 'l'he 
right line in life is the one which leads straight ahead. This 
almost al ways secures success. If you are creeping, do it en
ergetically until you can get on your feet to walk ; but never 
do both 'a t once. And when once on your feet, never get on 
your hands and knees again ; but strain all your efforts to 
your new life. 

_ r�. _ 
House Plants. 

To succeed in growing plants in dwellings, it is necessary 
to keep the air around the plants at a moderate temperature, 
say from fifty to sixty degrees, and as moist as possible, b" 
having the plants stand on damp moss, sand, or other ma
terial that will all the time be giving off moisture amongst 
the leaves. 

Any plant having leaves large enough-as the beautiful 
waxy camelia, the India rubber plant, century, and others, 
are greatly benefited by occasionally spongill.g the leaves 
with water, by which means the dust that accumulates on 
them is removed-a fruitful source of tronble to house 
plants. Where sponging is not applicable, as with small 
leaved sorts, or those of a wooly or rough surface, a syring
ing, or, what is better, an hour or two in a warm rain, will 
have the ,sall}e effect, and be vastly .beneficial to the health 
of the plants. 
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Improved DumpIng Cart. 

We herewith present to the consideration of our readers 
a simple yet important improvement in dumping carts, which 
will, we think, commend itself to all extensively using such 
co.rts on ro.ilway works or canals, in brickyards, excavating 
for building, mines, coal yards, etc. 

The object of the device is to so facilitate the dumping 
of such carts that even boys may perform the driving and 
dumping, and do the latter almost instantly. 

The tail-board, insteo.d of being slid in between cleats 
fo.stcned to the side of the cart body, or hinged to the same, 
is fixed to two supporting arms, extending backward from 
the shafts, to which latter the arms are attached at a point a 
little in front of the axletree, 
which causes the to.il-board to 
move backwards, when it lifts, so 
that there is no strain upon it what
ever. 

The shafts, instead of being 
attached directly to the axle
tree, are pivoted strongly to the 
side of the body, and a little in 
front of the axletree, and thf) cart 
body is fastened firmly to the axle
tree, so that the latter forms the 
pivot upon which the body turns 
in dumping. 

A lever o.nd catch is attached to 
the front of the body, so that 
when, -after dumping, the latter 
assumes the position shown at the 
left of the engraving, it is firmly 
held in position until the catch is 
unlocked by the hand lever pre
jecting sidewise from the front of 
the body, and co�nient to the 
hand of the driver, whether stand
ing on the ground or upon a foot 
board fastened to the under side 
of the shafts just in front of the 
body of the cart. It is impossible for the body to play from 
side to side (as is the case with other carts) on account of 
the shafts being attached to the outside of the body, near to 
the wheels, which gives tl�e horse great control over the cart. 

The cart is shown dumped at the right of the engrav
ing. It will be seen that starting up the horse will at once 
bring the body into the position. shown at the left of the 
figure, and lock it there. 

This arrangement obviates all the difficulty of removing 
or raising the tail40ard when the cart is loaded, caused by 
pressure of the contents. A very slight exertion releases 
the catch in front of the cart, which instantly dumps, and 
the moment the horse is started, again closes. 

Po.tonted, through the Scientific American Patent Agency, 
Apl'il 4, 1871 . For further particulars address William and 
Henry Hand, Plainfield, N. J. 

_ ._. -
F ossil Forest In Callt'ornla. 

Prof.O.C. Mo.rsh, of Yale College, communicates to the Amer
ican Jou1'nal oj Science an article on the above subject, from 
which we condense the following facts: 

During the visit of the Yale College scientific party to the 
Pacific Coast, in October last, several members of the expedi
tion, including the writer, while on their way from San Fran
cisco to the "Geysers," took occasion to examine a locality, a 
few miles from the route, where a number of fossil trunks of 
trees had recently been discovered . 

The locality is situated on a high rocky ridge, in Napa 
county, California, about five miles southwest of Calistoga 
Hot Springs, and perhaps ten miles south of the summit of 
Mount St. Helena. The existence in this place of several 
petrified trunks of trees was first made public by Charles H. 
Denison, Esq., of San Francisco, who visited the spot in July 
last, and soon after gaV'C a short account of the discovery in 
the San Francisco Bulletin. 

A careful exo.mination of the locality where the first pros
trate trunks had been discovered, soon made it evident that 
those now on the surface had all been weathered out of the 
volcanic tufa and sandstones, which form the summit of this 
part of the mountain ridge. Several large silicified trees 
were, indeed, subsequently found in the vicinity, projecting 
from the side of a steep bluff, which had partially escaped 
denudation. Portions of nearly one hundred distinct tree s ,  
scattered over a tract three o r  four miles i n  extent were 
found by our party ; and the information we received fro m 
hunters and others, familiar with the surrounding country, 
renders it more tho.n probable that the same beds, containing 
similar masses of silicified wood, extend over a much greater 
area. 

'1'he fossil trees washing out of this volcanic tufa were 
mostly of great size, and appeared to be closely related to 
some of the modern forest trees of the Pacific coast, especial
ly the gigantic Conifers. One of the prostrate trunks exam
ined during our explorations was only partio.lly exposed o.bove 
the surface, dipping with the strata about 10° to the north
ward. Its accessible portion, evidently but a small po.rt of 
the original tree, measured sixty-three feet in length, and, 
although denuded of its bark and very much weathered was 
over seven feef'in diameter near its smaller end. On a high 
summit, about a quarter of a mile west of this point, two 
other large trunks were found, one about five feet in diame
ter, lying east' and west, with thirty feet of its length above 
the surface. The other rested directly on this, dipping with 
the strata to the north. The exposed fragments of this trunk 
indicated that the tree when standing could not have been 
ess than twelve feet in diameter. These two trees had ap-
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parently fallen not far from where they were imbedded, as 
the bark was well preserved, both on the main trunks and on 
the small branches, numerous fragments of which were lying 
near_ Many other trees were found, nearly or quite equal to 
these in size ; and all those examined indicated a very large 
general growth for the original forest. 

All the trees discovered were prostrate, and most of them, 
after their petrifaction, had been broken transversely into 
several sections, apparently by the disturbance of the enclos
ing strata. A majority of the trunks had a general north 
and south direction, probably due to the course of the current 
that covered them with volcanic material, or perhaps indicat
ing, in some cases, the position in which they had fallen. 

HAND'S IMPROVED DUMPING CART. 

Patents for new devices of this class are multiplying, and 
still the field seems unexhausted. We this week illustrate a 
very substantial and compact steam pump, designed for feed
ing boilers, having but two moving parts in the engine, and 
but two valves in the pump. 

It is a single acting plunger pump, operated by a steam en
gine, the cylinder of which is cast in connection with the 
pump chamber, the two being in one piece and forming the 
body of the machine. The upper portion of the body, or that 
part above the open space, contains the steam cylinder, and 
the portion below the space contains the pump or water cyl
inder. The vertical shaft seen in the open space is the pump 
ram, which is cast in connection with the steam piston, the 

two forming but one piece. The 
valve chamber, containing the 
pump valves, and having the re
ceiving and discharging water open -
ings, is bolted to the body of the 
machine at the bottom of the water 
cylinder, with which it has direct 
open communication. 

The chamber, bolted to the upper 
part of the body of the machine, or 
near the middle of the steam cylin
der, contains the oil cup through 
which the cylinder is oiled, and the 
two regulating valves, which are 
operated by the round wooden 
knobs or handles. The steam is ad
mitted to each end of the steam 
cylinder through two regulating 
valves, the lower handle operating 
the valve that admits the steam 
for the down stroke, and the upper 
one for the up stroke. 

The down stroke, having the 
most work to perform, requires a 
larger volume of steam, which is 
obtained by opening the lower valve 
the most. 

Several of the trunb had portions of their roots still att[l,Ched, -
and some were evidently much decayed internally, and worm 
eaten before their entombmdnt. All the fossil wood observed 
was silicified, probably by means of hot alkaline watflrs con
taining silica in solution, a natural result of volcanic action, 
especially when occurring in connection with water, as was 
evidently the co.se in the present instance. 

The steam piston is about twice the diameter of the pump 
ram, which is cast in

-

connection with it; and is hollow, hav
ing a cylindrical chamber inside, which is bored out true, 
and has a small piston accurately fitted to it. This cylindri
cal chamber forms the steam chest of the steam engine, and 
the small piston working in it operates as the slide or steam 
valve, opening and closing the ports so as to admit the steam 
supplied through the two regulating valves, alternately to the 
two ends of the steam cylinder. 

The trees, closely examined, appear to be all conifers, and 
in their external characters, especially in the bark, mode of 
branching, and general habit of growth, most nearly resem
ble the modern redwoods, still flourishing in the same re-
glon. 

- -, -
COPE & MAXWELL'S UPRIGHT BOILER FEEDER. 

It is entirely unnecessary to dwell upon the fact, now uni
versally admitted, that it is the best practice to feed boilers 
uniformly and automatically, by apparatus working inde-

pendently, whenever it is possible so to do. When boilers 
are employed to furnish steam for other purposes than mo
tive power, it becomes absolutely necessary to use an inde
pendent boiler feeder. The demand for this class of appara
tus is already very large, yet it is still increasing. Numerous 
claimants for public favor are in the market. Many of them 
are excellent, others not so good j -yet mOl!t find ready sale. 

Though of recent inven

t

ion, we are informed the pump 
has been largely introduced in this country, and has given 
much satisfaction. It has been patented both in this country 
and abroad, and a large manufactory has been established in 
London for its construction. 

Messrs. Cope & Co., of 118, 120, and 122 East Second--street, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, are the sole manufacturers in the United 
States, and they may be addressed for illustrated descriptive 
catalogues, or for further information. 

_ .•. -
The Walter PrIntIng Press. 

At the printing end, it looks like a collection of small cyl
inders, or rollers. The paper, mounted on a huge reel as it 
comes from the paper mill, goes in at one end in an endless 
web, 3,300 yards in length, seems to fly through among the 
cylinders, and issues forth at the other in two descending 
torrents of sheets, accurately cut into lengths, and printed on 
both sides. The rapidity with which it works may be biferred 
from the fact that the printing cylinders (round which the 
stereotyped plates are fixed), while making their impressions 
on the paper, travel at the surprising speed of two hundred 
revolutions a minute. As the sheet passes inwards, it is first 
damped on one side, by being carried rapidly over a cylinder 
which revolves in a trough of cold water; it then passes on 
to the first pair of printing and impression cylinders, where 
it is printed on one side; it is next reversed and sent through 
the second pair, where it is printed on the other side; then it 
passes on to the cutting cylinders, which divide the web of 
now printed paper into the proper lengths. The sheets are 
rapidly conducted by tapes into a swing frame, which, as it 
vibrates, delivers them alternately on either side, in two apt 
parently continuous streams of sheets, which are rapidly
thrown forward from the frame by a rocker, and deposited on 
tables, at which the lads sit to receive them. 

The machine is almost entirely self-acting, from the pump
ing up of the ink, 'Into the ink box, out of the cistern below 
stairs, to the registering of the numbers, as they are printed, 
in the manager's room above. Newspapers of moderate cir
culation, and jobbing work generally, are now worked On 
machines the design of which was originally that of Kamig, 
as improved by Applegath and Cowper, about the year 1818. 
Innumerable improvements have been made subsequently, 
and the manufacture of printing machines has become a large 
and important business.-Printers' Circular. 

_ ..... -
SALT IN SAN DOMINGO.-A recent letter reports that a 

mountain of salt, of a purity unequalled by any other natural 
source of supply, has been discovered in the island of San 
Domingo. The writer states that the hill is nine miles long, 
and one and a quarter miles wide, and that shafts have been 
sunk to a depth of 800 feet through the salt, without reach
ing the underlying strata. It should be stated that the salt 
is only one side of the hill, the crown or ridge dividing it 
from a series of limestone and sandstone layers. The ridge 
is of alabaster, of great purity and whiteness. The salt is 
stated to contain 98 per cent of pure E�lin� matter, and is of 
crystal clearness. 
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Itnportance oC A dvertIsIng. 
The value of advertising Is so well understood by old established business 

firms, that a hint to thetn is unnecessary ; but to persons establishing a new 
busmess, or having for sale a new article, or wishing to sell a patent, or find 
a manufacturer to work it : upon such a class, we would impress the impor· 
tance of advertising. The next thing to be considered is the medium 
through which to do it. 

In this matter, discretion is to be used at first ; but experience will soon 
determine that papers or magazines having the largest circulation among 
the class of persons most likely to be Interested in the article for sale, will 
be the cheapest, and bring the qnlckest retnrns. To the manufacturer of all 
Inds of machinery, and to the venders of any new article in the mechanical 

line, we believe there Is no other source from which the advertiser can get 
speedy returns as through the advertising columns of the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN. 
We do not make these suggestions merely to increase our advertising pat· 

ronage, but to direct persons how to increase their own business. 
The SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN has a circulation of from 25,000 to 30,000 copies 

per week larger than any ot,her paper of its class in the world, and nearly as 
large as the combined circulation of all the other papers ot its kind pub . 
lished. 

PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE BRITISH PATENT LAWS. 

A bill has lately been presented in Parliament, which, if 
passed, will add some novel features to the British patent 
laws. 

The new bill provides that the Lord Chancellor and the 
Master of Rolls, who at present do nothing except draw 
large salaries, are to be relieved, and their places in the 
Patent Office filled by three persons called " Special Commis
sioners of Patents," one of whom is to be a lawyer, the oth
ers, persons of distinguished or well ascertained ability and 
experience in chemicllJ and mechanical knowledge. 

All proceedings for patents are to be conducted at such 
places and in such manner as the Commissioners shall di
rect, and they shall have power to make rules and regu

l

a
tions. summon witnesses to give evidence in any case, and 
also to require models to be deposited. In fact, the grant of 
applications for patents is to be more or less discretionary 
with the Commissioners. 

The official fees to obtain a patent are fixed at about $62, 

with an annual payment of $25. This is a great reduction 
over the present rates. 

After a patent has been issued three years, during which it 
has been exclusively and publicly enjoyed by the patentee or 
his assign, or at any time after the validity of the patent 
shall have been established in a court of law, such patentee 
or assign may apply to have the patent registered as an " in
defeasible patent." 

If no objection to such registration be made, or, if made, be 
disallowed, the Commissioners shall cause such patent to be 
registered as an indefeasible patent, and thenceforth the va
lidity of such patent shall not be questioned in any court or 
in any manner whatsoever. 

At any time after the expiration of a term, say of the first 
five years after the issue of a patent, the Commissioners may 
direct the holder of the patent to grant licences to any per
son who shall apply for the same, upon such terms and con
ditions as the · Commissioners shall designate ;  and if t

h

e 
patentee refuses to obey the order of the Commissioners, the 
patent shall become null and void. 

The provisions relative to the registration of indefeasible 
patents, and the compulsory issue of licenses, are novel, and 
we should be glad to see them put to a practical test. So 
long as patents are granted, it would seem to be only right 
and proper to establish, by law, some period during which 
he patentee may enjoy the fruits of his discovery, unvexed 

$titufifit 
by the cares v nd expenses of law suits. At present there is 
no such limit, and in this country, as well as in England, the 
patentee is always liable to attacks upon his patent, by any
body who takes a fancy in that direction. 

The provision giving the Commissioners power to order 
the patlmtee to issue licenses, seems to have for its object to 
discourage the formation of great patent monopolies, and also 
to secure to the public the right to use inventions upon fair 
and reasonable terms. These are good and plausible objects ; 
but if the terms and conditions of use are left wholly to the 
discretion of the Commissioners, the provision would proba
bly be of lit tle value. Few officials are sufficiently virtuous 
to stand up against the pecuniary temptations which great 
monopolists command. 

In this .connection, it is proper to refer to a very interest
ing discussirm upon the Patent Laws, at a recent meeting of 
the Society of Arts, in London. The subject was opened 
by the reading of a very able and comprehensive paper by Mr. 
A. V. Newton, who is one of the most experienced and prom
inent patent solicitors in Great Britain. He went over the 
whole ground upon which patents rest, pointed out the de
fects of the English, the American, and other systems, and 
suggested such reforms as appeared to him most needed. He 
showed conclusively that most of the defects attributed to 
the present British laws were really due to the ignorance and 
narrowmindedness of the Lords who administer them. Mr. 
N.ewton suggested, as a remedy for useless litigations, that 
.before any action should be brought into court, the several 
contestants should be compelled to appear before an open 
tribunal, ruled by a competent examiner, and submit their 
several allegations ; the examiner to investigate their merits 
and determine what points, if any, should be placed before 
the court for adjudication. Such examination, he contended, 
would do away with the greater proportion of the present 
needless and expensive law suits. Mr. Newton also favored 
the compulsory grant of licenses to use patents. 

In the course of the discussion which followed, while the 
views and suggestions of Mr. Newton were, in the main, ap
proved, it was held by most of the speakers that the English 
laws ought also to be modified so as to provide for a primary 
examination of all applications for patents, analogous to that 
in vogue at the American Patent Office. 

The principal objection raised against this examination was 
the great number of clerks and other officers required, many 
of whom would be necessarily incompetent; it having been 
shown that sixty-two examiners and three hundred employees 
were engaged at Washington, chiefly for the above purpose. 
One of the members suggested that no such force would be 
required in England, as the total issue of patents is only 
2,400 per annum, or eight per diem. 

He might have added that there is not much probability of 
any rapid increase in the issues of British patents, while the 
present high fees are continued. In this country the official 
fees for a patent are only $35 ; while the number of applica
tions filed and examined, iu· 1870, was 19 ,1 7 1 .  

- '-' -
CANAL NAVIGATION. 

The bill introduced in the New York Legislature, offering 
a prize of $50,000 for a practical means of propelling canal 
boats, to be driven by steam, hot air, or electricity, has, at 
least, opened the eyes o{ inventors to the fact that the time 
is ripe for the introduction of a successful system, which shall 
be able to supersede horse towing. 

We are not inclined to ridicule in the least the attempts 
that have been made, and are now making, to supersede 
steam, as a motive power, by hot air, or electro-magnetism. 
It is only when inventors in this field seek to delude the pub
lic by claiming results they have not attained, that they may 
properly be made to feel the lash of satire. Yet, in the 
present state of affairs relative to hot air engines and electro
motors, it was almost superfluous to include them in the of
fer. Neither of them can at present be practically used for 
towing or propelling boats, and there is small prospect that 
either will soon be available for any such purposes. 

It seems to us that the question of motive power is a side 
issue, of little account as affecting the main problem. How 
to propel canal boats without towing by horses, in such a 
way as not to destroy the banks of the canal, so that boats 
may run in either direction without obstruction, pass into 
and out of locks with the same facility as at present, and 
make as good or better speed than is made under the present 
system,' with economy of whatever motive power is employed, 
seems to be a fair statement of the problem. 

The system of laying wire cables in the bottoms of canals 
and rivers, and winding them off and on revolving drums, 
has been extensively employed in Germany, Holland, and 
we believe to some extent in Belgium, with considerable suc
cess. There would be, however, many difficulties in apply
ing such a system on American canals. Our ideal of a pro
peller for this purpose is one that makes each boat indepen
dent of every other boat, and which answers all the condi
tions above enumerated. Next to this ranks a propeller capa
ble of towing a number of boats simul

t

aneously. 
Traction engines, running on tow-paths, if they can be 

made so as to mount and cross bridges, might at once be 
made to answer the last named purpose, provided that they 
would not injure the banks Clr bridges by their weight ; and 
even if the latter were the case, of course bridges and banks 
can be made to be strong enough. So many kinds of pro
pellers to be directly attached to boats have been invented, 
that we cannot attempt a minute review of them here. There 
have been side wheels, stern wheels, stern screws, and bow 
screws, and even paddle wheels placed at the bow. There 
have been endless chains, designed to propel boats by fric
tion against the bottoms of canals. There have beea machines 

for " poling " boats along, as is now done by hand on occa
sion. Endless ropes, to which boats could be hooked, the 
ropes to be kept in motion by water wheels, have also been 
proposed. Boats have been propelled by jets of water, or air, 
forced out of the stern, and by air propeller screws, driven 
at high speed. 'Wheels rolling upon the bottoms of canals 
have also been tried. 

Of all these methods, three only have, we think, promise 
of success, namely : the traction engine, the bow paddle wheel 
and the bow screw propeller. 

If the use of rubber tires, snch as are used on the Thomp
son road steamer, proves to be what its promoters claim for 
it, and what those interested in other traction engines dis 
pute, engines provided with such tires can undoubtedly be 
used for towing boats, with great success. They can cross 
bridges, and will not injure tow-paths as much as the feet of 
the horses now employed. The expense of towing by such 
engines would be far less than towing by horses. A year or 
two will settle the question of the economy and durability of 
rubber tires ; and if they perform all that is desired of them 
their use on traction ep.gines for canal towing may become 
one of their most important applications. 

Of the two other methods thought practical, we are in 
clined to favor that of the screw propeller in the bow, rather 
than the paddle wheel, though both accomplish the same re 
sults . .  The water is in both cases forced directly backward 
under the bottom of the boat, and quietly delivered in the 
rear, without side swells, which injure the banks. But the 
paddle wheel is more cumbrous than the screw, and has to be 
made adjustable vertically, to accommodate itself to the va 
rying draft of boats, while the screw needs no such adjust 
ment, and occupies very little space comparatively. The lat 
ter system, known as " Main's system," has, as our readers 
are aware, been tried with satisfactory results on the Erie 
canal in N ew York. Of all methods yet employed, it seems 
most likely to become popular, and to supply the long sought 
for means of propulsion. 

From this brief review of the subject, our inventors may 
learn something of what has been done, and judge of the pos 
sibility of striking out original paths for themsel ves_ It is 
not probable that all mechanical resources have been ex 
hausted, and it would not surprise us to see something yet 
devised, quite in advance of any method yet proposed. 

- - e· . 

ROOFS AND ROOFING. 

It would be difficult to point out a more important sub 
ject. or one more beset with practical difficulties, than the 
one chosen for the title of the present article. So far as 
cities are concerned, the old fashioned shingle roofs are 
things of the past . There have been as many inventions for 
roofs and roofing as for street pavements, yet there is a want 
of cheap, permanent, and tight roofs, and there is no 
betterfield than this for inventors to exert their skill 
in. In this assertion we do n

o

t mean to cast any odium upon 
many valuable inventions that have done and are still doing 
good service, in bridging the gap betw�en the roof that was 
and the roof that we trust is yet to be. We do not see how 
the world would have got along, or could now get along 
without them. That they possess imperfections does not 
affect their sale and employment, so long as they are the 
most perfect of anything yet available. Inventors may rest 
assured, however, that the problem of roofs combining maxi 
mum durability and tightness, with minimum cost, is no 
yet solved. We need not dwell upon the fact that he who 
shall succeed in solving it satisfactorily, will be likely to 
reap a large reward for his invention. The field is so enor 
mous, and the demand so great, that the roof which answers 
to all the conditions required would be one of the most valu
able inventions of the age. 

We have been led to these remarks by a conversation with 
Elder Evans, of the Shaker Settlement at New Lebanon, in 
which he has given us the experience of that community in 
the matter of roofing. The buildings of the society are ex 
tensive and numerous, and present a very large roof area 
It has given these people very much trouble to select and 
apply roofing materials, such as would give a fireproof 
tight, and durable covering to their bUildings. They have 
tried nearly everything in market, with that thoroughness 
characteristw of all their work, and have finally settled upon 
slate with a felt lining as the only material that combines all 
the qualities essential to a good fireproof and durable roof. 
Their method of laying this sort of roof is, first, to cover the 
rafters with edged boards, putting the latter close together 
They then felt, taking care to lap and cement well, as upon 
this depends the ultimate tightness of the roof, against drift 
ing snows in high winds. The slates are then put on the 
roof in the best manner possible, . which can be done as 
slowly as may be necessary, the felt making a tight roof, 
which only needs protection, from external influences, by the 
slate. 

It is the opinion of Mr. Evans that gravel roofs may be 
made so as to do good service, but that they are not likely to 
be 80 laid. The variations in temperature, damp weather, 
etc., which ought to interfere with the laying of such roofs, 
are not often allowed to interrupt tlie progress of a job in 
hand, and imperfed work is the result. The society alluded 
to has such a roof, laid in the most thorough

'

manner possi
ble, that has been in use since 1859, and has as yet given no 
trouble. 

Their experience with tin roofs has been decidedly unfa
vorable. Plastic slate has also failed utterly, 

t:

hough they 
have done their best to make it a success, trying it in nu
merous ways. 

It seems that the contraction and expansion of continuous 
metal roofs will generally cause leaks to succeed each other, 
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so as to require a constant succession of repairs; and the 
larger the roof, the greater is the annoyance from this cause. 
Such roofs, to be good, ought to be made of small pieces, 
which, while they act together in shedding rain and keeping 
out wind, act individually when expanded by heat or con
tracted by cold. 

The use of slates or shingles for roofing necessitates 
greater pitch to roofs than is given to those of ordinary city 
buildings; and when slates are employed, their weight re
quires iNcreased strength in the supporting parts. These are 
drawbacks which are seriously felt in cities, where room is 
so valuable as to make flat roofs very desirable. 

Such, in brief, is the present condition of the roofing ques
tion in this country. How long it will remain so depends 
wholJy upon the fertility of inventive genius. 

----------.. � .. �--------
MINING SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

A paper bearing the above title, written by John A. Church, 
E.M , and originally. published in the North American Re
view, was deemed of such value by the trustees of Columbia 
College that they requested permission to republish it, in 
order to secure for it a wider circulation. Permission was 
accorded, and the paper, reprinted in pamphlet form, is now 
before us. 

We are not surprised at the desire of the trustees of 
Columbilt College to circulate this paper more widely, as it is 
perhaps as thorough an exposition of the state of mining 
schools, and the needs of the t;ountry in this respect, as has 
ever been written. 

We shall only attempt, in the present article, a very brief 
review of this interesting and valuable paper; and though we 
must, for want of space, give a very inadequate idea of its 
contents, we shall be able, at least, to do an act of justice to 
the first establishe<!, as w.ell as the most complete, mining 
school in the Unit�d States, namely, that of Columbia Col
lege. 

'fhe author, upon the authority of Commissioner Hoss 
Browne, states that experienced investers, in Western mining 
property, are unwilling to pay for a mine'more than two and 
one half times its yearly profit. Such property is not con
sidered a safe investment unless its annual profit, on cost of 
purchase, is forty per cent. The reason ascribed for this 
state of things is, that the'mines are so unskillfully and un, 
scientifically managed, that if, to use the precise words of 
Mr. Church, " an investigation 'COUld be had of the exact pro
portion of precious metal saved to the quantity in the ore, 
the story would be astonishing even to scientific men. 
'Without careful proof, it is impossible to make men believe 
the reports of the few competent observers who have been 
there, so apparently incredible are the results of recklessness 
and want of knowledge. It was difficult to introduce even 
the thinnest entering wedge of common sense into this hard 
prejuiJice against skill and study. For a long time the min
ers refused all help from schools or scholars; but the experi
ence of continual trouble with iheir ores, and the gradually 
developed fact that they often lost more than they gained, 
have worked a complete revolution." 

The more dHlicult ores are found in Nevada, Montana, and 
Colorado. But Mr. Church states that the early losses, in 
even the more easily worked ores of California, have been 
estimated as being at least two thirds of the gold really at
tainable, and no one has estimated them as less than one 
half. 

In Europe, mining schools have been long established, and 
indeed form part of the system of government. The know
ledge acquired in these schools enables ores of low grade to 
be worked in European mines, many of which would other· 
wise have to be abandoned. 

Three grades of schools, for this purpose, are main�ained. 
The right to attend the lectures, even in the primary schoolo 
(BergscltUle), is not easily attained. Mr. Church tells us that, 
• .  Entering a metallurgical work, a young man first spends 
two or three years in wheeling slag to the waste heap; then 
as much more time at each of the following steps: wheeling 
ore to the mixing bed, shoveling ore into the weighing 
bucket, weighing ore, working at the roasting heaps, throwing 
ore into the furnace. Here his progress is slower, and he 
may remain at the last employment five or ten years. Fi
nally he becomes smelter or tapper of the furnace. The un
educated man can rise no hig

h

er. The educated man spends 
much less time at each of these grades, but go through them 
he must. He is usually occupied two or three years in all at 
practical work, and . then performs clerical duties in the 
office. Rising higher and higher, he may in time become 
director of a smelting establishment or a mining district. 
The director of the world famous mines around Claus thaI, 
AndreaBberg, and Altenau, in the upper Harz Mountains, is 
an instance of a man who has passed through the commonest 
gra" es of service to a high position; he was a pickel' of ore 
in his boyhood. Plattner, a thorough chemist, founder of 
the analysis with the blowpipe, and an elegant as well as 
scientific writer on metallurgical chemistry, began in the 
same way." 

The higher grades of schools (Bergakademien) are scat
tered throughout Europe; the four considered to be of first 
rank being at Paris, Freiberg in Saxony, Berlin, and St. Pe
tersburg. The French school is distinguished for its breadth 
of instruction, the Freiberg school for its facilities for prac
tice in mines and smelting works. 

We are sorry to eay that there is undoubtedly too much 
truth in what Mr. Church affirms of the mining schools in 
the United State�. 

" At present there is but one fairly established school of 
this class in the country-that in New York. Institutions 
which bear the name of schools of mines are also to be found 

in New Haven, Boston, Troy, Philadelphia, Ann Arbor, and 
many other places. Bnt those where the instruction is gen
eral and complete, as 

a

t Cambridge or New Haven, lack the 
students necessary to form a living school, while the others 
have no claim to the title they have taken, except by virtue 
of a course of lectures on metallurgy or mining, tacked on to 
their regular studies. The latter are no more schools of 
mines than is the �ilitary Academy at West Point, where a 
course on metallurgy has been given for years. They lack 
not only the purpose, the singleness of aim, the undivided 
attention to one absorbing subject, without which a school 
of this kind has no life, but also the support necessary to 
carry on so expensive an institution." 

The New York school was founded in 1864. The number 
of students on its opening day was twenty, and before the 
year closed there were fifty. It has since had an average of 
fifty new pupil each year. Mr. Church characterizes it as 
one of the best schools of its kind in the world. " More 
scientific than Freiberg, more practical than Paris," are the 
terms of high prabe he accords to it, and he adds; " Remark
able as it may seem, no school in Europe, unless that in St. 
Petersburg be excepted, can compare with it in the ap
pointments, either of its chemical or its assay laboratories." 

We will close this review by quoting a foot note appended 
to th e last page of the pamphlet, which contains statistical 
info

rm

�tioll of importance. 
" The cost of this school (N ew York School of Mines) for 

the last 

fi

ve years 

o

f its existence has been $248,049, and its 
receipts from students, $32,134. The first year, which was 
exceptional, cost on:y about $28,000, but the average pay, 
ments are very nearly $50,000, and the average receipts, $16,-
000. These figures may be studied with advantage by those 
who would be glad to see the country filled with schools of 
this kind." 

- .-. -
USES OF INFUSORIAL SILICA. 

Infusorial silica is now employed as a substitute for heavy 
spar, in the manufacture of certain kinds of rubber goods . 
As india-rubber will float on water, it is desirable to have 
something to add to it that is lighter than heavy spar, and 
the silica seems admirably adapted to take the place of the 
heavy earth. By mixing three to six parts of infusorial silica 
to one part of freshly burnt lime, and stamping the whole, 
after slightly moistening it, into a suitable mold, artificial 
stone of any desired form can be made. Such stones become 
extremely hard, are imperviolls to water, are finer grained 
than cements or beton, can be used for gas or water pipes, '\nd 
wHl take any color. As there are large deposits of diatoma· 
ceous earth in various parts of our country, this application 
for artificial stone and cement is well wort.hy of considera
tion. 

By combining infusorial earth with native magnesite and 
chloride of magnesium, a cement is produced which is known 
in Germany under the name of "albolith cement. The chlo
ride of magnesium, obtained as an incidental product in salt 
manufacture, is very cheap in some parts of Germany, and 
the occurrence of large deposits of magnesite renJers this 
variety of cement available in Europe for many purposes. 
A fine glaze for earthenware is obtained by fusing infusorial 
earth with crude borate of lime, or boronatrocalcite. A va
riety of porcelain can be made by fusing infusorial silica with 
the borate of magnesia of the Stassfurt mines. Thi J kind 
of porcelain can be cast, pressed, and, if sufficiently thin, can 
be blown as easily as glass. It is capable of extensive use 
in the arts. 

Infusorial silica is the best material for absorbing nj.tro
glycerin, in the manufacture of dynamite, and is used for 
that purpose. Ordinary sand is not sufficiently porous. The 
ready solubility of this form of silica in soda, suggests its 
application in the manufacture of liquid quartz. It is not a 
little singular that an earth which has long afforded test ob
jects for microscopists, and has been employed as a polishing 
powder, should become !tn article of 50 much importance in 
the arts. 

. .•. -
CARBOLIC ACID. 

coal tar, and as its boiling point is between 3600 and 365 ' 
Fah., it is from the dead oil that the greater portion is ob
tained. 

The details of the manufacture of carbolic acid may be 
consulted in works on chemistry, but its properties and uses 
may well occupy our attention for a few paragraphs. When 
pure, it consist of long needles of a peculiar, smoky odor and 
caustic burning taste; its specific gravity is 1 '066, and it 
fuses at about 980 Fah. It absorbs moisture from the air, 
and runs to water, and it requires twenty times its weight of 
water to dissolve it. Alcohol and ether dissolve it in all pro
portions, and acetic acid is a better solvent than water. Con
centrated solutions act powerfully on the skin, turning it 
white and afterwards red brown, and the spots afterwards 
peel off. Gelatin and albumen are precipitated by it, and 
this property has suggested its use in tanning. It is a dan
gerous poison; a few drops will kill a dog, and plants are at 
once destroyed by a weak aqueous solution. 

Runge recommended carbolic acid for embalming bodies, 
and as a disinfectant, and tried many experiments to show 
its value for this purpose; but little attention was bestowed 
upon his assertions, and it is only recently that the substance 
has obtained proper recognition from medical and other 
authorities. 

Extensive use is now made of carbolic acid tIJ destroy the 
odor of stables; a carbolate of lime is prepared and sold for 
this purpose. As an insect exterminator, few agents can be 
compared with carbolic acid, and it is naturally applied by 
physicians for such cutaneous diseases as are caused by in
sect life. Several cases of death have been reported in con
sequence of an incautious use for this purpose. Three wo
men, who bathed themselves with a sponge with carbolic 
acid, to cure the itch, were immediately attacked by dizzi
ness, and soon became unconscious. Two of them ' subse
quently died, and the life of the other was saved with diffi. 
culty. When used as It wash for men and the l ower animals, 
it must be taken very weak, and in small quantitie

� 

at a 
time. Dogs have been sadly tortured by it, in the vain hope 
of killing fleas. 

The odor of carbolic acid is sometimes disguised by mixing 
it with camphor, when it is required to keep moths out of 
furs and clothing. No doubt, the preservative property of 
coal tar is largely due to the presence of this powerful agent. 

All manner of soaps, ointments, and even troches, are 
made with carbolic acid, which must be used with caution, 
as the poisonous character of the acid suggests at once that 
it ought not to be tampered with. A new application of car
bolic acid is proposed nearly every week, and it has become 
one of the most important of our chemical products. 

. .  - -
SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

DANGEROUS WELL WATER. 
It frequently happens that wells, which at one time were 

supr-lied with pure and fresh water, in the progrefls of b$d
ing and change in population become contaminat!lll with 
organic matter, having its source in cessPQolsi onthousf s, 
and the like. A convenient way of' iesti'rg whether the 
well is subject to external influences, is to employ a salt of 
lithium. For example, pour into the cesspool a small quan
tity of a soluble salt of lithia, and after a few hours, test the 
well water to see if any of the lithia has percolated through 
the soil. The least trace of lithia can be shown through the 
spectroscope, and a subterranean connection, with the well, 
at once determined. 

There is nothing more dangerous than organic matter in 
drinking water. To such impurities have be- en traced many 
cases of typhoid fever, cholera, and other epidemics; and too 
much caution cannot therefore be observed in the location of 
wells. On the upper part of the island of New York are 
numerous wells, that, from the natUl;e of things, must be 
simple reservoirs for the open drains of those wards. They 
are fever receptacles, and must be the occasion of much of 
t

h

e sickness that is known to prevail there. On the corner 
of Eighty-second street and Eleventh avenue is a well that 
has been used for forty years by the pupils of a large public 
school. It was formerly in the country, but now is snrround-

So much is said about carbolic acid, and it is now so large- ed by houses, privies, and open sewers, and must be a per
ly used in medicine and the arts, that more information ought fect mine of disease. If the chemists of the Board of Health 
to be popularly disseminated in reference to it. It is not a were to try the lithia experiment, and thus trace a connee
new thing, bnt most of its applications are of recent date; tion with the open privy of the school, they would be able to 
and as nearly every person who has taken out a patent has see if it were safe to permit the children to use such water; 
given it a new name, we are often perplexed to recognize the and they could also pronounce the privy a nuisance to the 
precise article that is meant. It may be well to look into vicinity. In London, all such wells have been suppressed 
this labyrinth of names before proceeding to a description of by the government ; but not until the lives of many persons 
the article itself. were sacrificed to the apathy and ignorance of the authori-

Carbolic acid was discovered by Runge in wood tar in 1834, ties. 
and was so called by him. It is a pity that other chemists The insidious character of water cannot always be deter
have not adhered to the original name, as we should thus mined by a direct chemical analysis, and the taste of soft 
have been saved much confusion. Six years after Runge'S water becomes more palatable than that of hard, so that it is 
original discovery, a French chemist named Laurent made better, if possible, to prove a connection with drains or pools, 
some of the pure acid, and proposed to call it Phenylhydrate, in order to frighten persons from using from unwholesome 
from a Greek word meaning to illuminate, because it was wells. As lithia is not a poison, its use for this test can be 
supposed to be a constituent of illuminating gas; and still safely tried. 
later, such names as phenylic acid, phenol, phenyl alcohol, SILVERING GLASS . 
coal tar creosote, coal oil acid, phenylous acid, and sundry An easy method is as follows : Nine hundred cubic centi-
others, were J;lroposed. All of them ought to be dropped, meters of distilled water is mixed with 90 cubic centimeters of 
and the original name of carbolic acid retained. It is really a solution of Rochelle salts (1'50) in a flask and boiled; 20 
and truly an acid, capable of combining with bases to form cubic centimeters of a solution of nitrate of silver (1 '18) are 
salts, but is not strong enough to drive out many other acids carefully dropped in, and the whole again boiled. In this 
from their compounds. way, a reducing solution is obtained containing oxytartrate 

Carbolic acid has been found ready formed in the bile and of silver. This standard solution can be kept any length of 
urine of various animals, and is the product of the dry distil- time ; in fact, it improves by age. A second stock bottle is 
lation of vegetable ' matter; and can be made by conducting ,  prepared by adding ammonia to a solution of nitrate of sil
the vapor of acetic acid or alcohol through a red hot tube. ver, until the precipitate is entirely dissolved, filtering and 
For technical purposes, it is almost 'exclusively made from diluting with water, until there is one gramme of the sil-
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ver salt in 100 cubic centimeters of the liquid. For use, 
take equal quantities of the two stock solutions, pour 
them into a suitable dish, and immerse the well cleaned 
glass until it is sufficiently coated. 

The layer of silver must be polished by good lac varnish. 
The excess of silver can be reclaimed from the bath in the 
usual way. As Rochelle salts are now a cheap article of com
merce, and the actual amount of silver employed is very 
small, this method is one of the most economical of any thus 
far proposed, and it is also perfectly easy of execution. 

STATISTICS OF ANILINE COLORS. 

It is estimated that 10,000 pounds of aniline oil are 
manufactured every day in Europe. Of this, Germany con
sumes 2,000,000 pounds annually, and the remainder is dis
tributed over France, Holland, Switzerland, and England. 
There are no aniline factories in Russia, and the amount made 
in the United States is scarcely worth mentioning. Although 
England is the chief producer of benzole, it is said to import 
most of its aniline oil from France. The total annual value 
of the aniline production is put down at nearly $5,000,000. 
This is doing pretty well for an industry that had no exist
ence fifteen years ago. 

J titttiifit �mtdtnu. 
Tuunel betW"een Hecla and Etna. 

A native of Iceland recently delivered a lecture in Lon· 
don, descriptive of that remarkable island. He began by a 
edscription of the country, its position and extent, its most 
remarkable geographical features, its vast ice·covered moun· 
tains and numerous volcanoes, on account of which Mr. Car
lyle termed it " the battle field of frost and fire." The largest 
of these ice mountains, Vatnaj okull, covers an area of about 
3,500 square 'llliles, and the highest of its peaks, Prafajokull, 
rises 6,300 feet above the level of the sea. Mr. Hjaltalin drew 
a vivid picture of the grand and beautiful effect of these icy 
mountains seen under the different aspects afforded by the 
changes from a brilliant sunshine to a dark and clouded at
mosphere. 

That the island owed its existence entirely to submarine 
volcanic agency, having, at some very early period of geolog. 
ical history, been thrown from the depths of the sea, is proved 
by every hill and mountain. From the formation of these 
mountains, it is apparent that many convulsions, at long in
tervals, took place, ere the volcan' c  island was brought to its 
present shape. In confirmation of this statement, Mr. Hjal
talin described the upheaval, which took place towards the 
latter end of the last century, of an island not far from the 

DEATH OF WILHELM VON HAIDINGER. part of the coast where Keykjavik is situated. It was pre-
The death of Wilhe�m von . Haidinger, of V�enna, one of 'Ceded by shocks like those of an earthquake, felt by passing 

the most celebrated mmeraloglsts of Europe, IS announced navigators who at the same time observed the water to be 
in our foreign exchanges. He was born February 5,  1 795, Jiscolored �nd a�itated. Columns �f steam arose then flames ' 
and was �onsequently in �lis 77th year at the ti:n� of his ' the sea ;as co;ered with pumice and cinders: and then � 
deat� . I�I8 father �efore hIm was Professo: of MmI�g a�d cone with a crater in the center appeared, and scorioo, pumice, 
E�gmeermg, and Duector of the Natural HIstory Cabm.ets m and ashes accumulated, until it became an island. The vol
VI:n�a, so that. the son ca�e naturally by a love. fOr SCIence . canie power which had brought it to the surface subsided 
HaIdmger studIed at FreIberg, afterwards reSIded several before it was firmly fixed in its position and it afterwards 
years as private tutor, in the family of the banker Allan in sank aO'ain beneath the sea. 

' 

Ed�nbu�gh, and. traveled extensively be for: �eturning to his Mr. Hjaltalin then noticed the opinion, very generally re
natIv� CIty of VI:nn�. �e has been a prodIgIous wor�er and ceived among scientific men of all countries, that there is an 
contrIbut��.t0 sClen�Ific J ournals. The number of tItles to underground connection between the volcanoes of Hecla, in 
papers wrItten by hIm exceeds one hundred, and they are all Iceland and Etna in Sicily-a tunnel of which the tw 
of a valuable cha:a�ter. They chiefly relate to mineralogy mountains form th� mouths. A peculiarity of the Icelandio 
and geology. Ha�dmger wa� a gentleman of the old sC�lOol, volcanoes is their sending forth streams of boiling watec 
a thorough courtIer, gentle m ru,anners, refined, of a kmdly with the lava currents. The volcanic ice mountains throw 
disposition, and ready to aid the young student by word and 
deed. No one who e'll'er met him can ever forget the pleas
ant impression produced by his appearance and bearing. He 
was the intimate personal friend of such men as Woehler, 
Liebig, Mitscherlich, Rose, and Humboldt, and was a great 
favorite with them all. His de il.th is a great loss to science, 
and a personal affiiction to all who knew him. 

_ . e · _ 
Reduetion oC SlIver Ore. 

Eugene N. Riotte, of San Francisco, Cal., has recently pat
ented an improved process for chloridizing silver ores, of 
which the following is the specification : 

I take any silver ore and mix it with from four to eight 
per cent of its weight of common salt, more or less, accord
ing to the richness of the ore, after which I pulverize the 
mixture to the degree of fineness commonly required to pre
pare ore for amalgamation. 

In order to accomplish an intimate mixture of the ore and 
salt, I prefer to crush them together in a dry crushing bat
tery. I then introduce this mixture into the top of a furnace, 
the shaft of which is vertical or nearly vertical, and which is 
heated by fireplaces at or near the top, so that a current of 
heated air, gases, and other products of combustion is con
tinually descending through the shaft. 

Care must be taken to introduce the mixture so that it 
shall fall in separate and finely divided particles, and not in 
lumps. 

As the pulverized mixture falls with the current, the ore 
and salt are both instantly decomposed, the action of the 
] ' eat separating the silver from the sulphur, antimony, or 
other substances combined or mixed with it, and the salt 
being also, at the same time, decomposed by the gases which 
are formed by the decomposition of the ore. 

The chlorine of the salt then instantly unites with the sil
ver, so that the chlorination of the silver is completed in less 
than two seconds. 

I do not confine myself to the exact proportions of ore and 
salt specified above, as they are not essential to my process ; 
but I state those proportions which I have found to be most 
advantageous in practice. 

What I claim as new is, the process of chloridizing silver 
ore by dropping a mixture of pulverized ore and salt, through 
a vertical or nearly vertical shaft, with the product of com
bustion. 

. .  -- -
The Decree oC Cannopus. 

Mr. Samuel Sharpe, an English gentleman whose profound 
knowledge of the literature of th e Egyptians is without par
allel in our day, has translated the inscription in hierogly
phics entitled " The Decree of Cannopus." This work will be 
appreciated by all students of history and philologists. Mr. 
Sharpe is another instance of the high culture of the intel
lect to which commercial men sometimes attain. Like Sir 
John Lubbock the ethnologist, Mr. Geo. Grote the historian of 
Greece, and the late Samuel Rogers the poet, Mr. Sharpe, 
who is the nephew of Rogers, was, for nearly all his life, a 
London banker, but retired from business some years ago. 

Cannopus, sometimes improperly speIt Can opus and Cano
bus, was a water god in the Egyptian mythology, and his 
effigy decorates many of the urns and vases that illustrate 
the fine arts of the ancient people. The deity was wor
shipped up to the time of the first Ptolemy, when Serapis 
became the supreme power in Egyptian religion. Cannopus 
gave the name to a city in Lower Egypt, near the most west
erly mouth of the Nile. 

------------.. �.���.� .... -----------
WE re�d of a discovery of fossil ivory, in prodigious quan 

tities, in Alaska. 

off their icy covers at the beginning of an eruption, which 
are floated down to the lowlands or the sea by the water cast 
forth from the volcano. 

He then described the hot springs which are found all over 
Iceland. The principal of these is the far-famed Geyser, 
from which we have incorrectly called all the hot springs 
" geysers "-a mistake, he observed, as ridiculous to an Ice· 
lander as it would be to us if he were to speak of all the 
rivers of England as " Thameses." Next in importance to 
the Geyser (saging) is the Strak Kur (" a churn"), which is, 
in on e respect, more remarkable, as, when quiescent, it can 
be made to perform by throwing in sods and stones in con
siderable quantities. The hot springs often increase and de. 
crease in activity, disappearing sometimes in one place and 
reappearing in another. 

- - -
Improvement In the llIanuCacture oC Salt. 

Samuel D. Gilson, of Syracuse, has recently patented the 
following improvements : 

. 

A tank or bath is provided, made of wood or metal, but so 
con8tructed as to resist the chemical action of the brine when 
placell therein. At the upper part of the tank, steam heated 
cylinders are arranged, the lower portions of which dip into 
the brine. 

In using the apparatus, steam, water, or hot air, is let into 
the cylinders, and motion being applied to them, as the 
surface of the cylinders successively revolves within the 
brine, a film of saIt will be deposited thereon, which is dried 
in pa�t by the cylinders. 

As the �alt accumulates upon the cylinders, it gradually 
falls off by its own gravity, and descends to the bottom of the 
tank, but the salt thus produced is of a coarse quality. 

When it is desired to make a fine quality of salt, a steam 
heated chest, which is provided with a knife, is moved tow
ard the cylinder or cylinders, and so adj usted as to scrape the 
salt off in the required degree of finene ss ; and as the salt 
falls off on to the chest, it is quickly dried and ready for use. 

The impurities which gather upon the revolving cylinders, 
such as lime, iron, etc. , before the salt water is re::luced to 
brine, are removed by the knife, as before described. 

It is stated that salt of the best quality can be manufac· 
tured very economically by this apparatus. 

- -.. . 
Electroplated Signs. 

John J. Pratt, of New York city, has lately patented the 
following improvement in electroplating signs, etc. 

Upon the surface of sheets of polished brass, copper, tin, 
steel, or iron, of the requisite dimensions, the letters, num
bers, and the like are laid off and covered with asphaltum, 
black varnish, or any paint or material that will resist the 
acids or chemicals used in electroplating. The sheets thus 
prepared are covered with a coat of nickel or silver plating, 
leaving the letters intact, and not plated ; then the signs are 
burnished, which removes the paint, leaving the letters de. 
pressed below the plating. They can be painted to suit the 
taste, or, if upon brass or copper, can be left without coloring . 
He claims : 

1. The improved process for forming letters, figures, . and 
the like on metal plates, herein shown and described. 

2. The new manufacture herein described, using metal 
plates suitable for signs, door plates, or labels, with letters 
or figures formed by electroplating as set forth. 

_ ._. -
IT is the most beautiful and humane thing in the world, so 

to mingle gravity and pleasure that the one may not sink 
into melancholy, nor the other rise up into wantonness.
PLINY. 

28 1 
EDITORIAL SUMMARY. 

POWER FOR LESS THAN NOTHING.- The Philadelphia 
Trade Journal announces a discovery, by which petroleum 
can be used for fuel, and the waste product be sold at a lighter 
price than the crude oil costs. The theory is that the lighter 
and more volatile constituents of the mineral oil will be con
sumed, leaving the heavy lubricating fluid in the furnace. 
The residue is the more valuable part of the petroleum, an d 
is separated in the combustion of the other components. 
The description includes, among many novel features, a four
horse engine, which was run for ten hours, at an expense of 
fifty-five cents. 

ACTION IS MAN'S SALVATION.-Men who have half a doz
en irons in the fire are not the ones to go crazy. It is the 
man of voluntary or compelled leisure, who mopes and pines 
and thinks himself into the mad house or the grave. Motion 
is all nature's law. Action is man's salvation, physical and 
mental ; and yet nine or ten are wistfully looking forward to 
the coveted hour when they shall have leisure to do nothing 
-the very siren that has lured to death many a " successful" 
man. He only is truly wise who lays himself out to work 
till life's latest hour, and that is the man who will live the 
longest, and will live to most purpose. 

IN Edinburgh :;. new musical instrument is now being ex
hibited. It is described in the English Mechanic as a keyed 
instrument of six octaves, resembling an harmonium in gen
eral form, but very different in mechanism. The sounds are 
produced by the friction of wooden hammers against a re
volving cylind<:lr of wood, set in motion by the feet. The 
tones produced are said to be very sweet and wonderfully 
varied. " One can sometimes hardly believe they are not 
those of a wind instrument ." 

CHAPPED HANDS.-It is said that honey is an unfailing 
preventive for chapped hands. When washing the hands, 
or rather having washed them, while they are still wet, rub 
on them a little honey, and then dry them, taking care to 
leave the honey on, and not rinse it off before drying the 
hands. If the hands are sore and chapped, on tho first and 
second application the honey will cause pain for about five 
minutes, but if used every time the hands are washed, the 
hands never chap. It is also a cure for irritation on the face 
caused by wind and cold weather. 

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT IN 'VARFARE .-An experiment has 
been made at St. Petersburg, with the view of ascertaining 
whether the electric light is capable of being turned to ac
count in night warfare. The trial proved completely success
ful. With an ordinary piece of field artillery, the experi
menters succeeded in lodging every ball in a target, at a dis
tance of 1 ,660 yards. Not merely the target, but also sur
rounding obj ects, to a considerable distance, were rendered 
perfectly distinct, in spite of the darkness of the night. 

A MAN at Peabody, Mass., who has been treated for more 
than a year for paralysis of the throat, and who was fod l�me 
time able to take only liquid nourishment, recently coughed 
up an upper set of false teeth, which he had swallowed in 
his sleep fifteen months before, and which, lodging in the low
er part of the throat, had been the cause of all his troubles. 
The teeth were missed at the time, hunted for, but never 
found, and nobody had suspected the place of their con ceal. 
ment. 

IT is a curious fact that our hat and cap manufacturer.) in 
different localities, use different sizes of hats and caps as 
standards. Boston and the eastern states use the smallest 
sizes, N ew York and the middle states use the medium to 
largest sizes, and Chicago and the western states require the 
largest sizes. Goods manufactured for on3 market cannot be 
sold for the other, only in exceptional cases. Thc South u se 
a shape peculiar to themselve� and of a large size. 

A CROWBAR WITH JOINTs.-Among the implements found 
in the possession of two burglars, when arrested in N orris
town, Pa., was a crowbar, j ointed so as to admit of 'being 
folded'u p and carried in an ordinary sized satchel. 'Vhen 
extended to its full length, it was nearly six feet long, and 
when the joints were covered with stout rings, the imple
ment was a powerful lever. 

IN the museum at Cassel, Germany, is a library made from 
500 European trees. The back of each volume is formed of 
the bark of a tree, the sides, of the perfect wood, the top, of 
young wood, and the bottom, of old. When opened, the ]jook 
is found to be a box, containing the flower, seed, fruit, and 
leaves of the tree. either dried or imitated in wax. 

UNDERDRAINING.-Surface water that flows off the land 
instead of passing through the soil, carries with it whatever 
fertilizing matter it may contain, and abstracts some from 
the earth. If it pass down through the soil to drain, this 
waste is arrested, 

A NEW KIND OF LEATIIER .-Fifty skins of the anaconda 
snake have, it is said, been tanned by Schayer Brothers, at 
the Boston Highlands, for boot leather. The largest of the 
skins was forty feet in length. The tanning process was 
similar to that observed in the manufacture of alligator 
leather. 

A WISE SAYING.-It is related of an English farmer that 
he condensed his practical experience into this rule, " Feed 
your land before it is hungry, rest it before it is weary, and 
weed it before it is foul." 

AN honest employment is the best inheritance that can fall 
to any one. 
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'I he Charge for in8ertion under this head is One Dollar a Line. if the Notices 

exceed Fbur Line •• One Dol<ar and a Half per Line will be charoed. 

Lubricators.-For swift-running or heavy machinery, bolt and 
screw cutting, looms, and sewing machines, Chard & Howe, 134 Maiden 
Lane, N. Y. , have the cheapest and best. Send for sample and price list. 

" 507 Mechanical Movements."-This valuable work, now in 
Its 6th Edition, is a complcte illustrated table of Mechanical Movements. 
Mechanics, Inventors, and others, will find it indispensable for reference and 
study. Price $1. By mail, $1. 12. Theo. Tusch, 37 Park Row, New York. 

$titutifit 
Taft's Portable Hot Air, Vapor and Shower Bathing Apparatus . 

Address Portable Bath Co. , Sag Harbor, N. Y. (Send for Circular.) 

To Ascertain where there will be a demand for new machinery 
or manufacturers' supplies read Boston Commercial Bulletin's M.anufactur
ing" News of the United States. Terms $4 00 8 year . 

" or Late Years Advertising 
Has assumed a very tmportant phase-in fact, has become a science in busi
ness ; and no one has done more, or as much, to make it so, as Geo. P. Row
el! &; Co. , of New York. Their prompt and systematic modo"of transacting 
their business has gained the confidence of all large advertisers, and haS 
raised them in a few years from one of the smallest to the le ading advertis· 

The paper that meets the eye of manufacturers throughout ing house In the world. "-Maple Leave •. 
the United States-Boston Bulletin, $4 00 a year. Advertisements 17c. a line. 

Contractors get early information of contracts to be let in the 
RAILROAD GAZETTE. 

Belting that is Belting.-Always send for the Best Philadel-

to: 
SPECIAL NO TE.-This column i8 desioned/or the general inter(lSt and in· 

[ We pre8ent herewith a 8erie8 oj' inquiries embracing a variety of topics Of 
greater or less general interest. The que8tionIJ are 8im,ple, it i8 t1�ue, but we 
prefer to elicit practical an8Wer8 from our reader8. 

1.-WATERPROOF PAPER.-I am in want of a paper which 
shall be waterproof, and yet have the same appearance as common paper. 
Can any of your correspondents give me the desired article, or the process 
for making the same ?-Z. M. J. 

2.-PAINT.-Will some practical painter tell me why 
mixed paints become " fat ?"-J. B. 

3.-SINGULAR OCCURRENCE.-I used a brass bell }Vire to 
connect my room with my oIDce (for bell) , being about fifty feet long, run· 
nlng very near east and west, and upwards at about an angle of 40°. After 
being up about twelve months, the wire was found to be cracked, perhaps in 
a thousand or more places, leaving only a small particle to keep it togethcr. 
What Is the explanation ?-J. H. 

phia Oak· Tanned, to C. W. Arny, Manufacturer, SOl Cherry st. , Phil's. 

Send your address to Howard & Co., No. 865 Broadway, New 
York, and by return man you will rec eive their Descriptive Price List of 
Waltham Watches. All prices reduced since February 1st. 

8truction of our readers, not for gratuitous replie8 to questions of a purely 4.-WOODEN RAIL W AY.-Which is the best kind and size 
busineS8 or personal nature. We will publish Buch inquirie8, however, 

of wood for a wooden railroad, for four wheel cars, weighing ten tuns 
when paidfor as advertisement8 at 1 '00 a line, under the head of "Business loaded ?-E. R. C .  
and Per8onal . "  

ALL reference t o  back numbers must be b y  volume and page. 5.-PRESERVING FLOWERS.-Will some one give me the 
reCipe for a process of preserving flowers, that will also preserve the colors ? Wanted.-A second-hand Otis Brothers' 6 to 8 inch cyliuder 

Hoisting Engine, with patent automaton stop mechanism, that has been 
used but a short time. Address, stating price, size, and full particulars , 
P. O. Box 1476, New York. 

IMITATION OF EBONY.-E . E. B. can make imitation ebony by Also for a good cement for aquaria, white preferred ?-T. E .  L .  

Balloons made t o  order, with instructions, b y  John Wise, 
Lancaster, Pap 

Wanted.-25 to 30 feet second-hand Steam Launch, or boil er 
and machinery for one. Parties wishing to sel! cheap may address E. J. 
H. , P. O. Box 136, Addison, N. Y. , giving description, weight, condition, 
and price, and stating where it can be seen. 

I have a cheap water motor for Sewing Machines, or any H.P.'s, 
thoroughly successful,!or sale,whole or in part . R. H. Atwell,Baltimore,Md .  

Wanted.-A Partner, with capital, to manufacture a valuable 
Agricnltural Implement. Address Louis de Mortemer, Chaptico, Md. 

Ashcroft's Low Water Detector, $15 ; thousands in use ; can be 
applied for less than $1;,. Names of corporations having thirty in use can 
be given. Send for circular. E. H. Ashcroft, Boston, Mass. 

using a dye of l ogwood, galls, and sulphate or acetate of iron ; but it will 
always look dull and unnatural miless he knows how to polish It, when it 
w!ll come out a most br!lliant, shiny biack. It is done in this way : Put 
the dyed or finished article In the lathe, turn at great speed, and while In 

revoiu..tion, firmly and evenly press the siliceous rind of bamb.oo or a hard 
wood lmrnfilher against the article, and continue the operati on till all the 
grain Is reduced Into ... smooth glossy surface. The bamboo Is best, It is 
so unyielding and hard In tcxture. Smooth fiat work, not adapted to a 
lathe, must be rubbed till a pOlish Is obtained. 

CEMENT FOR MARBLE.-Let C. H. P. sift plaster of Paris 
through muslin, and mix It with shellac dissolved In alcohol, or naphtha. 
As Boon as mixed, �pply quickly, and squeeze out as much of the composiw 
tion as pOSSible, wiping off that which squeezes out before it sets. The 
cement will hold better, If the parts to be j oined b e  roughened by a pointed 
tool before cementing. This can be done without breaking off the e dges 
of the fractured parts. Plaster of Paris used with white of egg also makes 
a good cement, but It must b e  used with expedition . 

Diamond Carbon,of all sizes and shapes, furnished for drilling TELESCOPE.-W. B. can make a telescope of sufficient power 

rOCk, sawing and turning stone, conglomerates, or other hard substances 
also Glazier'S Diamonds, by John Dickinson, 64 Nassau st. , New York. 

Gage Lathes for Broom and other handles; Chair Rounds, etc. 
Price $20. With attachment for Null work, price $30. Also, Wood· turning 
Lathes. A. L. Henderer &; Co. , Binghamton, N. Y. 

E. P. Peacock, Manufacturer of Cutting Dies, Press Work . 
Patent Articles in Me,o,s, etc. �5 �'r�u kiln st. , Chicago. 

Peck's Patent Drop Press. Milo Peck & Co., New Haven, Ct. 

Wanted.-A practical Mechanic, who thoroughly understands 
manufacturing Chairs, Bedsteads, and other Furniture, as manager. Must 
be able to take an interest in the bUSiness, now in operation. For partieu
la�s address " Mason," P. O. Box 2399, New York. 

To Cotton Pressers, Storage Men, and Freighters.-35-horse 
Engine and Boiler, with two Hydraulic Cotton Presses, capable of press
ing '35 bales an hour. Machinery first class. Price extremely low. Wm. 
D. Andrews & Bro. , 414 Water st. New York. 

Twelve-horse Engine and Boiler, Paint Grinding Machinery, 
Feed Pnmps. two Martin Boilers, suitable I'Dr Fish Factory. Wm. D. An
drews &; Bro. , 414 Water st . ,  New York. 

Wanted.-An Automatic Power to, run a small Fan, 6 in. 
vanes, at 200 revolutions per minute. Address Lock Box 123, Plttsbnrgh,Pa. 

Use Rawhide Sash Cord for heavy weights. It m akes the best 
round belting. Darrow Manufacturing Co. , Bristol, Conn. 

to see the rings and satellites of Satnrn. Obj ect glass, 3 inches in dlame· 
tel', 20 in focus. Achromatic, 3 double convex lenses, l inch in diameter, 
set 1� inches apart, constltntlng the eye piece. He can set these lenses I u 
brass or paper tubing, if he be BuIDclently skillfuJ. -A. W. G. , of Mich. 

A. W. G., of Mich.-It is getting more and more difficult to 
obtain situations as apprentices In machine shops, owing to depression In 
business, and glut of applications. The only way for you to do Is to keep 
trying. 

CEMENT FOR LEAKS IN GAS HOLDERs.-In answer to F. C. 
I would say that I repaired an extremely leaky gas holder by putting red 
lead over the leaks, aud then painting the whole with the " Ritchie Min
eral Paint. " That was two years ago. The gas holder has received one 
coat of paint Since, but It has never leaked. -I. H. F. , of Md. 

CEMENT FOR GAS HOLDERS.-If F. C. does not find a cement 
for his gas holder, insoluole In both oil and water, let him caalk the leaky 
spots in the seams with tin fOil ; heavy tobacco foil is the best. I had . a 
1,000 feet holder, for gas made from the lighter products of petroleum, 
which leaked very badly, and none of thc usual cements, paints, varnishes, 
or tar, would stop the leaks j an afternoon in a dentist's chair, having teeth 
filled, suggested a similar proce!Ja.for m""'ttisabled gas holder, and it was a 
success.-J. T. W. , of MasS. 

W. C. A., of Mass.- The article entitled " A  Wonder in 
Weaving," was taken from another paper, for whose enthusiastic opi nions 
we do not hold ourselves responsible. Indeed, a careful perusal of our 
own introductory clause will show you that we had doubts whether the 
statements made were supported by facts . 

For the best 15-in. Swing Engine Lathe, at the lowest price, E. B., of lowa.-To answer the question, what attempts have 
address Star Tool Co. , Providence, R. I. 

American Boiler Powder Co., P. O. Box 315, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Winans' Boiler Powder.-15 years' practical use proves this 
a cheap, effiCient, sate preyentton of 11J.cl'ustations. 11 Wall st. , New York. 

Mechauical Draftsman wanted.-One experienced and expert 
in getting np machinery will find permanent ·employment, with liberal 
weekly pay. Address E .  H. Stearns, Erie, Pa. 

See adverti�ement of L. & J. W. Feuchtwanger, Chemists,N.Y. 

Carpenters wanted-$10 per day-to sell the Burglar Proof 
Sash Loek. Address G. S. Lacey, 27 Park Row, New York. 

Manufacturers' and Patentees' Ag encies, for the sale of man-
ufactured goods on the Pacific coast, wanted by Nathan Joseph &; Co. , 619 

been made to make a device that would make a crank pass its dead centers 
without a fly wheel ? would take too much space. We can say, however, 
that none have ever been found a good substitute for the fiy wheel, for 
heavy work . Some devices havc been made that will do for very light 
work, snch as gas- meter registers and the like. 

H. A. C., of Ca.-You cannot set fire to wood by steam escap
i.ng into the air from a pipe, no matter what may be the t emperature In the 
boiler or pipe. The steam III escaping expands so as to rednce Its tem. 
perature almost Instantly to 212°. 

S. S., of Va.-Your suggestions in regard to forcing air 
through moist porous materials, for removing dust In the ventilation of 
cars, funnels being employed to collect the air, have already been acted 
upon, and are now in use on some roads. Your suggestions in regard to 
heating cars have also been used. 

Washington street, San FranciSCO, who are already aeting for several firms L. B. S., of Tenn.-To keep polished iron work from rustin g 
In the United States and Europe, to whom they can give references. 

All parties wanting a water wheel will learn something of in
terest by addreSSing P. H. Wait, Sandy Hill, N. Y. , for a free circular of his 
Hn<l80n River Champion Turbine. 

Self-testing Steam Gage. There's a difference between a chro
nometer watch and a "buU'3 eye. " Same difference between a self- t ester 
and common steam gage. Send for Circular. E. H. Ashcl'oft, Boston, Mass. 

E. Howard & Co.,  Boston, make the best Stem-winding Watch 
in the country. Ask for lt at all the dealers. OIDce 15 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 

For mining, wrecking, pumping, drainage, and irrigating ma-
chinery, liee advertisement of Andrews' Patents in another column. 

Brown's Coalyard Quarry & Contractors' Apparatus for hoisting 
and conveying material by iron cable. W.D.Andrews &; Bro,414 Water st.,N.Y. 

Improved Foot Lathes. Many a reader of this paper has 
one of them. Selling n all parts of the country, Canada, E urope, etc . 
Catalogue free. N. H. Baldwin, Laconia, N. H. 

Cold Rolled-Shafting,piston rods,pump rods,Collins pat.double 

in salt air, coat it with mercurial ointment, or what answers nearly as 
well, with a mixture of mutton tallow (free from salt) and white lead, ap
plied In a melted state. When the machinery Is to be nsed, the coating 
can be removed by sUghtly warming the metal. 

COMPOSITION FOR MATCHES .-B. H. will find recipes for this 
in Dr. Chase's " Recipe Book," also in Dussauce's "  Treatise on the M anu� 
facture of Matches," pnblished by H. C arey Baird, Philadelphia, Pa.-A. 
W. G. , of Mich. 

FURNITURE V ARNIsH.-Best alcohol, 1 gallon, gum shellac, 
2� pounds. Place the vessel containing these ingredients in a warm place, 
till the gnm Is dlssolved.-H. W. G. , of Mich. 

A. D. F., of D. C.-The washing of banks by canal boats is 
dne altogether to swells, caused by the propellers, unless thcy are pro
pelled at such speed as to make a bow swell. Such speed is not allowable. 

S. S., of Va.-vVe advise you to admit air to your furnace, 
when burning the " ross " of oak bark, at or near the first bridge wall, 
through openings made in the masonry, and provided wIth dampers to reg
ulate the admission. We are E ure this will o bviate aU the smoke nuis anc e 
and add to the economical working of yonr furnace. 

compression couplings, manufactured by Jones & Laughlins,Pittsburgh,Pa. 

Ad-
J. B., of N. Y.-There is no such thing as an electroplating 

For Solid vVrought-iron Beams, etc., see advertisement. machine. The apparatqaemployed, is a galvanic battery, and Is described 
dress UIllon Iron Mills, Pitt.burgh, Pa. , for lithograph, etc. In almost every chemical or natural philosophy book. 

The Merriman Bolt Cutter-the best made. Send for circu-
lars. H. B. Brown &; Co. , 25 Whitney ave. , New Haven, Conn. 

Glynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable 
preventive. No foaming, and does not attack metals of bOilers. Price 25 
cents per lb. C. D. Fredricks, 587 Broadway, New York. 

For Fruit-Can Tools,Pl'esses,Dies for all Metals, apply to Bliss 
& Williams, sncceillor to May &; BlIss, U8, 120, and 122 Plymouth st. , Brook· 
lyn, N. Y. Send for catalogue. 

Presses, Dies, and Tinners' Tools. Conor & Mays, late Mays & 
Bliss, � to 8 Water st., opposite Fnlton Ferry, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

English and American Cotton Machinery and Yarns, Beam 
Warps and Machine Tools. Thos. Pray,Jr.,57 Weybosset st. PrOVidence R.T 

N. T. W., of Me.-The mineral you send appears to be a sul
phuret of antimony, containing some lead and probably silver. It may be 
of valne. Briefiy, the way to reduce this ore is by means of a close cruci
ble 'with borax and charcoal. 

J. S. H.-Select a refrigerator from any good maker, and you 
cannot go astray. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS, 

THE American Journal of Microscopy Is the title of a new monthly pub· 
IIcatlon, publ1shed at Chicago, m. , by G .  Mead &; Co. $2 '00 a year. E. M. 
Hale, M.D. ,  Editor. The contents of the first nnmber are quite Interesting. 
We are glad to welcome this new candidate for llubliC favor, and trust it 
may find liberal and prompt support. 

6.-INK STAINS IN MARBLE.-What will take ink stains 
out of marble ?-J. L . 

7.-RANCID BUTTER.-Is there any chemical process for 
restoring rancid butter, that Is, removing Its bad taste and smell ?-R. 

S.-CHEAP HYDROGEN.-I want a safe and cheap method 
of making hydrogen.-J. H. F. 

9.-STENCIL INK.-I desire a good ink for stenciling on 
on cases. I h ave been using chrome ink, and am not satisfied with it. I 
want something that will not coat the stencils over, but leave them clean, 
as I have experienced II great deal of Inconvenience In using luks that col. 
lect on the stencils lind leave thom foul. -C. T. D. 

10.-IMPERVIOUS MATERIAL.-What is the best material 
entirely Impervlons to all the vegetable, animal, and mineral oUs (particu
larly the latter) , having a great degree offiexlbility, durable, but not neces
sarily elastic ? 

11 .-LENS FOR MAGIC LANTERN.-How large a lens must 
I use to make a magic lantern, that will sho w  a circle six feet In diameter at 
a reasonable distance from the instrument ? What should b e  the focal dis
tance, and how near the Inside lens onght the I1ght to b e  placed ? 

Inventions .Patented In England by Americans. 

[ C ompiled from the Commlssloners of Patents' Journal. ] 
APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT. 

826. -MODE OF SUPPLYING PAPER TO PRINTING PRESSES. -Olof Nilson, 
Red Wing, Minn. Marell 28, 1871. 

833. -MACHINERY FOR WASHING AND SEPARATING OREs. -John Collom , 
Houghton, Mieh. March 28, 1871. 

SSS.-STEAM PUMPING ENGINES AND VALVES, VALVE GEAR, ETO. -Adam 
S. Cameron, New York city. March 29, 1871. 

842. -REVOLVING OVEN. - . Cnrtls, Mishawaka, and C. B. Graham, Sonth 
Bend, Ind. March 29, 1871 . 

849.-MoLD DRAINING, AND DRYING SUGAR.-A. F. W. Partz, Sau 
Francisco, C al.  March 3D, ' 71. 

857.-:MASUJ<'_\.OTURE OF ILLU.MINATING GAs--Darius D avidson, New York 
city . March 30, 18 ;1. 

866 .-IRON AND S'rEEL .-Charles M. Nes, York, Pa. March 31, 1871. 

18��:. -WASHING MAOHINE. -Albert Assmann, Rahway, N. J . March 31, 

Foreign Patent s ,  

The population of Great Britain, I s  31,000,000 ; of France, 37,000,000 Bcl· 
gium, 5,000,000 ; Austria, 36,000,000 ; Prussia, 40,000,000 ; and Russia, 70,000,000. 
Patents may be secured by American citizens in all of these countries. 
Now is the time, while business is dull at home, to take advantage of these 
immense foreign fields. Mechanical improvements of all kinds are always 
in demand in Europe. There will never be a better time than the present 
to take patents abroad. We have reliable business connections with the 
prinCipal capitals of Europe. A large share of all the patents securcd 
in foreign countries by Americans are obtained through our Agency. Ad
dress MUNN &; Co . ,  37 Park Row, New York. Circulars, with full informa· 
tion on foreign patents, furnished free . 

under thi8 heading we shall publish weekly notes Of 80me Of the more pro m 

nent home and forezgn oatents. 

BROILER. -William Thompson Howard, Baltimore, Md. -This invention 
has for Its object to prevent the liquid fat, which exudes from meat dnring 
the process of brOiling, from falling into the fire, and thence sending up 
smoke and flame, which scorch and fumigate the meat, and also to save the 
fat and gravy by means of a receptacle below the broiler, and also to pre· 
vent the meat from coming into contact with, and being fried in, the fat in 
the broiler. 

HORSE COLLARs.-John W. Schwaner, Egg Harbor City, N. J. -This in· 
ventlon has for Its object to Improve the construction of horse collars, so 
that they may fit more closely to the horse's neck, b e  more easy upon the 
borse, retain their form better, be stronger, more durable, and b e  more 
easily made, and more readily put on and taken off the horse, than collars 
constructed in the ordinary manner. 

DIES FOR FORMING HORSE COLLAR SHELLs.-John W. Schwaner, Egg 
Harbor City, N. J. -Thls Invention has for Its object to furnish improved 
dies for forming the shells or foundation plates for horse collars. 

COEN PLANTER. -Rev. G. J. Vanght, Hanby; Ky.-This Invention has for 
its object to fnrnlsh an Improved corn planter which shall be simple in con· 
struction, and convenient, acc�.rate, and reliable in operation, and which 
shall be 80 constructed as to fnrrow the ground, drop, and cover the seed , 
and remove any Clods that may be left upon the hills, leaving the seed uni
formly covered to any desired depth. 

BARREL ROLLING ApPARATus. -Lewls L. Hyatt, New York City, and 
Adolph G. Hiipfel, Morrlsanla, N. Y.-Thls invention has for its obj ect to 
furnish an improved apparatus for rolling barrels, which have been coated 
with pitch or other similar substance, to keep the said substance spread 
over the snrface of the barrel, until cooled, and which shall be simple in 
construction, easily operated, and effective in operation. 

PLUMBAGO OIL C ANs. -Donald D. Mackay, Whitestone, and Cyrus Butler, 
New York city.-This invention relates to improvements in oil cans, and it 
consists in a combination, with an oil can, of a stirring apparatus, arranged 
In a Simple manner, to be actuated by the same hand by which the c an I" 
taken for use, to stir the oil rapidly before USing, to thoroughly mix the 
plumbago or other substance, which is not soluble in the oil, with the latter. 

SPITTOON LIFTER. -James Walker and H. F. Lilly, Philadelphia, Pa.
This invention relates to a new "and useful improvement in an implement 
for lifting splttoons and other hollow vessels,and for other purposes, as solid 
or spherIcal bodies, cannon balls, etc . 

SECTIONAL CEILING AND WALLS FOR BUILDING2.-Charles N. Pool e ,  
Sandwlch, lll. -This invention rclates to a n e w  a n d  useful improvement i n  
mode o f  finishing the inside of dwelling houses and other bundings, and 
consists In putting on the finish of the walls and ceiling In sections so that 
the ordinary mode of' finishing by plastering Is dispensed with .. 
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RAILROAD CAR COUPLING.-Lycurgus Jedson Bosworth, Monmouth, 111.
This invention has for its object to produce a car coupling which will be 
readily opened or closed by convenient means, and become automatically 
uncoupled whenever the ears run off the track. The invention consists in a 
novel combination of a sliding ring on the handbar with an adjusting lever, 
p ivoted jaw, and headed coupling link, all arranged in conjunction with 
each other, to operate in the stated manner. 

WATERPROOF FLOORS.-Tobias New, New York city.-This invention re· 
ates to a new ,and useful ireprovement in constructing waterproof floors 
en packing houses and stables, and for all purposes for which such floors 
are desired. 

CO'r1'ON SEED AND GUANO DRILL.-Leonidas M. Rhodes and Christian N.  
Rhodes, Warrenton, Ga.-This invention relates to a new and useful im· 
provement in drills for planting cotton and other seeds with guano or other 
fertilizer. 

PLANING TooL.-Nathanlel Russell, Plymouth, Mass.-Thls Invention . re· 
lates to a new and useful improvement in tools for planing wood and metals, 
and consists In a series of steel plates conflned in a hollow block or caBe by 
means of screws or keys. 

OPERATING WATER WHEEL.-John S. Warren, Fishkill on the Hudson 
N. Y.-Thls invention relates to a new and useful Improvement In mode of 
operating the chutes of water wheels. 
PISTON PACKING.-John C. Merriam, Olneyvllle, R. I.-This invention has 

or its object to furnish an impro.ved packmg for steam engines, pumps, etc., 
which shall be so formed that the argillaceous clay or other powdered min· 
ral caunot be blown off by the steam. 
[Mr. Merriam was formerly editor of the American Engineer, and the clay 

he uses comes from a mountain in Vermont. The deposit was discovered 
by a Californian, and it is claimed to possess lubricating qualities not in
erior to plumbago . A company under the name of " Clay Packing lJom

pany " has been formed, and further information may be had by addressing 
P. O .  box 524, Providence, R. I.J  

TRACTION ENGINE.-J. W. Hazen, West Hartford, Vt.-Thls Invention has 
or its object to furnish an improved traction engine for drawing plows, and 
or other uses, and which shall be simple in construction and effective in 
operation. 

COMBINED CIDER MILL AND PRESS.-Daniel H. Krauser, Pottsville, Pa.
This invention relates to new and useful improvements in mills for grinding 
and pressing fruit in the manufacture of cider or Wine, and for similar pur� 
poses. 

TILE DITCHER.-Isaac T. Baker, Gratiot, Ohlo.-This invention relates to 
a new and useful Improvement in machines for cutting ditches for drain tiles, 
and consists tn a hollow curved bed plate, or trough, proVided with a 
hare, or cutting edge, and with an adjustable beam. 
EXTENSION PULLEY.-William Onions and Isaac Bagnall, St. Louis, Mo.

This invention relates to a new and useful improvement in pulleys for drlv� 
iug machinery,and consists in making the pulley in sections, and constructing 
and arranging the sections in such a mallI1er that the diameter of the pulley 
may be increased or diminished, so as to vary the speed of the machinery 
without moving or changing the belt, or stopping the motion. 

COKE FURNACE FOR HEATING SOLDERING IRONs.-Conrad Seimel, Green· 
point, N. Y.-This Invention has for its object to furnish a substitute for the 
portable charcoal stov.es ndw in use, by plumbers, roofers, and others, for 
heating soldering irons, and Similar purposes, so that in place of the expen� 
ive charcoal the cheaper coke can be employed, with equal effect. The In · 

vantion consists in the arrangement of a furnace having a grate and a peen. 
liar draft apparatus, adapted to the peculiarities of coke. 

ATTACHMEXT '1'0 OIL WELL1TUBING.-William H. Dewey, Tideoute, Pa.
This invention has for its object to provide means for gathering the oil from 
well tubes when they are being withdrawn from the well. 
DISINFECTING COMPOUND.-Guilla.ume Vigue, aine, Bordeaux, France.

The object of this invention Is to produce an InexpensIve but effective com
pound for counteracting the offensive and injurious effects of mephitic exha· 
lations, and foul odors of every kind. 
ApPARATUS FOR COVERING CORDS, ETc.-Reuben LeWis, New York city.

fhis invention relates to certain improvements in the arrangement of bob� 
bins and apparatus for winding woolen or other yarn around cords or wires, 
o produce picture cords, stems for artificial flowers, or similar covered 

goods. 

$titutific 
POUND NET.-P. E. Tiernan, ,Waukegan, Ill.-This invention relates to a 

new pound net, to be used in rivers or lakes for .continually arresting and 
retaIning fish of proper growth and size, and absolutely preventing their 
escape, when once within the pound. The main object of the invention is 
to provide a secondary pound or fish receptacle, which will be in action 
while the main pound is being drawn up to be emptied, and thereby pre· 
vent the escape offish from the heart of the net. 
ADDING REGISTER.-C. W. Pyle, Wilmington, Del.-This invention reo 

lates to a new apparatus for registering the number of strokes or move· 
ments of a reciprocating bar, and is more particularly intended as an at
tachment for the .. Ellis slat machine," although applicable to ' all other 
kindS of machinery. TIle invention consists in a new arrangement of con 
centric counting rings, and of the case containing the same ; also in a new 
combination of parts for preventIng said rings from being turned, one by 
another, and for imparting the requisite motion thereto. 

CUT· OFF FOR BLAST FURNACE.-Henry Davis, Newport, Ky.-This inven· 
tion relates to a new mechanism for cutting off the blast� for the purpose of 
letting down the stock in blast furnaces, and consists in a new arrangement 
of valves, and In an entirely original combination of machinery for regulat· 
ing the motion of said valves. 

RAILWAY SIGNAL APPARATus.-John Fogarty, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Tllls In· 
vention has for its object to furnish an improved signaling apparatus for 
use upon railways and other places, which shall be simple in construction, 
easily operated, and may be used for giving Signals by day and by night. 

Mop.-M. H. Kirkwood and S. H. Riley, Iowa Oity, Iowa.-This Inveu· 
tion relates to improvements in scrubbing mops, and it consists in an im� 
proved arrangement of a clamp for holding the rag wiper, and a mode of 
detachably connecting brUShes to it for using either the rag wiper or the 
brUSh, and it also consists in the application to the handle of a secondary 
clamp for holding rag wipers to be used for drying the floor after scrubbing. 
ApPARATUS FOR DRYING BONE :BLACK.-Peter Farley, New York city.

This invention relates to a new apparatus for drying the bone black used in 
sdgar refineries, and for other purposes, and consists in the arrangement of 
.inclined shewcs to the outer side of a heating structure, so that said shelves 
may retain the matter to be dried, and allow it to feed down slowly. 

GRAIN HULLING M.A.cHINE.-Michael Hoffman, Munich, Germany.-This 
invention relates to a new machine for so hulling grain that only the skins 
which contain the wooden fiber and useless matter will be removed from 
the grain, the nutritious body of the same being entirely preserved. The 
invention consists chiel1y in the arrangement of a hulling cylinder having 
alternate circular grooves and ribs within the surrounding shell, which has 
also alternate circular ribs and grooves, in such manner that the ribs of the 
cylinder enter the grooves of the shell, and t'ice versa. The grainlis, while it 
passes down between the cylinder and shell, properly peeled or hulled, the 
matter removed being ej ected through sieves in the sides of the shell, whilc 
the fnll grain reaches the bottom of the shell. Finally. the Invention con· 
sists in providing a sheet metal case around the shell and sieves for prevent· 
ing the machine from dusting. 

APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF PATENTS. 

CENTERING MAOHINE.-Edward F. Whiton, Stafford Springs, Conn. , has 
petitioned for an extension of the a hove patent. Day ofhcaring, June 28, 1871. 

LOcK.-Lyman F. Munger, Rochester, N. Y. , has petitioned for an exten
sion of the above patent. Day ot hearing, June 28, 1871. 

RAILROAD CAR SEATS.-B. J. La Mothe, Now York city, has petitioned for 
an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, June 28, 1871. 

HARVESTER.-John P. Manny, Rockford. Ill. , has petitioned for an exten
sion of the above patent. Day of hearing, June 28, 1871-

HARVESTlllR.-John P. Manny, Rockford, Ill. , has petitioned for an exten
sion of the above patent. Day of hearmg, June 28, 1871. 

COTTON GIN.-:Daniel Pratt, Pr'!ttli)1e ... N'':: , !::'s I?!',titioned for an exten· 
slon of the abOVe patent. Day of !ir'aring, June 28, 1871-

MEANS FOR RENDERING JOINTS STEAM·TIGHT.-Mary J. Kelsey, Brook· 
Iyn, N. Y. , has petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hear· 
ing, July 5, 1&71. 

RETORT COVERs.-James R. Floyd, New York city, ilas petitioned for the 
extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, July 5, 1871. 

Value or Extended Patents. 

Did patentees realize the fact that their Inventions are likely to be more 
productive of protlt during the seven year> of extension than the first 
full term for which their patents were granted, we thinl\: more would avail 
themselves of the extension privilege. Patents granted prior to 1861 may be 

FENDER AND SIF'rING ATTACHMENT TO FIRE GBATE.-Wm. H. Ganett, 
Canonsburgh, Pa.-This invention relates to an attachment to fire grates, 
or catching the droppings from the grate, sifting the ashes therefrom ; and 

also for preventing :fire from falling over the top of the grate ; and it consists 
in a metal pan, or screen of any kind, suspended under the grate, by resting 
at the rear on studs prOjecting from the back wall, and at the tront by extended for seven years, for the benefit of the inventor ,or of his heirs in case 
chains from the top bars of the grate, or on studs in the" wall thereabout, so of the decease of the former, by due application to the Patent Office, ninety 
that it may be swung back and forth for sifting the cinders, and then be days before the termination of the patent. The extended time Inures to brought forward and its contents emptied on the fire. the benefit of the inventor, the aSSignees under the first term having no 

BOAT DETACHING APPARATUS.-D. L. Cohen, Pensacola, Fla.-This In- rights under the extension, except by special agreement. The Government 
vention has for its {) bj ect the detaching of boats from ships, and it consists fee for an extension is $100, and it is necessary that good orofessional service 
in so arranging a rod or bar in the bottom of the boat, to connect with the , be obtained to conduct the bnsiness before the Patent Ofllce. Full inform •. 
devices by which it is suspended, and providing the same with a tooth, which 
s engaged by a suitable catch, that, when a locking lever IS operated (as 
may be done by a Single movement) , the boat will be instantly detached 
from the davits. 

FERRULE.-·D. G. Smith, Columbus, Ohio.-Thls Invention relates to .lm
provements in ferrules fpr spades, forks, and other implements, but more 
specially such ferrules as have notches in the ends for receivmg the shoulders 

of a fork or spade, or other article having shoulders. The invention con
ists in the appllca.tion to the said ferrule of a reinforcing ring of oval, flat, 

or other form, :fitted on to the top end, and driven on tight, and secured by 
soldering or brazing, or it may be retained by the friction, and by the shoul. 
ders of the tool driven into the w00d handle, and confined by the ring and 
errule, the said ring being driven on at the same time the shank of the tool 
s drive" into the handle. 
DUMPING CAR.-W. A. Sharp, Tama City, Iowa.-Thls lnvention relates to 

mvrovements in dumping cars, and it consists in an arrangement of the 
bottom to sUde over one or both sides of the car, or, being divided at the 
center,'to slide over each side and tilt : and in connection therewith an ar-
angement of rigging to effect the movements of the bottom, for dumping 

and returning by the power of the locomotive, which, being uncoupled from 
the car, is hitched to such rigging. 

COMBINED PLOW AND SCRAPER.-John C. Cameron, Madison Station, Miss. 
This invention relates to a new and useful Improvement In an agricultural 
mplement for cultivating growing crops, more especially designed for cot· 
on, but applicable to other crops, and consists in a detacha ble scraper 1 

which forms a continuation of the mold board on the opposite Side of the 
bar of the plow, proJecting over the laUd Side, but attached to the plow In 
he place of the plow point. 
TlINONING MACHINE.-M. S. Bourland, Buena Vista, Texas.-This inven
Ion relates to a new tenoning machine which Is provided with a circular 
aw for cuttIng the sides of the tenons and the shoulders formed by the 

same, and which may also be used for cntting the ends of boards, railS, etc. , 
taperlng:or at any suitable angle. 

SHINGLE MACHINERY.-James Decker, Doctortown, Ga.-This invention 
relates to improvements in shingle machines, and consists in the application 
o a reciprocating frame moving over the saw which works horizontally, of 

a set of holding dogs at each end, provided with novel apparatus for auto· 
matically [feeding the bolts, and shifting them as required, for changing the 
bolt relatively to the saw at each cut, for cutting heads and pOints alter· 
nately. 

WHIP RAOK.-R. J. Anderson. New York clty.-Thls invention relates 
o Improvements in Whip racks for livery and other stables, and It consists 

in one or more tubes arranged vertically above a shelf, on the wall of the 
building, or any suitable device for attaching thereto, and either Inclosed 
In a case or not, In which tubes the whips are Inserted from below, oue In 
each, and the butt ends rested on the shelf below, In a way to keep the 
Whips straight, while remaining therelD. 

tion as to extensions may be had by addreSSing 
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row. 
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113,719.-WHIP RACK.-Robert J. Anderson, New York city. 
113,720.-SMOOTHING AND RUFFLE IRON.-A. R. Armstrong 

and C. S. Dudley, Nashua, N. H. 
·11 3,721.-PAPER FILE, ETc.-Albert Baker, Appleton, Wis. 
113,722.-TILE DITCHER.-Isaac T. Baker, Gratiot, Ohio. 
113,723.-ExPANDING PULLEY.-George S. Barton (assignor 

to Rice Barton & Fales' ]'fachine and Iron Company) Worcester, Mass. 
113,724.-SEWING MACHINE.-William G. Beckwith, Newark, 

N. J. 
113,725.-STEAM PUMP.-William Baxter, Jr., Newark, N. J. 
113,726.- RULER ATTACHMENT FOR DRAWING-BOARDS. 

Theodore Bergner (aSSignor to James W. Queen & Co. ;) Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,727.-WASHING MACHINE.- Charles H. Berry, Natick, 

Msss. 
113,728.-SHAFT COUPLING.-James H. Blessing (assignor to 

himself and Townsend & Jackson), Albany, N. Y. 

113,729.-DoOR LATCH.-Eli S. Bitner, Lock Haven, Pa. 
113,730.-CAR COuPLING.-Lycurgus J. Bosworth, Monmouth, 

Ill. 
113,731.-TENONING MACHINE .-Melton S. Bourland, Buena 

Vista, Texas. 
113,732.-CIDER MILL.-Jesse Bowen and Aaron T. Foster 

Clarksburg, Ohio. 
113,733.-PLow.-Walter Britton, Truro, assignor to himself 

and Elmwood Mining and Manufacturmg Company, Elmwood, Ill. 
113,734.-SHAWL S'£RAP.-Damon W. Brockway, Dover, Me. 
113,735 .-ApPAllATUS J!'OR COMPRESSING, STRAINING, AND 

��t:U��t:;i��;�R' !n�P�a!flt�M��g�'if�s��leM�:s�ay, Albany, N. Y. 

113,736.-MANUFACTURE OF DENTAL PLAT.E FROM PYROXY
LINE.-Josephus Brockway,Albany, N. Y. , aSSignor to himself and Urial 
K. Mayo, Boston, Mass. . 

113,737.-MACHINE FOR PUNCHING CORSET SPRINGS.-Peter 
Brooks, aSSignor to Carrington Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, 
Conn. 

113,738.-MoDE OF ATTACirING TOPMASTS AND TOP-GALLANT 
MAsTs.-Leverett Brown, New York city. 

113,739.-SELF-CENTERING Box OR BEARING.-Milan O. Bul
lock, Pottsville, assignor to himself and S. E. Griscom, Mahanoy Plain 
Pa. 

113,740.-MACHINE FOR CUTTING SCREWS.-James M. Car
penter, Pawtucket, R. I. 

113,741.-TABLE FOR SEWING AND KNITTING MACHINES.
Edwin Chesterman, Tremont, N. Y. 

113,742.-COOKING STovE.-Franklin Clement (assignor to C. 
H. Buck and W. S. Wright) , St. Louis. Mo. 

113.743 .-MoDE OF FORMING THE HEADS OF WRENCH BARS. 
-Anry G. Coes, Worcester, Mass . 

113,744.-HANGER FOR REVOLVING SHAFTING.-A. B. Couch, 
Worcester, Mass. 

113,745.-CUT-OFF FOR BLAST FURNACEs.-Henry Davies, 
Newport, Ky. 

113,746.-SHINGLE MACHINE.-James Decker (assignor t() 
hImself and F. McRae) . Holmesville, Ga. 

113,747.-CoRN PLANTER.-J. Dyson Delap, Tyrone township, 
Pa. 

113,748.-SCARF.-George R. Dexter, New York city. 
113,749.-DntT CHAMBER FOR GAS PIPES.-Martin N. Dial, 

Painesville, Ohio. 
113,750.-HoRsE POWER.-William W. Dingee, Racine, Wis, 
113,751 .-BoTTLE STOPPER.-Louis Dovell, Newark, N. J. 
113,752. - DRAWING FRAME. - George Draper, Hopedale, 

Mass. 
113,753.-FENCE. -James T. Drummond, Mount Pleasant, 

Iowa. 
113,754.-DRYING BONE BLACK.- Peter Farley, New York 

city. 
1 13,755.-COMPOSITION FOR PRINTING OR PAINTING ON SUR

}I�AcEs.-Alonzo Farrar, Brookline, Mass. 
113,756.-SIGNAL FOR RAII.ROADs.-John Fogarty, Brooklyn, 

N. Y. 
113,757.-FIREPLACE GRATE.-Wm. H. Garrett, Cannonsburg, 

Pa. 
113,75S.-0RNAMENTATION OF METAL, GLASS, ETC.-B. G. 

George, London, En.!i!and. 
113,759.-ScUTTLE '!!'ASTENING.-Thomas J. Gifford, M"ass. 
113,760.-REVOLVING MOLD BOARD FOR PLows.-Joseph S. 

�ri1:���a�Ochester, aSSignor to himself all-do Sears M. Loveridge, Pitts� 

113.761 .-CHECK Row ATTACHMENT J!'OR CORN PLANTERS.
Wm. C. Grimes, Decatur, Ill. 

113,762.-WASHING MACHINE.-Julius W. Groat, Fremont 
Ohio. 

113,763.-CHEESE PREss.-Charles L. Haines, North New 
burg, Me. Antedated April S, 1871. 

113,764.-CALORIC ENGINE.-William T Halefas, New York 
city. 

113,765.-CARPET LINING.-John R. Harrington, Brooklyn 
N. Y. 

113,766.-PARLOR AIR PISToL.-Benjamin Haviland, Hudson 
and George P. Gunn, Ilion, N. Y. 

113,767.-'fRACTION ENGI;NE.-John W. Hazen, West Hart· 
ford, Vt. ' "  •. , 

113,76S.-CAR SPRING.-Albert Hebbard, Cambridge, Mass 
assignor to himself and John P. Onderdonk. 

113,769.-PRINTING PRESS.-Richard M. Hoe, New York city 
113,770.-GRAIN HULLING MACHINE. - Michael Hoffmann, 

Munich, Bavaria. aSSignor to LudWig K61bl, St. Louis, Mo. 
113,771 .-BARREL ROLLING ApPARATUS.- Lewis L. Hyatt, 

New York, and Adolph G. Hiipfel, Morrisanla, N. Y. 
113,772.-ApPLICATION O�' BRONZE AND GILDING TO PLATE 

GLAss .-Elias Ingraham, Bristol, Conn. 
113,773.-INNER SOLE FOR BOOTS AND SHoEs .-Charles P. 

Johnson, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
113,774.-VV ASH BOILER.-O. L. Kenyon and E. B. Palmer, 

Rome, N. Y. . 
113,775.-SHIFl'ING Top FOR BASKET PHAEToNs.-Charles P .  

Kimball, Portland. Mc. 
113,776.-TREADLE. - George Byron Kirkham, New York 

city. 
113,777.-MoP.-Milton W. Kirkwood and Solomon H. Riley, 

Iowa City, Iowa. 
113,778.-COMBINED CIDER MILL AND PRESS.-Daniel H. 

Krauser (aSSignor to himself and Joseph C. Bright), Pottsville, Pa. 
113,779.-MACHINE FOR MAKING WIRE CYLINDERs.-Cyrus 

H. Latham, Lowell, Mass. 
113.7S0.-NECKTIE RETAINER .-Christopher P. Lawton (as-· 

Signor to himself and Eben A. Day) , Webster, Mass. 
113,781.-CLocK MOVEMENT.-B. B. Lewis (assignor to S. C.' 

Spring), Bristol, Conn. . 
113,782.-PURIFICATION OF OILS AND FATS BY ACIDS.-R. G., 

Loftus, Chelsea, Mass. . 
113,783.-PLUMBAGO OIL CAN.-D. B. Mackay, Whitestone" 

and Cyrus Butler, New York City. 
113,784.-SELF-ACTING JACK FOR SPINNING.-Peter McGov-

§�gh�,
a
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cfia�i��Sj: ��igt�'i:'e!Oa�d f·J.>a:6��i�: A. Wiley, Joseph M. 
113,7S5.-PIANO FORTE ACTION.-Frazee B. McGregor (as

sIgnor to himself and George A. Hoyt) , Pontiac. Mich. 
113,786.-LIQUID RECEPTACLE AND FUNNEL.-W illiam H. 

Mumler, Boston, Mass. 
113,787.- WATERPROOF FLOOR. - Tobias New, New York 

city. 
113,788.-HINGE FOR GATES.-Edwin D. Norton, Cuba, N. Y. 
113,789.-ExTENsION PULLEY.-William Onions ' and Isaac 

Bagnall, St. Louis, Mo. 
113,790.-COOKING STovE .-Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y. 
113,791 .-AMALGAMATING PAN FOR GOLD AND SILVER ORES . 

Ira S. Parke, Virginia City, Nev. 
113,792.-GRAIN BINDER.-Previze A. Perry, Perth Amboy, 

N. J. 
113,793.-CEILING AND WALL FOR BUILDINGs.-Charles N. 

Poole, Sandwich, Ill. 
113,794.-CoUNTING REGISTER.-Charles W. Pile, Wilming

ton, Del. 
113,795.-MACHINE FOR TURNING BARREL HEADS.-John 

Jackson Ralya, Cleveland, Ohio. 
113,796.-CANT HOoK.-Albert B. Reeves, Knightstown, Ind . 
113,797.-GUANO AND SEED DRILL.-Leonidas M. Rhodes, 

Warrenton, Ga. 
113,798.-LATHE.-John F. C. Rider, South New Market, N.H. , 

and Emerson P. Brownell, Providence, R. I. Antedated April 10, 1871. 
113,799.-BRICK LIFTER.-K. Julius Rugg, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
113,800.-PLANING TOOL.- Nathaniel Russell, Plymc.uth 

Mass. 
113,S01.-ApPARATUS FOR CONVERTING ROTARY INTO RE

OIPROOATING MOTION BY MEANS OF FRICTIOlS.-Richard Sammer, Vine
land, N.J. 

113,802.-HoRSE COLLAR.-John W. Schwaner, Egg Harbor 
City, N. J. 

113,803.-S0LDERING FURNAcE.-Conrad Seimel, Green Point 
assignor to himself and J. Hubert Richardson, Bronklyn, N. Y. 

113,S04.-DuMPING CAR.-William A. Sharp, Tama City 
Iowa. 

113,S05.-FERRULE.-Dolphin G. Smith, Columbus, Ohio. 
113,S06.-MILKING STooL.-George Smith, Rochester, N. Y. 
113,807.-COOKING STovE.-Samuel Smith (assignor to him 

self aud Charles Nob"le & Co. ) ,  Philadelphia Pa. 
113,808.-HoOK FOR BIRD CAGEs.-John M. Spring (assignor 

to P. & F. Corbin) , New Britain Conn. 
113,809.-CHEESE Hoop.- William Sternberg, Bridgeport 

N.Y. 
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1 13,810.-STEAM ENGINE VALVE.-Nathan Page Stevens, 
Hopkinton, N. H .  

113,811 .-PETROLEUM STILL.-John L. Stewart and .John P .  
Logan, Philadelphia, Pa. 

113,812.-CHAIR AND CRADLE COMBINED.-Edmund Stoney, 
Walkerton, Canada. 

113,813.-HoRSE HAY RAKE.-Ole O. StorIe, North Cape,Wis. Antedated April 1,  1871. 
113,8I4.-SELF-ACTING MULE FOR SPINNING.-James Sutherland, East Hampton, Mass. 
113.8I5.-DRILLING MACHINE.-George C. Taft, Worcester, 

Mass. 
113,81G.-MACHINE FOR MAKING POTTERY WARE.-Samuel 

R. Thompson, Portsmonth, N.H. 
113,8I7.-POUND NET FOR FISHING.-Patrick E. Tiernan, Waukegnn, III. 
113,818.-STEAM ENGINE.-Samuel D. Tillman, New York city. 
113,819.-CORN PLANTER.-Granville J. Vaught, Hanly, Ky. 
113,820.-DISINFECTING COMPOUN!I.-Guillaume Vigue, aine,  Bordeaux, France. 
113,821.-vV ARDROBE AND BOOK CAsE.-Ferdinand F.Voight, New Orleans, La. 
113,822.-LIFTER FOR SPITTOON, ETC.-James Walker and 

Henry F. Lilly, Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,823.-WATER WHEEL.-John S. Warren, Fishkill-on-theHndson, N. Y. 
113,824.-SUAPING MACHINE.-Wllliam H. Warren (assignor 

to Anrin Wood and Joseph F. Light) , Worcester, Mass. 
113,82;"5.-Cmm FOR COMBING MACHINES.-Charles Weiler 

(assignor to Martin Landenberger & Co. ) ,  Landenberger, Pa. 
113,82(i.-SELF-RELEASING CLUTCH FOR WATER WHEELS.

George W. Wesley, Meadville, Pa. 
113 .827.-CASE FOR RIBBONS, LACES, ETc.-Samuel Whita

ker, Macon, assignor to himself and Aaron Ruth, Decatur, Ill. 
113,828.-TIME INDICATOR FOR OFFICES.-Edwin A. Wood, 

Utica, N. Y. 
113,829.-AuTOMATIC RELIEF VALVE.-Albert F. Allen, Prov

idence, R. !. 
113,830.-PoRTABLE ROLLER FOR MOVING H EAVY BODIES.

John R. Anderson. New York city. 
113,83l .-MACHINE FOR BALLING OAKuM.-Samuel George Archibald, Edinburgh, North Brltain. 
113,832.-ApPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR TREATING COFFEE.

John Ashcroft (assignor to Sarah Jane Ashcroft), Brooklyn, N. Y.  
11 3,833.-LAMP BURNER.-Lewis J.  Atwood (ass1gnor to The 

PlUme & Atwood Manufacturing Company) , Waterbury. Conn. 
113,834.-CLASP FASTENER FOR BAGS, ETC.-Alfred Holme 

Balch and Wolfred David EmeUus NelsoD, Montreal, Canada. 
113,835.-TONGUE AND GROOVE JOINT.-Richard Barton, New 

York city. 
1 13,836.-'- HorSTING MACHINE.- James Bates, Baltimore. 

Md. 
113,837 .-HAY ELEV�TOR.-Thomas Vandolah Bayly, Jones' 

Station, Ind. 
113,838. -WOODEN PAVEMENT.-George A. Beidler, Philadel

phia, Pa. 
113,831l.-RoTARY ENGINE.-Henry Leonard Bennison,Greenwich, England. 
113,840.-GRAIN DRYER.-William Blakey, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
113 ,84l .-FnrcTION CLUTCH FOR BELT PULLEYB.-James H. 

Blessing (assignor to himself and Townsend & Jackson) , Albany, N. Y. 
113,842.-COOKING STovE.-J\fary Ann Boughton, Bridgeport, 

Conn. 
113,843.-Lo"w WATER INDICATOR.-William A. Bradford, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
113,844.-ApPARATUS FOR MAKING EXTRACTS FROM VEGETA

BLE AND ANIMAL MAT'fER. -Lonis Brauer, Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,845.-BROOM.-Thomas E. C. " Brinley, Louisville, Ky. , 

aSSignor to Tyler, Brown & Co. 
113,84o.-COOKING STovE.-Dominicus Brix, Geneseo, Ill. 
113,847.-MACHINE FOR MAKING BRICKS AND TILEs.-Isaac C. Bryant, Washington D.C .  Antedated April 8, 1871. 
113,848.-HAY 'fEDDER.-Hiram M. Burdick, Ilion, N. Y. 
113,849.-HAY TEDDER.-Hiram M. Burdick, Ilion, N. Y. 
112,850.-MACHINERY FOR DRILLING RocKs.-Charles Bur-

leigh (assignor to " The Burleigh Rock�Drill Company"),  Fitchburg. Mass. 
113,85l.-CARRIAGE WHEEI,.-Garrett G. W. Burnham, Baltimore, Md. , aSSignor to himself and .James N. Burnham. 
113,852.-CURTAIN FIXTURE.-William Campbell, New York 

City. 
1 13,853.-WATER WHEEL AND CHuTE.-Elisha P. H. Capron, Hudson, N. Y. 
113,854.-Hoop SKIRT.-Albert Carter (assignor to Charles C. Carpenter) , New nrk city. 
113,81i5.-CURCULIO CATCHER.-Frank J. Claxton and Charles 

D. Stevens, St. Louis, Mo. 
113,85(j.-'l'HIMBLE SKEIN AND BOXING.-Moris Collins, Decatur, Ill. 
113.857.-SECTIONAL STEAM BOILER.-William H. Cornell , 

Easton, Pa. 
1 13,858.-SpOOL EXHIBITER.-John D. Cutter, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
113,859.-PREPARING FLOUR FOR USE IN CONECTIONERY, ETC.-W. G. Dean, Brooklyn, N.  Y. 
113,8(i0.-LuBRICATOR FOR JOURNALS.-P. S. Devlan, Jersey CitY, N_ J. 
113,86l .-CoRPSE PRESERVER.-H. M .  Diggins, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
113,862.-DISH RACK.-W. H. Duffett, Rochester, N. Y. 
113,863.-MACHINE FOR P IERCING LEATHER.-Asa Eggles

ton, ]'all River, Mass . 
113,864.-CONSTRUCTION OF THERMO-ELECTRIC PAIRs.-M.G. }'armer, Salem, Mass . 
113,865.-SAW MILL.-W. M. Ferry, Grand Haven, Mich.  
1 13,8G6 -SAW J\fILL.-W. M. Ferry, Grand Haven, Mich. 
113,867.-BEARING STEP AND VERTICAL SHAFT.-Francis A. Gardner, Danbury, Conn. 
113,868.-DEVICE FOR AD.rUSTING MrnRORs.-O. L. Gardner 

and William Gardner, Glen Gardner, N. J. 
113,869.-LIGIITNING ROD.-A. A.  Gaylord, East Cleveland, Ohio. 
113,870.-BEEHIVE.-Daniel Gebhart, Sallimonia, assignor to himself and Peter Weimer, Saratoga, Ind .. 
113,871 .-SLIDE FOR DRAWEHS.-J. S. Gibbons, Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,872.-FENcE PosT.-Andrew J. Gill, Denver, Colorado Territory. 
113,873.-'l'ENox MACHINE.-Wm. Gilmore (assignor to him

self and H . Rogers),  !iudson, N. J. 
113,8 74.-CARPET FASTENER.-Antoine .Givaudan, Washington. D. c. 
113,S7fi.-WATER CLOSET V ALVE.-Wm. Gordon (assignor to himself and Andrew McCambrldtfe), Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,876.-LAMP BURNER.-\\ . H. Gray, St. Louis, Mo. 
113,877.-BURGLAR-PROOF SAFE.-Edward K. Hall,Louisville, Ky. 
113,878.-RAILWAY CAR TRUOK.-Francis S. Harrington, Boston, Mass. 
113,871l.-SPRING ROLLER SHADE.-Stewart Hartshorn, New York city . 
113,880.-CIGAR MACHINE. - Issachar A. Heald, Lowell, Mass. 
113,88 1 .-ARCHED STRUCTURE. - Constantine Henderson, London, Nng . •  assignor to E. R. Hall, Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,882.-METAL-CLAD SH INGLE.-'l'. "N. Hickcox, Brooklyn, 

N. Y. 
113,883.-ExcAvAToR.-Marcus M. Hodgman, vVeymouth, Mass. 
1 1 3,884.-CARRIAGE COUPLING.-Jacob Hollinger, Millersburg, Ohio. 
113,885.-MACHINE FOR REDUCING OR POINTING WIRE.-A. 

G. Hotchkiss. Wolcottville, Conn. 
1 13,886.-BuOILER.-W. 'f. Howard, Baltimore, Md. 
113,887.-HAND SEED SowER.-Thomas Howell, Morgan-town, W. Va. 
1 1 3 ,888.:-WATER WHEEL.-C. F. H. Huff" New York city. 
113,889.-PEANUT HULLER.,...Josee Johnson," New YOlrk city. 
1 13,8\J0.-ApPARATus FOR CLEANING COFFEE, ETC.-Josee Johnson New York: city. 
113,801 .-PIPE FOR WATER, GAS, ETC.-A. K. Johnston, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
113,892.-BEEHIVE.-Campbell Jones and Albert Jones, Santa Anna, Ill. 

$dttdifit �mtdtau. 
113 ,893.-DINNER P AIL.-H. Joyce and Anthony Ernest, Troy' N. Y. 
113,894.-STEAM BATH.-Charles Kaestner, Chicago, Ill. 
113 ,895.-DoUBLE TREE.-David W. Kauffman, Sterling, Ill. 
113,896.-WAGON AXLE.-August Kessberger, Springfield, Ill. 
113,897.-STEAM PUMP.-Lucien J.  Knowles, Worcester, Mass. 
113,898.-MACHINE FOR MOLDING CHAIR BAcKs.-John Lem

man, Cincinnati, OhIO. 
113,899.-HoRSE HAY RAKE.-W. H. Locke, Canton , Ill. 
113,900.-COTTON AND HAY PRESS.-C. K. Marshall, New Or-leHns, La. 
113,901 .-CoTToN PRESS AND TRAMPER.-C. K. Marshall, 

New Orleans, La. Antedated April 10, 1870. 
113,902.-BucKLE.-John H. Martin, Columbus, Ohio. 
113 ,903.-HEjl;IMING AND TUCKING ATTACH)1ENT FOR SEWING 

MACHIN.EB. -W. N. Martin, Boston, Mass. 
113,llll� .-SHADE CORD RETAINER. - 'Villiam McConnell, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
113 ,()05.-COMBINING CARBONACEOUS MATTER FOR THE 

MANUFACTURE OF GAB.-George McKenzie, Glasgow, Scotland . .  
1 13,90J.-REVOLVING GAS BURNEIt.-Frederick McLewee, New York city. 
J 13,907.-ScROLL SAw.-Louis Miller, Baltimore, Md. 
113,90S.-FIRE GRATE.-G. R. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa. 
113,!l09.-REVERSIBLE KNOB LATCH.-W. T. Munger (as-

Signor to P.  & F. Corbin) , New Britain, Conn. 
113,910.-DOOIt LOCK.-W. T. Munger (assignor to P.  & F. Corbin) , New Britain, Conn.' 
113,911 .-ApPARATUS FOR VAPOR BATH.-G. F. Munro, Sr. , Albany Mo. 
113,912.-TYPE-SETTING AND DISTRIBUTING MACHINE.-F. 

M. Neff and John E. Scruggs, Monroe, Iowa. 
1 13,913.-SHEAvE ,OR P ULLEY BLocK.-...Henry :Nick , Paris, 

France. Antedated April 8, 1871. 
113,9.14.-MACHINE FOR DHESSING MILLSTONEs.-John Nor

mant Glasi'0w, Scotland, a8signor to W. H. Howland. 
113,915:-T:lRACE F'OR CARRIAGE SPRING s.-D. W. Norris , Paxton,. aSSignor to Michael N ei11, Chatsworth, Ill. 
113,916.-GA'l'E FOR DRAW BmDGES.-Ferdinand Pairan (as

Signor to himself and Henry Myer) , Dayton, Ohio. 
113,917.-MACHINE FOR DRESSING WORSTED CORD.-Isaac E. Palmer, Hackensack, N. J .  
113.9I8 .-PRODUCT FOIt MADDER.-Alfred Paraf (assignor t o  

E .  S. Renwick, trustee) , New York city. 
113,9I9.-COMPOSITION OF MADDER FOR PRINTING CLOTHS, 

El'c.-Alfred Paraf (assignor to E. A. Renwick, trustee) , New York city . 
113,920.-WASH BOILER.-H. W. Pell, Rome, N. Y. 
113,921 .-EARTH MATTRESS.-T. Wm. Phinney, Newport, R. I. 
113,!J22.-FoRGING MAcHINE.-James Pipes, Ripley, VV. Va. 
1 13,923.-FoUNTAIN BRusH.-Zephire Poitras (assignor to 

c. H. Merrill, F. G. Tanner, and A .  W. MerrlI1) , Chicago. Ill. 
113,924.-SLEIGH-RUNNER ATTACHMENT TO WHEEL VEHI

CLES .-Z. I. Pratt, Chicago, lll. 
113,925.-BEDS1'EAD FAS'l'ENING.-Rezin M. Price, Leesville, OhIO. 
113,926.-SAWING MAcHINE.-Paul Pryibil, New York city. 
113,927.-MACHINE FOR CUTTING CLOTH, ETC.-W. Raeuchle, 

���:�ei.Phia, Po.. , assignor to himself, George Rex, and Abraham R. 
113,928.-BEEHIVE.-D. R. Read, Lawrence, Kansas. 
113,929.-WooD PAVEMENT.-P. H. Reinhard and E. F. M. 

Faehtz, Washington, D. C.  
113,930.-SASH HOLDER.-George W. Reisinger, Harrisburg, Pa. 
1 1 3 ,931 .-CAR DOOR.-J. H. Robertson, New York city. 
113,932.-CAR COUPLING.-W. B. Rogerson and Harvey Beyea, Paterson, N. J. 
113,933.-WELDING POWDER FOR IRON, ETC.-G. E. Rose, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
1 13,934.-HoRSE HOE AND CULTIVATOR.-G. D. Rowell, Me-

nomonee Falls, Wis. 
1 13,935.-SnOEMAKER'S JACK.--August Rust, Egg Harbor City, N. J .  
113,936.-CoRN PLANTER.-'V. J. Sager, Milesburg, Pa. 
113,937.-PERCUSSION MATCH.-William Servant (assignor 

to himsclf and J. A. Whitman) , PrOVidence, R. 1. 
113,938.-MEDICAL COMPOUND OR BITTERS.-W. T.  SherWOOd, Ripon, Wis. 
113,939 -BELT SHIFTER.-W. H. H. Sisum, Newark, N. J. 
113,940.-REVERBERATING REED CELL FOR ORGANS OR ME

LODH.ONS. -C. W. Small, Worcester, Mass. 
113,941 .-HAT VEN'l·ILATOR.-Alden Solmens, New York city. 
113,942.-GAs CONDENSER.-I. N. Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
113,943.-SAWING MAcHINE.-William Steschult, Glandorf, Ohio. 
1 13,944.-SEAMING MACHINE.-O. F. Stow, Pl antsville, Conn. 
113,945.-HAME FOR HARNEss.-James Thornton and E. G .  

Latta (aSSignors to James Thornton (and James Macken) , Wellsville, R �  . 
113,946.-SEAL FOR HYDRAULIC MAINS OF (tAS WORKS.

Samuel Trumbore, Easton, Po.. 
113,947.-PltINTEHS' INK.-Marshall Turley, Council Bluffs, 

Iowa. 
113,948.-WASHING MACHINE.-Foster Utley, Chapel Hill, 

N. C. 
113,949.-LAUNDRY STovE.-John Van, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
113,950.-RoAD SCRAPER.-H. B. Van Voorhis , Pittsburgh,Pa. 
113,951 .-PROPELLING CANAL BOATS.-W. W. Virdin, Balti-more, Md. 
1 13,952.-COOKING RANGE.-G. W. Walker, Boston, Mass. 
113,953 .-TuRNTABLE.-George Walters (assignor to Phmnix Iron Co. ) ,  Phcenixville, Po.. 
113,954.-BARREL FILLER.-L. H. Watson, Pittsburgh , Pa. 
113,955. - STEAM GENERATOR. - Elijah Weston, Buffalo, N. Y. 
113,956.-STEAM ENGINE VALVE.-S. H. Whitmore, Decatur, 

Ill. 
113,957.-NEcK TIE.-J: R. Wilber and O. W. Peirce, Provi

dence, R. 1. 
113,958.-FIRE ESCAPE LADDER.-Tobias Witmer, Buffalo, N. Y. 
113,959.-MACHINE FOR TURNING CRANK PINS.-M, G. Wood, Boston, Mass, 
113,960.-PLOW.-C. A. Beard and E. E. Evans, Zanesvillej 

Ohio. 
REISSUES, 

4,342.-COMBINED VAPOR BURNER AND LAMP POST.-B. D. 
Evans, Columbus, OhiO, assignvr to J. W. Baker,-Patent No. 90,830, dated June 1. 1869. 

4,343.-CLOTHES-WRINGING HOOK.-J. H. Pratt (assignor to 
himself an d B. F. Larabee) , Lynn, Mass. -Patent No. 112,074, dated Febmary 21, 1871. 

4,344.-HoSE COUPLING.-J_ C. Cooke, Bridgeport, Conn.,  as
Signor to A. F. Allen, Providence, R. I. -Patent lSo. 22.166. dated Nov. 
30. 1858. 

4,345.-Division A.-FEED vV ATER PIPE.-John Doyle, Balti
more, Md. , assignor to himself and Anthony Reybold. Delaware City, Del. -Patent No. 110,758, dated Jan. 3, 1871. 

4,346.-Division B.-FEED WATER PIPE.-John Doyle, Balti
more, Md. , assignor to himself and Anthony Heybold, Delaware City, Del. -Patent No. 110,753, dated Jan. 8. 1871. 

4,347.-MoLD.-William Hainsworth, Allegheny City, assign
or of one h,ll lnterest to S. M. Loveridge, Pittsburgh, Pa. -Patent !roo 
109,894, dated Dec. 6, 1870. 

4,348.-8uSPENDER.-J. B. Sharp, New York city, and Wil
liam Seymour, administrator of R. M. Seymour, deceased, Sing Sing, N". 
Y. -Patent No. 59,465, dated l-I ov. 6. 1866. 

DESIGNS. 
4,810.-COOItING ST()VE.-John Abendroth,. New York city. 
4,811.-CLAW BAR.-David Christie, Chillicothe, Ohio. 
4,812.-BoTTLE STAND.-George Gill (assignor to Reed & 

Barton),  Taunton, Mass. 
4,8I3.-TEA-POT.-George Gill (assignor to Reed & Barton), Taunton, Mass. 
4,814.-MATCH SAFE.-G. R. Hubbard, New York city, as

Signor to Bradley &; Hubbard, Wcst Morlden, Conn. 

4,815.-COOKING STOVE.-J. L. Kuechler (assignor to Orr, Painter & Co. ) ,  Reading, Pa. 
4,816.-STOVE.-J. H. Keyser, New York city. 
4,817.-0vEN.-J. H. Keyser, New York city. 
4,818.-PARLoR STovE.-John Martino and John Currie, 

Philadelphia, aSSignors to Orr, Painter & Co. , Reading, Pa. 
4,819.-PLATE FOR COOKING STOvEs.-Charles Noble (assign

or to Charles Noble & Co. ) .  Philadelphia, Pa. 
4,820.-'l'YPE.-W. H. Page (assignor to W. H. Page & Co.), 

Norwich, Conn. 
4,821 .-STOVE.-La Forist Rollins, Bangor, Me. 
4,822.-DRAWER PULL.-E. J. Steele, New Britain, assignor 

to Turner, Seymour & Judds, Wolcottville, Conn. 
4,823.-COOKING STovE.-Jacob Steffe, Philadelphia, assignor 

to Orr, Painter & Co. , Reading, Pa. 
4,824.-8HOW CASE.-J D. Vredenburgh, Chicago, Ill. 
4,825.-COOKING STovE.-George Wellhouse, Akron, Ohio. 
4,82G and 4,827.-STOCKING FABRIC.-'fhomas Dola., Phila-delphia, PP. Two Patents. 
4,828.-TALMA OR CLOAK GARMENT.-Eberhard Flues , Fort 

Wasldngton (Whitemarsh Post Office) , Pa. 
4,829 and 4,830.-LAMP BUItNEH.-H. W. Hayden (assignor 

to Holmes, Booth & Haydens) , Waterbury, Conn. 
4,831 .-SPOON OR FORK HANDLE.-E. C. Moore, Yonkers, N. 

Y. , aSSignor to Tiffany & Co. , New York city. 
4.832.-PATTERN FOR CU'fTING DRESS W AISTS.-E. P. Smith 

(assignor to herself and N. H. Sherburne) , Chicago. III. 
4,8iJ3.-PUm.IC UlUNAL AND W A'l'EH CLOSE'f.-F. J. Smith, 

Chicago, Ill. 
4,834.-8TEAM ENGINE.-P. L. Weimer, Lebanon, Pa. 
4,835.-RANGE.-C. J. Wood, Baltimore, Md. 

TRADE-MARKS. 
222.-CASSIMEREs.-Gallaghan & Brother, Philadelphia, Pa. 
223.-MEDICINE.-Hostetter & Smith, Pittsb urgh, Pa. 
224.-PAINT.-The Averill Chemical Paint Co., New York 

city, and Cleveland, Ohio. 
225.-COT'l·ON GooDs.-The Harris Man1!-facturing Co., Coven

try, R. 1. 
226.-WHISKEy.-Vidvard & Shehan, Utica, N. Y. 

EXTENSIONS. 
HARROW.-S. S. Hogle,  of Berea, Ohio.-Letters Patent No. 

16.866, dated March 17. 1857 ; relssne No. 804, dated Aug. 80. 1859. 
AUTOMATIC LATHE FOR TURNING IImEGULAR FORMS.-W. 

D. Sloan, ol New York clty.-LetteTs Patent No . 16,986, dated Marcil 81, 
1857. 

MACHINE FOR COMPOSING AND DIS'fRIBU'fING TypE.-W. H. 
rs�7�ston, Peabody, Mass. -Letters Patent No. 16,947, dated March 31, 

RAKE TO GRAIN HARVESTER.-Jearum Atkins ,  of Mokena, 
��i);tve:jetJsa;c����18ft�e�tiWc3�itl� D:g1� 1� l:�enJE:������rbtbea�cil�} ot' Jearum Atkins," approved July 15, 1870. ] 

MILL FOR CLEANING CASTINGS.-H. R. Remsen, of Albany, 
N. Y. -Letters Patent No. 17,012, dated April 7, 1857. 

GREAT VALUE 
OF 

ROBABLY no investment of a small sum of money 
brings a greater return than the expense incurred in obtailll!l g 
a patent, even when the i nvention is but a small one. Larger lII.
ventions are found to pay correspondingly well. The nam c� of 
Blanchard, Morse, Bigelow, Colt ,  Ericgson, Howe, McCormlC1:C, 
Hoe. and others, who have amassed immense fortunes fro�n theIr 
inventions, are well known. And there arc hundreds ot  others 
who have realized large sums-from fifty to one hundred thou· 
sand dollars-and a multitude who have made sm aller sums,rang
ing from twenty·five thousand to fifty thousand dollars ,  ,�rolll 
their p atents. The first thing requisite for an inventot.: to kn?w 
is if  his invention is patentable. The best way to obtaIn this In
formation, i� either to prepare a f\ketch and description o f  the 
invention ,  or construct a model, and s�nd to a rellable and eY& 
perienced patent soliettor, and ask adVIce. 

In this connection in ventors are inforwed' that 

M U N N & c o . , 
PuLlishers of the 

�cittttifit 
31' Park Row, New York, 

Have been engaged In the business of SOliciting Patents for nearly twenty; five years and have the most extensive facilities for transactlng such bUS
d ness, of any concern in the world. :hI. & Co. have examined and reporte 

mOJe than 
50, 000 I N VENTIONS, 

And prepared the 'papers for more than 
�5. 000 APP:LICATIONS 

For Patents during the last qnarter of a century. 
ab}��; toh:l;�tI��nol:��se���Tr�a�;�mfi��� oifn a��1i�:ll���>; �Y!�� b,r.J�i�����: of sp ecification writers ane1 counselors are made up from the ranks of  the Patent Office,  and are men capable of  rendering the best  service to the in  .. ventor, from the experience practically obtained while exa.miners In the Patent omcs. 

M U N N  & C O .  
Offer theIr services In preparing 

SpecificatioUs and Dl'awinll'8 for Paients, Caveats, Re. 
talnes, t>esill'ns. Trade Marks, Extensions, 

Interferences, and Assi"nments. 
They also prosecute 

rEJECTED j-PPLI CATIONS , 
Which have been Improperly prep.red by the Inventor or incompetent at torneys. Good inventions are often rejected f'Or no other reason t.han that the cases were not properly presented to the Patent Office. Inventors shoUld bear in mind that Patents are often worth more in  for� 
:�i� i��n���8 ����i�e}f�n UI��1�n��a�rsa;gc� ��a rTgug�ge�r��e:!t�re':,h;;: der it within the means of most persons to patent their inventions abroad. For instructions cencerninlt 
POREIGN J'ATENTS, 

REISSUES, 
INTERFERENCES, 

HINTS ON SELLING PATENTS, nULES ANt> PROCEEDINGS AT THE UNITED STATEj;I 
PATEN'!' OFFICE, 

THE PATENT LA"'S, FEES, ETC., SEE 
££ HIN"TS TO IN"VEN"TORS , "  

rl.�lkl� s2:I���� a" e'g:!!''li:.rfft��c::�. Advice free. E'etythlng co< 

M U N N  & C O ., 
P U 1l L I S H E R S  

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
31' Par"] Row, New York, 

OJlice in Wasbingto � �mer of F and Seventh I!!tre�,{, 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



The value oj the SOlENTIFIC AMERICAN as an advertising 

medium cannot be ovet'·e8timated. ItB circulation is ten 

times greater than that of any .similar journal now pub. 

lished. It goes into all the State8 and Territories, and is 

read in all the prine pal Ubrarie8 and reading-room8 Of 
tl1.8 world. We inv;te the attention of th08e who wish to 

make their busines8 known to the annexed rate8. .A busi

neS8 man wants something more than to see his adver· 

tisement in a printed new8paper. He wants clrculatlon. 

1j it i8 worth 25 cent8 l'er line to advertise in a paper Of 
three thou8and circulation, it is worth $2. 50 ve1' line to 

advertise in one of thirty thousand. 

RATES OF ADVERTISING. 
Back,Page - - - - 1 '00 a line, 
Inside Page _ - - ,-.. cents iI. line , 

for each insertion. 
Engravings may head adt'ertiRements at the 8ame rate. per 

line, by measurement. as the letter-press. 

Poes eSBes all the desirable �u
aliti('s of the Standard Ms-

C
h�l�}fE�%eF��i�eiiach\�� �����itf;ir:�l��he 

Plifi�).;Nb�¥'&r.�r'1i\':;o�trl'.f:s�u\�rli�R. 
Adaptal)l1ity to a wide range of 

work. In its Ease of Ope· 
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i
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_ht 
lug easily com

prehended. 
In Its 

S nperi0riu\?¥rr'r\'Nf�c��'l.fF'El�T'th�rl� apA Finish. 

VERTIOA.L rEED ! !  
Which Is the most practlc al and desirable device for the 

purposc
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0ssessed by any Machine, giving THE 
DA 

M�n�t�cy�����e�f:i
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SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHER MACHINES. 
TIlE DAVIS has been before the pulJUc nearly Ten 

Years, and: unlike other Machines, has not been puired 
into notorIety, but, in a quiet way. has earned a �reat 
r
ej;!.afg�nf:a��

c
���i��J t�

s 
e���; g���r�1� qtYl!l\}�i�ed 

States and Canadas, not.. already occupied, to whom the 
most liberal terms known to the trade will be given, by 
addr
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g
rii","ll�'M'W1Wd

r
�ACHINE COMPANY, 

of Watertown, N. Y. 

THE AMES IRON 'VORKS 
Mal<e a Specialty of 

Portable Engines 
AND 

S A W M I L L S , 
And offer the best work at the very lowest prices. Address 
EDWARD P. HAMPSON, 38 Cortlandt st . ,  New York. 

RUSS PATENT 

MONITOR MOLDING MACHINE, 
MADE B Y  

R. BALL & CO., Worcester, Mass. 
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Implements, Furniture, �a8h, Blind, and ¥joor �actories, 
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RAILROAD MEN find all the latest railroad 
hew@" descriptions and illustrations of railroad im

provements, also articles on railroad management and 
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nal, for one yearc, �$_13_. ____________ _ 

WANTED, by a gentleman, a permanent 
situation as draftsman, or assistant manager in a 

mechanica,l engineering establishment. Has had several 
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abroad,and speaks also Get'man and Spanish. Highest ref
erence given and required. Address G. M. U., P.O. Box 1814. 

$10 A DAY FOR ALL with Stencil Tools. 
Address A. E. GRAHAM, Springfield, Vt. 

A CHANCE TO MAKE $50,000 IN SIX 
MONTHS, with a small capital. Addres� 

W. E. FRICKE, MeXICO, Mo. 

A SPLENDID CHANCE ! Agents Wanted ! 
Two articles used in eV'cry family. Price low. Prof· 
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AGENTS WANTED .-For our new book, 
. .  THE CHRISTIAN 'S LEGACY. " The best ever 

offered a.gents. Send for a Circular. W. J. HOLLAND 
k CO. , Springfield, Mass. , or Chicago, Ill. 

S TEAM YACHTS and STEAM LAUNCHES. 
CIrculars with price listt.,.sizCSJ etc. , on application. 

Addre •• WARD & STANT01"< , 52 John st. , New York . 

18'11 .  Price List. 18'11. u! STUBS' Files, Tools, Wire, and 
0.. Cast· Steel, whOlesale and reo 
tull. Add!'e.. A. J. WILKINSON & Co. , 2 Washington ot. , Boston. 

Jtitutifit �mtritau. 
THE A V A L U A B L E  I N V E N T I O N !  An eight page, illustrated 

BRIGHT SID'JiI weekly for youn
g 

people. Best, � �,:';i
J�
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LIQ UID C O  ZWP OSITION BR ONZE 
' DIME. Agents wanted. Large For Bronzln � and Gilding Heaters, Chandeliers, Pipes, Sa1'es. etc. 

In large or small quantities. Is easilv and quickly applied on new or old articles iu all shud(;s and colors at a 
One Dollar. �:em;��� ���

a
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tisement. BRIGHT SIDE CO . ,  Publishers, Chicago, Ill. 
moderate e xpense. COUNTY RIGH'tS FOR SALE. B. F. KEMP, . 

INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE, 245 Broadway, N. Y. 

Portable & Stationary Newspaper 
Steam Engines · · 

A ��e l!Pf�wT��2s.E:V�r;N��illn� Ja���t�f 
AdvertIsing. 

Send for d
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--____________ �----------.::.::=- ily Newspapers, together with all those havirg large. cil'-

FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE 
culati0ns, published in the Interest of ReliglOn, Agrlcul· 
ture, Literature, etc. , etc. Every Advertiser

j 
and every 

�
erson who contemplates becommg such, wi 1 find this 

cgi�� �� �Jg.at value. Mailed free to any address on re· 
C LEANS KID GLOVES, and all kinds of 
J Cloths and Clothing j removes Paint, Grease, Tar 

etc. \ INSTANTLY, without the least inju
� 

to the finest 
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York ; 46 La Salle street, Chicago. 

Gear's Variety Mo lding 
Machine is the best In the world. Send for Circular. 

A. �. & J. Gear & Co., Boston, Mass. 
v.�a�t�;'!�:�rhi:i
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We mean business. 

FIRST PREMIUM awarded by Am. Inst., 1870 
MICROSCOPES

� 
} Illustrated price list and cata· 

MAGIC
T�tl·1�ALhS'TE��1i'p;ltf:;. �� Wlss
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UNRIVALLED Hand Saw Mill, Self-feed
ing, with ease. Rip a-in. lumbeq guaranteed do 

work of 3 men. The only hand saw machme known does 
as represented. Thousands in use. Send for circuiar. 

WM. H. HOAG, Sole Manufacturer, 214 Pearl st. N. Y. 

1832. SCHENCK'S PATENT. 1870. 
Woodworth Planers. 
And Re.·Sawlng IIIachlnes, Wood and Iron WorklnJl: Ma· 
chinery , Engines, Boilers, etc. JOHN B. SCHE1'OCK'S 
SONS, Matteawan, N. Y . •  and 118 Liberty st . •  New York. 

GOLDEN HILL Seminary for young ladies, 
Bridgeport, Conn. Miss EMILY NELSON, Principal 

PERFECT VENTILATION. 
FOR Dwellings,Stores,Churches,Warehouses 

and Public Building.s of every description. Send for 
Circular. HALL & FREEMAN, 46 Cortlandt st., .N. Y. 

BROOK LYN 

WBIIJ:'E LIlAD CO., 
Perfectly Pure Wl!iMLLea(l, 

RED ·TiEAVXNlJ -LITHARGE. 
Office 89 Maiden L ane, New York. 

GRAND EXHIBITION OF MACHINERY, 
on the Carroll Co. Agricultural Grounds, at West

mmster, Md. , on May 31st and June 1st and 2d, 1871. Lib· 
eral Premiums offered .  For information address 

WM. A. McKELLIP, Secretary,Westminster, Md. 

SHOP RIGHTS to build a cheap Caloric En
gine, with 4 Patents. J. McDoNOUGH, 12O Broadway. 

Universal Wood Worker. 
FOH Agricultural, Railroad, Car, Carriage, 

and W"agon ,rorks, Planing Mill, Sash, Door and 
Blind, Bedstead, Cabinet and Furniture Factories. 

McBETH, BENTEL & MARGEDANT. Hamilton,O. 

PATENT BANDSA W MACHINES 
Of the most approved kinds, 
of various sizes, to saw bevel 
as well as square

b
without in. 

�
n
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Tenth ave" New York. Price �250, $275, $350, and $400. At 
present (Oct. 16) , there are in 
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also on hnnd a l&rge stock 
of best 1'�RBNCl{ BANDSA W BLADES. 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMBIN-
Ing the maximum of efficiency, durability and econ· 
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use. All warranted satisi'actory or no sale. Descriptive 
circulars sentrc�p;m'i"iiLlh· t'b���tawrence, Mass. 

46. Cortlandt st. , New York. 

THOMSON ' S  PATENT 

R OA D  S:11EA 1J1ER. 
THE only locomotive that will haul heavily 

loaded traius on ordinary American roads. Saves 50 
per cent over horses, and does not injure the roads. Also 
adapted for plowiDa' by direct traction. 
Cau be seen in 0plJration near New York. Open for 
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America, D. D. WILLIAMSON, 
P. O.Box 1809, or 35 Broadway, New York city. 

$60 A WEEK paid. If you want busineas 
send .tamp to NOVELTY CO. , Saco, Me. 

BUERK'S WATCHMAN'S TIME DE· 
TECTOR.-Important for all large Corporations 
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patrolman, as the same reaches different stations of his 

GEO. P. ROWE L L  & CO., 
Publishers, No. 40 Park Row, New York. 

The Pittsburgh (Pa. ) Leader, in its Issue of May 29, 1 370 
sa

X'¥he firm of G. P. Rowell & Co. , which issucs tnis In 
terestlng and valuable book, Is the largest and best Ad· 
vertising Agenc

a. 
in the United States, and we can cheer-
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ICALLY in such a way : that is, 80 as to secure the largo 
est amount of publicity for the least expenditure 01 
monev. " 

THE CELEBRATED 
Co ld-ro lled ShajUng. 

THIS Shafting is in every particular su pel'ior 
to any turned Shafting ever made. It is the most 

ECONOMICAL SHAFTING to buy, being so very much 
stronger than turned Shaftillg. Less diameter answers 
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Wtlitworth Gage. All who give it a trial continue to use 
it exclusively. We have it in large quantities. Call and 
examine it, or send for price list. 
Address 

126 a;fi�J\5\�a!fr:r��t �N���;'york. 

N. Yo Mach'inery Depot, 
GEORGE PLACE & CO., Manufacturers and 

Dealers in Wood and Iron "\Vorking Machinery, ot 
every description, Stationary and Portable Engines and 
Boilers, Leather and Ruhber Belting} and all article!:' 
needful in Machine or Railroad RepaIr Shops. 126 and 
128 Chamber st . •  New York. 

Sturtevant Blo�vers. 
THESE are in every particular the best and 

most perfect Blower ever made. A full assortment 
of every size on hand, ready to deliver. 

Address GEORGE PLACE & CO. , 
• 126 and 128 Chamber st. , New York. 

BURDON IHON WORKS.-Manufacturers 
of Pumping Engines tor Water Works, High & Low 

Pressure Engines, Portable Engines and Boilers, of a11 
kinds, S
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SHINGLE AND HEADING MACHlNE-
Law's Patent with Trevor & Co. 's Improvements. 

The Simplest and Best in use. Also, Shingle, Heading 
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THE NE W WILS ON 
Under-Feed Shuttle 

ff1�=�7SEWING MACHINES ! 
...... $25 cheaper tban 

any o ther ! 
For Simplkity, Durabili
ty and Beauty they staud 
unrivalled ! For STI'l'Cn� 
I�G, H:EMMING, TUCKING, 
FELLING, Quilting, (lUED
lNG, BINDING, BHATDING, 
GATHERING, Gathering & 
sewing on �atb.el'.:l, they 
are unexcelled / 

For particulars address 
Wihon S'wing Machillo Co., 

AGENTS WANTED. CLEVELAND, 0, or 
ST. LOUIS. Mo. 

MACHINERY NE W and 2d·HAND. ---
lJl . Sen,d 1or Circular. CHAS. PLACE , & CO. , 60 Vesey st. , New York. 

P. BLA.ISDELL & CO., 1\1.-ANUFACTURERS of the "BLAISDELL" 
,J,.l'� PATENT DRILL PRESSES, with quick return mo· 
tlOn, Agricultural Drills, Improved Engtne Lathes, from 
12 in. to 28 in. swing

h
Planers, Geal' Cutters, Boring MillS, 

Hand Lathes, and at er first- class Machinists' Tools. 
Jackson st. � Worcester, Mass. 

MACHINEHY and Fixtures,in great variety, 
. for Sewing Machine and Gun manufacture ; Lat,hes, 

Planers, Drills, Shaping Machines, Boring Mills, and other 
Machinists' Tools, of the best de.signs and worKmanship, 
constantly on hand and finishing, by the PRATT & 
WHITNEY CO. , Hartford, Ct. Samples may be seen with 
Messrs. POST & CO. , CinCinnati, 0., and FHANK DOUG· 
LAS, Chicago, Ill. 

Agents ! Read This ! 

WE WILL PAY AGENTS A SALAHY OF 
$30 per week and expenses, or allow a large 

commissioll, to sell our new and wonderful inventions. 
Address M. WAGNER & CO. , Marshall, 1I1lch. 

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY GEN. 
erally. Specialties, Woodworth Planers andRich , 

ardson s Patent Improved Tenon Machines. Nos. 24 and 26 Central, corWITl{f�'lfB�':infG'��,:tAl'ctfl��i:JSON. 

IMP O RTA.NT 1"'0 MACHINISTS.-The Best Metal for all 
Machine Uses Is the MARTIN STEEL, made by 

TUE NEW JERSEY STEEL AND IRON Co. , Trenton, N. J. 
This steel is made by an entirely different process from 
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spots. Every one who uscs it pronounces it lust what 
they have long wantcd� for a multitude of uses, such as 
Crank Pins, Lathe Spinales and Screws, Cotton Machine-
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o'le�d 
for fUrther information, or a sample, stating use to whicb 
it is to be applied. 

OTIS' SAFE'rY l!0IS'rING 
MachInery. 

OTIS, BROS, & CO. 
No. 309 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. 

._----PU1\j--P S -For Description, Price 
llL • Lists etc. , of the Best Centrifu

gal Pump ever invented, with Overwhelming Testimony 
In Its favor! send for new Illustrated pamphlet (40 pp. ) to 
Messrs. HEALD. SISCO & CO. , Baldwinsville, N. Y. :I11I1111�.J WR�R�c;.HT 
: BCAMS & GIRDER S a  '1'11.h; l:nion lron .Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 'l'he 

attention of Engineers and Architects is called to 
our improved Wrought-iron Beams and Girders (patent· 
ed) , in whiqh the compound welds between the stem and 
�
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pared to furBish all sizes at terms as favorabie as ('an be 
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\VOOD13URY'S PATENT 
.Plan'ing and Matching 
and Molding Machines,Gray & Wood's Planers Self-oiling 
Saw Arbor::;, and other wood working machinery. 

S. A. WOODS, 1 91 Liberty street,N. y . . 
Send for Circulars. 67 Sudbury street, Boston. 

I:> ICHARDSON, MERIAM & co., \; ManufactUrers of the latest improved Patent Dan
iel�' and Woodworth Planing Machines, Matehlllg Sash 
and molding, Tenoning, Mortising, Boring ShalJ l llg Vcr! 
tical, and Circular Re· sawing Machines, S'aw MillS' Saw 
Ar.bors, Scroll Saws Railway, Cut- oft·, and Rip- saw Ma
chlnes, ,Spoke and Wood Turning Lathes, and various 
other klllUS of Wood-working Machincry. Catalogues 
and price lists sent on applieation. Manufactory Wor
cester, Mass. Warehouse, l07 Liberty st. New York: 17 1 

Reynolds' 
TURBINE WATER WHEEl,S. 
The Oldest and Newest. All others. 

only imitations of each other in 
their strife after complications to 
confuse the public. We do not boast 
��1�XI��
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tit'ul pam�hlet 1\·oe. GEO. TALLCOT 
96 LIberty st. , New York. 

Gearinl!:. Shaftinl!:, 

Niagara Stearn Pump. 
CHAS. B. HARDICK, 

Adams sL, Br.ooldyn, N. Y. 1\1· 0DELS, PATTERNS, EXPEHIMENTAL J..1' . and other maehiner� Models for the Patent Office' 
built to order by HOLSK" MACHINE CO. , Nos. 528 530' 
and 532 'Vater st. , near Jefferson. Refer to SCIENTIFIO 
AMERICAN office. 14 If 

\�TANTED-AGENTS' $20 PEH DAY, 'rO 

I sell the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE. Has the under�feed, makes the "lock 
I stitch" alike on both sides, and is fully lIcensed. ! The best and cheapest Family Sewing Machine i I in the market. Address 

JOHNSON, CLARK & CO. , 
Doston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago Ill. or St. Louis. Mo. ' , 

Andrew 'S Patents. 
N �)W!�.�1io:�r�'ilf��

t
e�:.ooved, l'ortable, and 

Fdetion or Geared l\'li ninl!' & Quarry Holsters Smoke-hnrnillll SHfeW. noHer�. • 
o��nl���Y�r:�I����:'r. Dubie and 8inl!;le, 1�2 to 
Centriful!'al Pumps, 100 to 100,000 Gallon. 

Mr lthp.llte, Best I'Utn.ps in the World, pass 
o'Ul�1;1 ��i��' Gravel, Coal, Gruin, etc., with-

All J,ip:l:.t, �imple, Dura.hle, and Economical. �end for Cll-cu l arsc 
WM. D. ANDREWS & BRO. , 

4.14 Water street, New York. 

$lKO A MONTH ! EMPLOYMENT 
"-' EXTRA INDUCEMENTS ! 

A preullum HORSE and 'VAGON for Agents. We desire to employ agents for a term of seven years to sell the Buckeye . $20.00 Shuttle Sewing Machine. It makes a 
s�itch allke on both sides, and is the best low-priced lIcensed machine In tile world. W. A. HENDERSON & CO. , Cleveland, Ohio, or St. Louis. Mo. 

A LLCOT'r's LATHES, for Broom, Hoe, and 
Rake Handles lor sale by 

L. W. POND, 98 Liberty st. , New York. 

BOILEI:> S  ALLEN'S PATENT _\J • will remove and prevent Scale III Steam .Boilers. In three gallon cans, boxed, $0 per can. J. J. ALLEN, Philadelphia, Pa� 

L. & J. W. FEUCHTWANGER, 55 Ce
dar st . ,  New York, Chemists, Manut'ac
tllrers, and Importers 01' Sp ecialities, 
SIlicates, Soda and Potash, ()hlorlde ot 
Calclllln, Peroxide 01' Manganese, Hy
drofluoric ACid, lJIetalllc Oxides, Steel 
and Glass Makers' and Potters' Articles, 
Publishers 01' Trea tises on " Soluble 
Glass," " Gems," and " F erme nted 
Liquors." 

CINCINNATI BRASS WORKS. - En!rl-J neers and Steam Fitters' Brass Work, Best Qnairty at very Low Price.. F. LUNKENHEIMEH, Prop'r. 

SILICA'l'E OF SODA, IN ITS VAHlOUS 
forms, mannfactured as a specialty, bv Philadelphia 

Qua�.tz Co. , 7H3 South 2d st. Philadeluhla 1'a. 
beat. Send for a Circular. J. E. BUERK, 

N. B.-This detectons !';v�j.�
0
�ii��n-8�\3.

n
>fat:�is. 

Parties using or selling these instruments without autho
ruy from me will be dealt with according to law. 

VINEGAR, how made in 10 hours , without l ATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT 
drugs. Particulars 10 cts, F.SAGE,Cromwcll,Conn. � from 4 to 36 inches. Also for car wheels. Andress E. HORTON & SON. Windsor Locks, Conn. 

BENT, GOODNOW & CO., 
Boston Mass. , Publishers of " PATENT STAR, 

sell Patent Rights and goods of all kinds. Orders .0Uclt 
ed. AGENTS WANTED. 

ur-Send stamp for copy. 

PRIZE MEDAL SCHOLL SAW.
THOS. L. CORNELL, Derby, Conn. 

Tanite Wheels 
AND GRINDING MACHINES. 

S. A. WOODS, General Agent. 
Machinery Depot, Vi Liberty st. , New York. 

WANTED.-Agents for Patent Saw Sharp
ener and Gummer. Larg�'commissions. Address 

JOS. O. COLLADAY, Philadelpilla. 

WANTED.-Gun and Cartridge Machinery 
of all kinds, new or second-hand. Address WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CGMPANY, 

N ow Haven Conn_ 

l\ 1[ACH1NISTS' TOOLS, at greatly reduced II prices. Also, some Woodworth Planers and Sec
ond·hand Tools. 97 to 113 R. B. ave. , Newark N J 

E. '" R. J. GOULD, successors to Gould Machine C o  

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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Receipts-When money i s  paid a t  the office 

for subscriptions. a receipt for It will be given ; but 
when subscribers remit their money by mail, they 
may consider the arrival of the first paper a bona·fide 

acknowle�ent of their funds 

Advertisements will be admitted on this page at the rate of $1'00 per line for each insertion. Engravings may 

head advertisements at the 8ame rate per line, by m�as· 
urement. as tke letter-pre88. 

J\sbe�tos Roofing 
FIRST PREMIUM awarded by the AMERI

AIs�
A
iri����!�r;"�?o1

H
�§�i?§'T1fl

8
ii'oOF COATING. 

ASBESTOS CEMENT (for leaky roofs). ASBESTOS BOIL· 
ER FELTING. ROOFING AND SHEATHIN G FELTS. 
l3UILDING PAl"ER. and GENERAL ROOFING MATE· 

R��n
S
DescrIPtive Pamphlets. Price List. and Samples 

s ent free. Address 
H. W. J OHNS, Sole Manufacturer. 

78 William street, New York, 
Or. BARRETT. ARNOLD & KIMBALL. 124 LaSalle st . •  

Chicago. Ill. 

CORN HUSKERS.···CAUTION. THE undersigned would state to the public 
that Patents lfranted to L. A. Aspinwall. Ap'ril I2th. 

1870 and subseque�t rcissl!cs. claim all corn hns.kmg roll� 
ers having either lon,g'itudmal or spiral depressIOn.s. 

Suits are now pelldmg (or interfe�ence, and untIl such 
decision we would cautIOn manu!acture!s and others 
agalUst investing in rights or machmes whICh maYJf.

rove 
wortnless. l GIFFORD &,.FAIRFJ.ELD. Hudson. . Y. 

RAILROAD MEN who hope for promotion. 
read the RAILHOAD GAZE�TE, publis�ed at 72 Broad

way, New York, and 112 Madison st. , ChlCugO. Sample 
numbers, 10 cts. 

$2 50 A LINE for an advertisement in 
• Kellogg's Inside Track List of 265 West· 

ern Country Newspapers. Best and Che&¥.est medium of 
Its kind In the world. 
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s
M'M�ili�O� st.���icago. 

SlIORT HAND 1 5 0 words per lllln-
• ute in t"our weeks. 

Send stamp for Circular. Prof. GRAY. P.O. Box 4847. N. Y. 

VEITEERS. 
A. PARKER & CO. , 

Nos. 166 and 168 Center st., cor. Canal, 
NEW YORK, 'DEALERS in Foreign and Domestic Cabinet 

Woods, in Boards, Plan.ks and Veneers, have a large 
and choice assortment, to WhICh they invite the attention 
'Of Manufacturers and Dealers. 

STEAM ENGINES, 
QASTINGS. Forgings. and Machinery of all 

kinds. Address FISHKILL LANDING MACHINE 
C . •  Fishkill·on·the·Hudson. N. Y. 

MACHINERY SHAFTING PULLEYS 
• -- and Hangers, Paper Box and 

Paper Collar Machines, Machin<:s for P�aiting B.osoms, 
an 1mproved apparatus for runnln� Sewl�� ¥achmes by 
power, Brothers Patent Self-�peratInifPlll.mng Jack At· 
tachment, Models, and-{i��r.

r�6L�bRSi.�lll
ery. 

Machine Shop No .7. 9 & 11 Union Building. Troy. N. Y. 

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS. 
Beautiful plans for dwelling houses. and 

ALL large sheets of detail drawings... II! each 
number of the Ame19ican , Hudder. 

WHO 
Only $3.00 a year. Send one dollar and 
try It for four months. 

BUILD 
CHARLES D. LAKEY. Publisher. 

• ��q� m 

L. L. SMITH & 00., 

Nickel Platers, 
6 HOWARD s'r., New York, 

Between Elm and Centre. 

The fact that this Shaftmg has 75 per cent greater 
strength, a finer finish, and is truer to gage, than any other 
in use, renders it undoubtedly the most economical. We 
are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED COL
LINS PAT. COUPLING, and furnish Pulleys, Hangers, etc. , 
of the most approved styles. Price Lists mailed on ap· 
plication to 

120 J��f.� s�r�t.1.[,ft����:h. Pa. m;: Stocks ot this Shafting in store and for sale by 
F G�t��LX��� �l:{;�·J£.����r�s':,��et. N. Y. 

UNION 

Spoke W orks,_, 
SPOKES. RIMS, AND PLOW HANDLES. 

. All goods warranted seasoned, and of the best 
quaUty. JOHN G. DAVIS & SON. 

Southwest cor. of Leonard and Otter sts . • Philadelphia. 

WATER-PROOF 

B UILDING PAPER 
��ge 
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Pass· book Covers. Grain and Flour Bins, efc . •  for sale by J. HUNTER. JR . •  
Paper Warehouse. 59 Duane st . •  New York. 

Jdtntifit 

From 4 to 500 horse power 
including Corliss Engines, Slide 
�l�
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lar'Saw�ills, Shafting. Pulleys. 
etc. Wheat and Corn MillS, CIr
cular Saws, etc. 

Send for Price List. 
WOOD & MANN 

Steam Engine Company, 
WORKS-UTICA. N. Y. 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE-42 Cortlandt st., New York. 

POWER PLEDGED 
Equal to lauy Overshot, with 

N .  F .  B U R N H A M ' S 
NEW T URBINE 

WATER 'VHEEL. 
Illustrated Descriptive Pamphlet 

and Price List sent free; by 
N. F. BURNHAM. York. Pa. 

IVIRE R OPE. 
J O H N  A .  R O E B L I N G ' S  S O N S ,  

)lA..�UFAC·.rURERS, TRENTON, N. J. 

FOR Inclined Planes. Standing Ship Rigging. 
Bridges, Ferries, Stays, or Guys on Derricks � Cranes, 

Tiller Ropes, Sash Cords of Copper and Ir!ln, Llghtn!ng 
Conductors of Copper. Special attention gIven to hOlst· 
ing rope of all kinds ror Mln{',s and Elevators. Apply for 
circular giving price and other informatIOn. Send for 
pamphlet on Transmission of Power b� Wire Ropes. A 
large stock constantly on hand �';:\!7 

L�b�rfr
a;t�e���e, 

American Saw Co . , Manufacturers of 

And Perforated Circular and Long !::laws. Also Solid 
Saws of all kinds. No. 1 lferry: st . . , cor. Gold street: 
New York. Branch Office for PaCIfic Coast, No. 606 
.Front street. San Francisco,Cal. 

Hard Wood Boards 
AND 

SP AMISH CBDAB 
FOR CIGAR BOXES, 

And a large and magnificent assortment 0 .. 

VENEERS, 
Comprising everything in their line. bo�h Foreign and 
DomestiC, to which they invite the Fr':Clal . attention of 
all dealers. send j

�i��
I
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e
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o., \ 291 Monroe st. 168. 170. and 1�� Factory. l 398 Madison st. Center st .• JO< ewYork city. 

LeCOUNT'S PATENTj 
Lathe Do[s & Clamps, . 
Of both Iron and Steel. 

LeCount's Patent 
EXPANDING MANDREL, . I '  
For use in tile Lathe. , ) 1 Send for latest Circular. ' I I C. W. LeCOUNT, 

South Norwalk, Conn. 

THE CHEAPEST l\IODE 
OF 

INTRODUCING INVENTIONS. 
INVENTORS AND CONSTRUCTORS OF 

new and useful Contrivances, or Machines, or Engi· 
neering works, of whatever kind, can have their Inven
tions illustrated and described in the columns of the 
SOIENTIFIC AlIERICAN, on payment of a reasonable 
charge. 

The cuts are furnished to the party for whom they are 
executed as soon as they have been used. 'Ve wish it 
understood, however, that no second·hand or poor en 
gravings, snch as patentees often get executed by inex
perienced artists for printing circulars and handbills, can 
be admitted into the reading colUmns. We also reserve 
the right to accept or reject such subjects as are present· 
ed for publication. And it is not our desire to receive 
orders for engraving and publishing any but good Inven
tions or :Machinp$, and such as d� not meet our approba
tion we sha1 respectfully declme. Estimates as to cost 
of engraving and publication will be given, on receipt of 
photograph, model, or drawing, and description. 

For further particulars address 
ru:UNN &; CO • •  

Publishers o f  SCIENTTFIO AMERICAN. 
New York city. 

jmtritau. 

Safest 
AND 

Best. 

IRON e,;TEAMSHIP BUILDERS. 

NEAFIE & LEVY, 
PENN WORKS, 

1 87 1 .  

Weston's Patent . Di[erential 
PULLEY BLOCKS. 

Address t 
75.000 IN USE. 

IIARRISON BOILER 'VOHIO:: S, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

or. JOHN A. COLEMAN, Agent. 
110 Broadway. New York. and 139 Federal st . •  Boston. 

R UMPFF & L UTZ, 
IMPORTERS and Manufacturers of Aniline . Colors and Dyestuffs, Colors for Paperhangers and Stainers. Reliable reCipes for Dyeing and Prjnting on Silk, Wool, and Cotton · All new improvements in the ��� �A��;

i
�E���;:,�sc��g�

s 
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ed to us by 
42 Beaver street, New York. 

En[ines, Tools, Machinery, etc. , MARINE ENGINE!'!, BOILERS, ETC., 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. FOR SALE AT THE 

Verlical &Horizontal Noyolty Iron Works, 
CORN MILLS. Foot of East 12th street New York city ilQ·lnch grinds 30 bus. per hour. EUBRACING E . ' , 

and 20· in. 15. Price $280 and $140. Hi ngmes. Planers. Lathes. 
EDWARD HARRISON'. Smith and Boiler Makers' Tools. and Machinery and New Haven, Conn. Patterns of the most apgroved kinds, etc. Also, l High 

----------------�---- f§�:����0��
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i
:W!��rWh�i!�'ilJ-i�����: L. W. Pond---New Tools. ameter. and 1 Marine Beam Engine. 6O·lnches by l0·feet stroke. Send for catalogue. 

EXTRA HEAVY AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. JNO. S .  SCHULTZE, LATHES, PLANERS, DHILLS. of all sizes · RECEIVER OF THE NOVELTY IRON WORKS. 
Vertical Boring Mills. ten feet swing. and under ' New York. March 1. 1871. 

MIlling Machines. Gear and Bolt Cutters ; Hand Punches 
and Shears for Iron. 

9111ce and Warerooms. 98 Liberty st . •  NewYork ; Wor ' at Worcester, Mass. 
A. C. STEBBINS. New York. Agent. Swain Turbine. 

UILDING PAPER -
OF THREE GRADES. "Our Low-Water Whee lfrom this on' " TARRED SHEATHING, 

I
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i
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PREPARED PLASTERING BOARD, 
a cheap and perfect substitute for lat '] and 
plaster j makes a smooth, warm, and substan· 
tial w ,ul. at less than half the usnal cost. 

DOUBLE THICK ROOFING 

��g.���f�o��:'}��
t
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Sample and Clrcnlars sent free. by 
ROCK RIVER PAPER CO . •  

Chicago ; or 
B. E22 �"\1�rankfort street. N. Y. 

Patents on Designs . 
CItizens and aliens can now secure design patents for 

three and a half, seven, and fourteen years. The law on 
thl", subject Is very liberal. Foreigners. deSigners. and 
manufacturers, who send goods to this country, may se
Cure natents nere upon their new patterns, and thus pre
vent other makers from selling similar goods in this mar
Jret. 

These patents cover all novelties of form or configura· 
tion of articl of manufacture. 

For further information address 
111UNN & CO., 

No. 37 PR�'k Row. New York. 

THE 

Allen En�ine Works i l :ll'" J:I !aij l!l1 
Fourth avenue and 130th and ISlst sts. New York city 
Manufacturers 01 

Porter's Governor, 
The Allen Boiler, and 
Standard Straillht Edlles, Surface Plates, and 
Angle Plates. 
Four first premIums were awarded to us at the Fa:r ot 

the American Instltnte. 1870. 
Send for our illustrated circular. 

THE 

Tanite Bmery Wheel. 
Does not Glai1tluflII¥'i' 'gO�mell. Address 

Stroud�burg, Monroe Co. , Pa. 

PAT. SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL 
STONES, tor Brass and Iron Work Saw Mills, and 

Edge Tools. N orthamotonEmery Whoel Co. Leeds.Mass. 

HEAVY CASTINGS ��:��i:�\fa�d 

Steam Engine Builders & Founders, New Haven, Conn. 

$250 
EMPLOYMENT • •  

A MONTH with Stencil Dies. Sam 
pIes free. Address 

S. M. SPENCER Brattleboro Vt. 

Steam Super-Heater, 
FOR Saving Fuel. and supplying Dry Stearn 

of any deSired temperature. Safel, durable, easily_ at
tached. H. W. BULKLEY Engineer. "8 Liberty st . •  N.Y. fsfre" BEST DAMPER REGULATOR 

for Stehm Boiler. Send for Circulars 
Agents Wanted. MURRILL & KEIZER. Baltimore. Md. �END to CLARKE REEVES & CO . •  Engi-

neerst,.]3uilders of New Bridges,Viaducts, Roofs, etc . •  
P <ENIX v ILE BRIDGE WORKS. of Pennsylvania. See 
their new Album Of Demgns. Address410 Walnut st . •  Phila. 

WILL DO TEN PER CENT MORE WORK 
on small streams, In a dry season, than any whee 

rii:t��:�lt��sts�
ave the best results, in every respect, at, 

]<'or Report of tests at Lowell. with Diagrams and Ta 
olea of Power, address 

THE SWAIN TURBINE C O . ,  
N orth Chellllst"ord, M a s s .  

A S. & J. GEAR & CO . •  Boston, furnisp 
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